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Introduction
In recent biomedical research one of the most challenging problems is to investigate interactions in physiological subsystems. Transfer Entropy is an increasingly used tool for analysis of linear as well as nonlinear interactions. The extension to multivariate data sets enables the identification of indirect connections. Here an autonomic functional network
was tested for sensitivity to different autonomic states and reproducibility in healthy controls.

Methods
We conducted recordings of 39 right-handed healthy volunteers in rest and during isometric exercise in supine position.
Additionally resting state datasets of 104 controls were split into two subgroups with similar epidemiologic properties.
Electrocardiogram, non-invasive blood pressure, respiratory activity, pupil diameter and skin conductance were recorded simultaneously and built the nodes of a network. Transfer Entropy was calculated by mixed embedding technique combined with a Nearest-Neighbor approach to estimate the interactions of these nodes (edges).

Results
During isometric exercise a reduced causal relation of systolic blood pressure (SBP) and heart rate (HR) was found.
Global input of HR and SBP decreased during handgrip. Influence on respiratory activity increased in total (Image 1).
The two one-sided test (TOST) revealed an equivalence of the two control data sets at significance level p=0.05 for
edges and network properties. The comparison of respiratory influence on heart rate as an example is shown in Image 2.

Image 1 Network differences in percent during
handgrip condition compared to rest. Blue edges
illustrate increased interactions during handgrip,
red edges decreased interactions during handgrip. BBI: heart beat intervals; SBP: systolic
blood pressure; DIA: pupil diameter; RSP: respiratory activity; GSR: galvanic skin response

Image 2 Example of subgroup comparison in
healthy controls: Transfer Entropy estimates for
respiratory influence (RSP) on heart rate (heart beat
intervals BBI).

Conclusion
During exercise the suppression of the baroreceptor reflex by central command led to a dissociation of heart rate and
blood pressure. The estimated network reflected this well known phenomenon. Additionally an increase in feedback information transfer of both nodes to respiration was found. In 104 recordings of healthy controls we could demonstrate
the reproducibility of the network`s characteristics. These two properties are fundamental step towards identification of
a common functional autonomic network.
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Introduction
The ambition of revealing directed interactions in multivariate systems based  on  Granger’s  principle  of  predictability  
has resulted in a multitude of different approaches. Methods working in the time domain are mainly based on the consideration of various model prediction errors, whereby frequency information gets lost. Frequency selective methods
usually use the model parameters themselves, which may result in an inferior selectivity of narrow banded oscillations.
The gaol of the present study is the embedding of suitable signal decompositions into the concept of Granger Causality
in order to identify important signal fractions influencing other process components.

Methods
FFT or Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) are used to decompose a component of a multivariate signal into signal
fractions or modes. Subsequently, both the full multivariate signal and the signal reduced by any selected mode are
properly modelled. If the mode subtraction results in a significant impairment of the predictability of any other signal
component, a Granger causal influence of the removed mode to the predicted signal component is suggested. That concept is demonstrated by means of artificial data with known ground truth.

Results
Results regarding the FFT-based decomposition are similar to the Partial Directed Coherence with slightly improved
frequency selectivity at the expense of a higher computational effort. With an EMD-based decomposition intrinsic
modes that are responsible for the entire coupling structure may be reliably identified. The EMD extracts natural signal
components, and in comparison to previous frequency selective approaches a prior definition of frequency bands or filter limits is not necessary, respectively.

Conclusion
A frequency selective (e.g. FFT-based) or signal adaptive (e.g. EMD-based) Granger Causality Index may be defined
based on appropriate signal decompositions. The identification of significant signal fractions being responsible for the
interaction between two process components provides useful additional information about the coupling structure within
multivariate systems.
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Introduction
A major topic of contemporary brain research is to decode the neural signal which enables the construction of Brain
Machine Interfaces. Therefore, state-of-the-art implanted neural recorders use an array of 100 or more parallel electrodes to measure neural activity. In order to enable optimal data analysis at the receiver, the entire continuous raw neural spike signals have to be transmitted wirelessly to the receiver resulting in a data rate of tens of Mbit/s. Thus, often
data distorting thresholding is employed or major power consuming transmitters have to be used. In order to avoid power hungry transmitters, neural data compression which does not result in major distortion of the data is favored.

Methods
Data rate reducing compression schemes for neural spike signals have been analyzed – namely compressed sensing
(CS) and delta compression with additional entropy encoding, referred to as modified delta compression (MDC). For
objective comparison, the investigated compression schemes are analyzed with synthesized and prerecorded data by
evaluating their compression rate under the condition of preserved information. Therefore, the spike sorting program
OSort is employed to evaluate the data before and after compression.

Results
As a result of MATLAB based evaluation, CS is shown to work for the compression of low-noise synthetic neural spike
signals with a compression rate of ~2, while losing its usability in the presence of realistic noise levels for recorded data
sets. The lossless MDC scheme achieves compression rates up to 2 utilizing non-ideal dictionaries, and allows a reasonable data rate reduction without signal distortion. An implementation of the MDC scheme is presented in a 180nm
CMOS technology. The synthesized design for the MDC scheme results an area consumption of 0.72mm² and a power
consumption of 0.97mW for the compression of 100 neural channels at a sample rate of 20kHz.

Conclusion
It was found that the use of the MDC compressor scheme is beneficial for transmitters with an efficiency worse than
121pJ/bit, which applies to almost all state of the art implantable RF transmitters.
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Introduction
Recently, Phase-to-Amplitude cross-frequency Coupling (PAC) analysis has been shown to be a versatile tool in neurological signal processing and classification, exhibiting properties correlated to the brain functional state.
Open loop electrical deep brain stimulation (DBS) via chronically implanted electrodes is used in the treatment of several pharmacoresistant neurological disorders (e.g. Parkinson’s disease, dystonia, pain). Today, current and stimulation
frequency are only manually adapted according to the patient’s symptoms. In order to meet symptom fluctuation, a
closed loop approach would be desireable with automatic parameter adaptation to the current functional brain state by
energy efficient PAC implementations.
PAC computes the coupling of the envelope of high frequency band signal components (HFB, 30–200 Hz) to the phase
of low frequency band components (LFB, 1-30 Hz) over time. The source signal is decomposed into frequency bands
via bandpass filters. Subsequently, a modulation index is computed that quantifies the correlation between the envelope
of HFB and the phase of LFB components, respectively.

Methods
A MATLAB model serves as the reference for benchmarking and verification of optimized PAC algorithms. Reduced
complexity PAC algorithms have been implemented and evaluated based on datasets aquired from human and animal
Electroencephalogram (EEG), Electrocorticogram (ECoG) and Local Field Potential (LFP) recordings.

Results
The envelope and phase extraction have been identified as the most computational complex part of the PAC algorithm,
accounting for an O(N log N) complexity. Long Finite Impulse Response bandpass filters have been replaced by short
Infinite Impulse Response filters. The Hilbert transform traditionally involved in envelope and phase extraction can be
substituted by O(N) algorithms with a significantly reduced number of operations.

Conclusion
The computational complexity and number of operations required for the computation of comodulograms could be reduced substaintially with an insignificant loss in accuracy. These optimized algorithms are important steps towards implantable closed-loop DBS devices.
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Abstract
As the determination of suitable and individualized parameter values for myoelectric-controlled human-machine interfaces is time-consuming, this work presents an incremental parameter adaptation scheme that finds appropriate parameter
values autonomously. It incrementally adapts the values depending upon the user performance which is evaluated during task run time. The scheme is capable to cope with inappropriately initialized parameter values. In experiments it is
validated for two scenarios simulating inappropriate parameter values.

1

Introduction

Digitized myoelectric signals (MESs) serve as input signals for controlling technical devices such as electricpowered wheelchairs or arm prostheses [1, 2]. A plethora
of MES-controlled assistive robot devices help in the field
of medical rehabilitation [3, 4]. For people suffering from
spinal paraplegia MES-controlled wheelchairs are potentially helpful with respect to regaining mobility and thus
improving quality of life [5]. However, finding suitable parameter values for MES-controlled human-machine interfaces (HMIs) which meet the users’ individual physiology
is time-consuming. During offline calibration the operator
spends a significant amount of time finding proper parameter values manually by trial and error. Nevertheless, the
parameter values found via offline calibration merely denote the optimal values at the time of offline calibration.
Offline calibration schemes for biosignal controlled HMIs
merely adapt to the user at specific time points [6]. The
non-adaptable parameters stay constant during the HMI operation. Non-stationary signal features such as muscle fatigue affect the long-term stability so that the accuracy of
HMI operation declines over time. Consequently, the user
has to stop HMI operation and recalibrate the HMI again
to ensure proper and accurate control. Therefore, online
calibration methods for HMIs incorporating adaptable parameters are highly desirable.
Different HMIs were developed aiming towards online
adaptation. In the context of upper-arm rehabilitation
via human-robot interaction an algorithm was investigated
adapting the duration for executing path segments of reference trajectories [7]. Adaptive HMI based on incremental support vector machines which recalibrate themselves
online were developed [8, 9]. The online feature selection
to adapt a classifier during run time was investigated [10].
However, none of these online adaptation approaches cover
biosignal controlled HMIs via direct signal normalization.
This work presents an incremental parameter adaptation
scheme for MES-controlled HMIs based on direct signal

normalization. It is founded upon the concept introduced
in [11]. The proposed adaptation scheme alters parameter
values which immediately affect the MES normalization. It
autonomously determines suitable parameter values which
meet the users’ individual physiology rather than manually
set by an operator. During the execution of a specific user
task it alters the parameter values online. The scheme itself
works online but in the context of real wheelchair operation it is applied in the calibration phase, i.e. offline. The
long term goal of these investigations is to develop a “fullyonline” adaptation method for wheelchair control adjusting
to the individual wheelchair user during operation time.

2
2.1

Methods
Data Acquisition and User Task

The MESs from both the left and right forearm are acquired by means of surface electromyographical (sEMG)
electrodes positioned at the extensor digitorum muscle as
shown in Figure 1a. For better electric conductivity the skin
is wet locally at the electrodes’ position. In order to reduce artifacts originating from electrode displacements the
sEMG electrodes are fastened through cuffs. During the
HMI operation the user sits in front of a computer monitor and places the forearms conveniently onto the table. To
avoid unwanted arm muscle tonicity the user lays the elbows relaxed on the table. This is the resting position.
The user task is to play a simplified car racing video game
shown in Figure 1b. One stage contains a number of straight
lines and left or right arcs of different degrees representing
the road. The road varies in width. The user controls the
car horizontally by means of contraction or relaxation of
two independent muscles, namely the left and right extensor digitorum muscle. In case the user contracts the left
muscle the car moves to the left and if the right muscle is
contracted the car moves to the right. For simplicity sake,
the car moves on with a constant speed, i.e. there are no
options to speed up or slow down the car.
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Adaptation Scheme

In order to simplify the online adaptation scheme and based
on the assumption that the user’s left and right forearm
physiology are alike x1,f,max and x2,f,max are altered the same
way in one time step. Generally, the optimal values for
these parameters differ interindividually due to the users’
(a) User’s forearms
(b) User screen
different physiology. To address the non-stationary nature
Figure 1: MES-controlled car racing game
of MES, i.e. due to muscle fatigue or skin transpiration the
optimal parameter values may shift over time, the scheme
keeps adjusting the values. Based on experience the pa2.2 Digital Signal Processing
rameter values should not be altered too drastically at once
The two-channel HMI (i = 1, 2) utilized in this work is because that potentially irritates the user. Therefore, a limit
based on the acquisition of digitized MESs with subsequent for numerical value changes is applied.
signal processing in real time. Given the digital signal res- As for the car racing game, the horizontal car position c[k]
olution of 10 bits, the digitized MESs xi [k] range from 0 depends on the muscle activity signals x [k] according to
i,n
to 210 1. In order to harness the noisy and biased signals xi [k] for control purposes they need to be processed by
c[k] = 50 (x1,n [k] x2,n [k]) · 50 2 [0, 100]. (4)
three consecutive digital operations, namely rectification,
low pass filtering and normalization. Firstly, the rectified
This formula reflects that the user screen (cf. Figure 1b) is
signals xi,r [k] 2 [0, 210 1] are defined in accordance with
scaled into 100 equidistant parts on the horizontal axis.
xi,r [k] = 2 · xi [k] xi,mean
(1) The adaptation determines the parameter values automatically during stage execution, i.e. online. Beginning with
where xi,mean are the constant biases of xi [k]. Secondly, the initial parameter values it autonomously adapts the values
low pass filtered signals xi,f [k] 2 [0, 210 1] are defined without any external influence by supervising operators. As
soon as the car leaves the road the adaptation scheme alaccording to
ters the parameter values depending on the current user perv
u
formance. The online adaptation scheme seeks for suitable
m
u 1 X 2
xi,f [k] = a·xi,f [k 1]+(1 a)·t
xi,r [k j] (2) parameter values based on the comparison between desired
m + 1 j=0
(ideal) and actual user performance.
The current user performance is defined as the horizontal
where xi,f [k
1] are the previously filtered values and deviation between the car’s current position and the middle
xi,r [k j] are the currently and previously rectified values. line’s current position according to
The parameter a is the infinite impulse response (IIR) filter’s smoothing parameter. Basically, as for the game it de|m[k] c[k]|
Q[k] = 1
2 (0, 1]
(5)
termines the car’s agility. The parameter m is the root mean
100
square (RMS) filter’s window width. Thirdly, the normalwhere m[k] 2 [0, 100] is the middle line’s horizontal poization scales the filtered signals in accordance with
sition. Values of Q[k] close to zero represent poor user
xi,f [k] xi,f,min
performance and values near one stand for excellent user
xi,n [k] =
2 [0, 1].
(3)
performance. The optimization problem is formulated as
xi,f,max xi,f,min
Low values of xi,n [k] represent muscle relaxation and high
values stand for muscle contraction. Hence, xi,n [k] may
be interpreted as muscle activity signals. The parameters
xi,f,min represent the minimum values of the filtered signals
the user reaches when the muscle relaxes. The parameters
xi,f,max 2 (xi,f,min , 3 · (210 1)] are the maximum values
of the filtered signal the user can reach when the muscle
contracts. They denote the two adaptable HMI parameters
in this work. They mainly impact the HMI’s interpretation
of muscle contraction. In other words, if these parameters’
values are low a moderate muscle contraction is interpreted
as a strong contraction. On the other hand, if the values
are high a moderate muscle contraction is interpreted as a
weak contraction. Despite the actual range of [0, 210 1]
for the filtered signals xi,f [k] the adaptation scheme allows
the parameters xi,f,max to accept values greater than 210 1
to affect the interpretation of muscle contraction.

(6)

xi,f,max [k] = arg max Q[k].
xi,f,max [k]

The adaptable parameter values are altered incrementally
based on Q[k] in accordance with
1] · (1 + [k] · w · (1

xi,f,max [k] = xi,f,max [k

1 2
) ) (7)
Q[k]

where [k] indicates whether to increase or decrease the
parameter values depending on c[k] according to
[k] =

⇢

1
1

if c[k] too outside
if c[k] too inside

(8)

The increment factor w defines how drastic the scheme alters the parameter values.
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Results

One able-bodied individual (m, 29) participated in the experiments. As for the preset parameters, a = 0.9, m = 20
and w = 1.2 are applied. The user steers the car within the
stage for about 30 seconds. In the experiments two scenarios are tested to simulate inappropriate parameter values,
namely scenario S1 and S2. Prior to the stage execution the
offline calibration is performed which determines parameter
(a) S1, Q[k]
(b) S2, Q[k]
values that can be seen as optimal values for the individual
Figure 3: User performance Q[k] during stage execution
S2
user at that time. These are xS1
i,f,max and xi,f,max . As for the
first scenario S1, the initial values are set manually -90% off
and as for the second scenario S2 the values are set +300% The improvement of user performance is also reflected in
off with respect to the values found by the offline calibration better car steering accuracy. In the first scenario S1, where
according to
the initial values xi,f,max [0] are set too small on purpose the
scheme incrementally increases the value. The user witxi,f,max [0] = 0.1 · xS1
and
(9)
i,f,max
nesses low steering accuracy because the car strongly overS2
xi,f,max [0] = 4 · xi,f,max .
(10)
reacts. Slight muscle contractions are interpreted by the
The experimental results point out that the online adapta- HMI as strong ones. As a consequence the deviation betion scheme alters the current parameter values during stage tween the car position and the middle line position is high.
execution towards the values found by the offline calibra- After a while the online adaptation scheme increased the
tion. In the first scenario (S1), since the initial parameter parameter value to a level that allows the user to steer the
values xi,f,max [0] are set -90% off the scheme seeks to in- car with a higher accuracy. The HMI’s interpretation of the
crease the current parameter values xi,f,max [k] (solid line) user’s muscle contraction is then in better compliance with
during stage execution towards the offline calibrated val- the user’s intention.
ues xS1
i,f,max (diamond marked line) as shown in Figure 2a. The horizontal car and middle line positions of the actual
On the other hand, as the initial parameter values are set stage are depicted for both scenarios in Figures 4a and 4b
+300% off in the second scenario (S2) the scheme seeks to respectively. As for S1, the car strongly overreacts and
decrease the current parameter values xi,f,max [k] (solid line) as for S2 it reacts too lazy. The corresponding averaged,
during stage execution towards the offline calibrated values squared deviation between car and middle line positions is
xS2
i,f,max (diamond marked line) as illustrated in Figure 2b. illustrated in Figures 4c and 4d.
In both scenarios these observations are made for x1,f,max [k]
and x2,f,max [k].

(a) S1, x1,f,max [k]

(a) S1, c[k] and m[k]

(b) S2, c[k] and m[k]

(c) S1, deviation

(d) S2, deviation

(b) S2, x1,f,max [k]

Figure 2: Parameter value adaptation during stage execution
The user performance Q[k] varies during stage execution
depending on the current car and middle line position. At
the beginning of the stage the best possible value Q[k] = 1
is achieved because by default the car position is initialized
at the middle line position. This extraordinary high Q[k]
must be regarded as an artifact coming from the game initialization that does not reflect the actual user performance
at that time. After that initial phase the actual user performance declines because for the user it is hard to follow the
road with the initially set parameter values. The averaged
user performance increases as the scheme adapts the parameter values. Figures 3a and 3b show the increase of the
averaged user performance during stage executing for the
scenarios S1 and S2 respectively.

Figure 4: Car position c[k], middle line position m[k] and
corresponding deviation during stage execution
The online adaptation scheme alters the adaptable maximum parameters xi,f,max [k] towards the a priori determined
S2
values xS1
i,f,max and xi,f,max in the scenarios S1 and S2 respectively. This demonstrates the scheme is capable to alter wrongly initialized values xi,f,max [k] towards the correct
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Abstract
Direction of propagation (DOP) and conduction velocity (CV) of excitation waves are essential parameters to identify
targets for catheter ablation of cardiac arrhythmias. Most approaches to determine the DOP and CV rely on manual annotation. Many, time-consuming measurements with mapping catheters are required. Aim of this work was to quantitatively
extract the DOP and the CV of wavefronts from intracardiac electrograms with a single shot measurement. We used a
simulation database of planar waves computed with a cellular automaton with different CVs between 500 mm/s and 1100
mm/s. By comparing the correct values of CV and DOP with the computed values from the developed algorithm the median
CV- error was between 7 mm/s and 50 mm/s and the median DOP- error variated between 1 and 4 .

Introduction

Measuring
Signals

Catheter ablation is first-line treatment of paroxysmal atrial
fibrillation (AF) [1, 2, 3]. In this context CV has a major
influence on propagation patterns of atrial arrhythmias. Local CV and DOP are important markers for tissue heterogenities with proarrhythmogenic effects. Previous work presented approaches [4, 5, 6] to quantitatively determine DOP
and CV. With a single wavefront, which passes a circular
catheter, the parameters DOP and CV can be determined by
the so called cosine fit algorithm [6]. Because of the circular form of the mapping catheter and the planar wave form,
a cosine curve can be fitted to the detected activation time.
Because the cosine fit algorithm can only be used for circular catheter the aim of this work is a general concept, which
is applicable to arbitary catheter geometries.

2

Methods

2.1

Cellular automaton

In our simulation study planar waves were simulated using
a cellular automaton. We used a two dimensional simulation patch representing an atrium with the length of 8 cm in
x direction and 5 cm in y direction. Extracellular potentials
were computed based on transmembrane voltage values and
extracellular conductivities. With simulated electrode positions of different catheters the EGM signals of all electrodes
are simulated with conduction velocities in the range of 500
mm/s to 1100 mm/s in steps of 20 mm/s.

2.2

Non-linear energy operator (NLEO) and
Local activation time (LAT)

For intracardiac electrograms the NLEO is an effective analysis method [7, 8]. We determined the local activation time

NLEO- Operator
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1
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Figure 1 Flow diagram of the method MSTD

(LAT), the time when a wavefront passes an electrode, as
time when the NLEO signal is maximal. The NLEO signal
E at time j is calculated from the samples x with formula 2
developed by Teager and Kaiser [9].

E j = x2j

x j+1 · x j

1

(1)
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S137

Minimum of sum of time differences
(MSTD)

The flow diagram of the method MSTD is shown in figure 1. In this method estimated and measured local activation time (LAT) difference between two neighboring electrodes of a PentaRay (Biosense-Webster) catheter was compared. With increasing DOP the PentaRay catheter rotated
in the direction of the curved arrow, see example in figure 2.
In this model the red line symbolizes the planar wavefront
at some early instance of time. The CV- direction is constant in x- direction but with increasing DOP the geometry of the PentaRay catheter rotated in this model. In the
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Figure 2 The PentaRay catheter is at the DOP of 0 . With
increasing DOP the PentaRay catheter rotated in the direction of the curved arrow.
first step of the flow diagram bipolar ECG signals are measured with the PentaRay catheter. In the next step the LATs
are determined by the maxima of the NLEO signals from
bipolar signals. With guessed values of the DOP the PentaRay catheter rotated in this geometric model. The guessed
lengths L between electrodes in this geometric model divided by the guessed CV resulted in guessed LAT difference
between two bipolar signals, see figure 3. The guessed local activation time difference from the geometric model minus the measured local activation time difference of neighbored bipolar signals is a quantitative measure to verify the
guessed values of DOP and CV. The sum of 5 discrepancies of local activation time difference from the geometric
model with the guessed values and the measurement will be
minimal, if the guessed values of DOP and CV are nearly
correct, compare formula 2. The parameter k symbolize the
5 rays of the PentaRay catheter.
N

min( Â |DtEmax
k=1

2.4

DtGeometry |)

Figure 3 (Top) Patch of atrium with the PentaRay catheter
and planar wave, (Bottom) determined bipolar NLEO signals.

reached, if there was no further value combination of CV
and DOP with a lower residual error. Using the ”steepest
descent” method the flow diagram contains the steps finding the best guess, the minimum along this steepest descent
direction and using the minimum along the direction for the
next iteration, see figure 4.

Best Guess

Steepest Descent Direction

Minimum along Direction

(2)

Optimization

The proposed algorithm is an iterative procedure, which was
optimized to find the minimum. As optimization method
”steepest descent” was used. With the first and the last electrode having activation, an initial guess of CV and DOP
was determined. An iterative process was continued until
the stopping criterion was reached. In this iterative process
the minimum along the approximation of the steepest descent direction was searched. The stopping criterion was

Stopping
Criterion
reached

No

Yes
Minimum

Figure 4 Flow diagram of the optimization method steepest
descent.
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As an example, values of 18 and 500 mm/s were simulated,
resulting in an estimated DOP of 17 and a CV of 507 mm/s
by MSTD, see figure 5. If the computed signals have ad-
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Figure 8 Estimation of CV and DOP: The estimated values
were 11 and 1099 mm/s with MSTD at SNR 12 dB.
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Figure 5 Estimation of CV and DOP: The estimated values
were 17 and 507 mm/s with the method MSTD. The correct
values were 18 and 500 mm/s.
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Figure 9 Determination of the minimum with the method
MSTD and the optimization method steepest descent in the
case of 500 mm/s and the DOP of 0 without noise.
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ditional noise with a signal to noise ratio (NSR) of 10 dB,
see figure 6, the determined values were 21 and 503 mm/s.
If the CV was increased to 1100 mm/s without additional
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Figure 6 Estimation of CV and DOP: The estimated values
were 21 and 503 mm/s with the method MSTD at SNR 10
dB. The correct values were 18 and 500 mm/s.
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noise, 1176 mm/s and 18 were estimated, see figure 7. With
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Figure 7 Estimation of CV and DOP: The estimated values
were 18 and 1176 mm/s with MSTD at correct values of
18 and velocity of 1100 mm/s.
an SNR of 12 dB the estimated values were 11 and 1099
mm/s, see figure 8. In the case of simulated 500 mm/s and
0 the minimum is reached after 5 iterations, as illustrated
in figure 9, even if the initial guess is -36 and 476 mm/s.
In the same case with additional noise (SNR of 10 dB) the
path is depicted in figure 10, in which 3 iterations are needed
for the minimum search. With this SNR the amount of iterations was less than 12. Regarding estimations of CVs between 500 and 1100 mm/s the absolute median DCV was between 7 mm/s and 50 mm/s and the absolute median DDOP
in figure 11. is between 1 and 4 . Figure 12 shows the in-
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Figure 10 Determination of the minimum with the method
MSTD and the optimization method ”steepest descent” in
the case of 500 mm/s and the DOP of 0 with the SNR of 10
dB.
creasing errors in the case of additional noise with a signal
to noise ratio (NSR) of 10 dB.

4

Discussion

We presented an approach for estimating CV and DOP invivo. The presented method is based on the comparison
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short computing time.
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Abstract
Time waveform analysis is an important tool in biomedical engineering. Common signal analysis methods use scalar
products and predefined signals to construct a representation for the signal of interest. Here we use a novel method to
represent and analyze signals. The method relies on the Schrödinger equation and uses its eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for the representation and analysis of a given signal. We extend this so called semi-classical signal analysis method,
apply it to an ECG recording and discuss its properties.

1

Introduction

The analysis of signals is a fundamental problem for many
engineers and scientists. In recent years there has been an
increased interest in the development of time waveform
analysis techniques. Reasons are the well-known limitations of classical Fourier-transform based analysis and
signal processing tools. Thus many powerful tools including time-frequency analyses, e.g. Wigner-Ville or wavelet
transforms, methods for blind source separation, e.g. independent component analyses, or techniques that are useful
to code and decode sparse signals, e.g. compressive sensing, have been developed [1, 2].
Waveform analyses are often difficult and confusing.
However, the key to successful signal analysis and processing is to know when to use which technique. In addition, it is well known, that all signal analysis methods have
strengths and weaknesses.
This paper reports on a recently developed signal analysis
method, called semi-classical signal analysis method [3, 4,
5], extend it and show how to use it for the representation
and analysis of ECG recordings, i.e. P waves, QRS complexes and T waves.

2

The quantum mechanical analogon is given by the timeindependent Schrödinger equation:
Hψ = E ψ ,
where H is the energy operator and E is the total energy of
the system. In the one-dimensional case this reads

H h = −h 2

∂
∂x 2

+ V (x ) = E

with parameter h > 0 .

The next step is to replace the potential by the signal to be
analysed, i.e. V = − s , and to rewrite Schrödinger’s equation for digital signals [3, 4, 5].
The discretized time-independent Schrödinger equation
reads

H h , s ψ h = λh ψ h .
This is a matrix eigenvalue problem, where H h, s is a parameter h and signal s dependent matrix, λh is the eigenvalue and ψ h is the corresponding eigenvector. If the digital signal is positive, i.e. sk > 0 , k = 1, 2,K, K , then it can
be reconstructed by
N

sˆk = 4h∑ κ nψ h2, n, k ,
n =1

− κ n2

Methods

Common signal analysis methods use scalar products to
construct a suitable representation of the signal to be analyzed. An example is the Fourier-transform of the timesignal s (t ) :
∞

S ( f ) = e j 2π ft | s (t ) = ∫ s (t ) e − j 2π ft dt .
−∞

It is clear that the spectrum S ( f ) and thus signal's representation depends on the basis function given by the complex exponential. An important question in signal analysis
is: how to find proper basis functions? There are two main
approaches: by a priori knowledge or by a signal driven
construction of basis functions. A well known example is
principle component analysis [6].
To introduce the semi-classical approach we start with the
well-known classical law of conservation of energies:
E kin + E pot = Etotal .

where
are the negative eigenvalues of H h, s , ψ h, n, k
are the corresponding eigenfunctions.
To analyse and reconstruct an arbitrary signal s k , we may
shift it or decompose it in positive and negative signals sk = sk+ + sk− and compute sˆk = sˆk+ + sˆk− . A third way is
to construct discrete Schrödinger operators that allow the
simultaneous computation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors
for arbitrary signals [5, 7, 8]. With that we can reconstruct
or approximate sk , k = 1, 2,K, K , by
N

M

sˆk = 4h∑ κ nψ h2, n, k − 4h ∑ν mψ h2, K −1−m, k ,
n =1
2
− κ n and

m =1

ν m2

where
are some selected eigenvalues of H h, s
for positive and negative signal components, ψ h, •, k are the
corresponding eigenfunctions. Details concerning the different approaches will be given in [8].
The parameter h of the Schrödinger operator determines
the impact of the second order derivative: the larger h, the
smoother the approximant ŝk .
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Fig. 1. ECG signal and semi-classical signal approximation. A. Original lead 1 ECG time course. The raw signal was
amplified, bandpass filtered (0.5-35 Hz), sampled with 1 kHz for digital recording, and resampled with 0.5 kHz for
analysis and reduction of computational burden ( ∆x k = 2 ms ). The ECG trace section consists of 800 samples. P waves,
QRS complexes and T waves are clearly discernible. B-F. Extended semi-classical signal approximation as a function of
the parameter h. Note the strong noise reduction, but the still ‘sharp’ QRS complexes and the good T wave reconstructions for large h. In addition, we see that the larger h, the smoother the approximants for small amplitudes, but large, fast
components, i.e. QRS complexes, are still preserved. Choosing h a little bit too small, a distortion of large signal components occurs (E, F). A further reduction of h causes also a distortion of smaller signal components (not shown). Thus the
quality of the approximation depends on h. The l2-norm errors of the approximants, shown in B-F, with respect to the
original time-course, shown in A, are 1.253, 0.3358, 0.1009, 0.1006, 0.4132, [mV]. Note that the approximation error is
generally not decreasing with h. However, setting h = 7 ⋅ 10 −7 yields nearly optimal approximation results (E).
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Finally, we point out an interesting scaling feature:

sk → ask implies H h, s → H

A

a h, a s

for identical analysis or processing results. This scaling
feature effects the processing of signals in a non-linear
manner. It is easy to verify, that small signal components
are more influence by the second order derivation component of the Schrödinger operator compared to large signal
components. Thus the parameter h should be adjusted with
care to signal's magnitude. However, this scaling feature
offers the possibility of a novel non-linear or signal amplitude depending filtering.

3

Results

To show the performance of the recently introduced extended semi-classical signal analysis method [5, 7, 8],
which allows the simultaneous approximation of positive
and negative signal components, we present data obtained
from a standard lead 1 ECG signal recorded from a human
volunteer (Fig. 1 A). The approximation or reconstruction
results for different parameters h are shown in Figures 1 BF.

h2

N

M

1 ⋅ 10

−4

8

1

1 ⋅ 10

−5

21

8

1 ⋅ 10

−6

66

32

7 ⋅ 10 −7

79

36

227

98

1 ⋅ 10

−7

B

C

Tab. 1. Number of eigenvalues and eigenvectors representing positive and negative signal components, denoted
by N and M, in relation to parameter h. Observe that N plus
M is equal or less the number of signal's samples used for
analysis and the sharp increases of N and M, if h is a little
bit too small. The corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors were used to compute the approximants displayed
in Figure 1.
D

Fig. 2. Extended semi-classical signal approximation of
an ECG signal in relation to the number of eigenvalues,
ordered by their magnitudes, and corresponding eigenvectors used for reconstruction. A. N = 66 and M = 32 , cf.
Fig. 1 and Tab. 1. B. N = 44 and M = 21 . C. N = 22
and M = 11 . D. N = 11 and M = 6 . Note that 'sharp'
waves, e.g. QRS complexes, are efficiently represented
and the 'suppression' of noise and small signal components.
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It is important to observe that noise or small signal components can be strongly attenuated by a proper selection of
the parameter h (Fig. 1 C). Far more important is the fact
that large ‘sharp’ signal components, e.g. QRS complexes,
are hardly influenced by this novel semi-classical signal
analysis and reconstruction method, provided that h has
been appropriately chosen or, here, is not too small. If h is
a little bit too small, then large signal components are distorted. If h still decreases, then medium level and finally
small signal components are distorted.
Another expedient property of this method is its efficient
usage of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions to represent
spike-waves, e.g. QRS complexes. This is shown in Table
1 and Figure 2.
The reason for these properties is the non-linear processing
of signals due to Schrödinger’s energy operator.

4

Discussion

We reported on a novel signal analysis method to analyze
and represent signals, extended it and applied it to a classical ECG recording. The method relies on a quantum
mechanical approach to reconstruct a potential or rather a
signal by using solutions of the stationary Schrödinger
equation. The quality of the reconstruction or approximation can be controlled by a parameter and the number of
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions used for. The optimal
parameter can be found by a norm related optimization
with respect to the signal to be approximated.
An interesting feature of the method is the controllable
reduction of noise in combination with a moderate distortion of the time course, especially of large signal components.
Another interesting feature is the effective representation
of transient 'spiky' signal components or 'sharp' waves like
QRS complexes. This could be a virtue in the detection,
analysis and processing or 'sharp' waves like QRS complexes or action potentials or, more generally, singular
signals.
The innovation of the method lies in the transfer of quantum mechanical principles to signal processing.
However, a more detailed exploration of the method’s
potential and properties in signal analysis and processing,
e.g. non-linear filtering, will be addressed in future work.

5
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Introduction
So far, the interactions between the heart rate and morphologic features of the ECG were only partially analysed in regard
to the assessment of the cardiovascular regulation. Therefore, the aim of this study was to develop a new algorithm to
examine the behaviour of the major ECG features after spontaneous change of heart rate, the Morphologic Turbulence
method (MORT). MORT was applied to data of healthy controls (CON) and schizophrenic patients (PAT) to find out if
there are differences in the adaptive processes which could reveal additional information about the cardiovascular dysregulation in patients with schizophrenia.

Methods
From 20 minutes ECG records of 42 CON and 39 PAT time series of BBI and ECG features (P, R, S, T amplitudes) were
extracted. In the BBI time series all time instants with at least 10% beat-to-beat deviations were detected. For the related
ECG time series the difference (M_dev) of the following beats to the preceeding beats and the slope of the first 30 beats
after the BBI change (M_slope30) were calculated and averaged over all events. The significances of the differences
between the indices of CON and PAT were evaluated by means of the Mann-Whithney-U-Test.

Results
Especially the MORT indices of the S wave amplitudes showed highly significant differences (p<0.001) between CON
and PAT in the case of spontaneously increasing (i) and decreasing (d) BBI. The combination of the two indices
M_slope30i and M_slope30d achieved an AUC of 0.9 for the classification of CON and PAT using linear discriminant
analysis.

Conclusion
The results of this pilot study show significant modifications of the cardiovascular system in schizophrenic patients reflected by an impaired behavior of the morphologic features of the ECG following a spontaneous change of the heart rate.
These local interactions between two time series can be assessed by applying the new Morphologic Turbulence method.
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Introduction
The demographic change towards an aging population increases the need for long-term, ambulatory monitoring of the
heart. Compared to clinical recordings, ECG signals recorded during daily-life activities suffer from a severly higher
level of motion-induced noise. Thus, receiving reliable estimates of cardiovascular parameters still remains a challenge
[1]. We propose a method to robustly estimate the heart rate from ambulatory 3-lead ECG signals that utilizes a Kalman-filter [2] whose gain is dynamically tuned based on a probabilistic signal quality estimation exploiting accelerometric sensor information.

Methods
In our proposed algorithm, initially, a continuous heart rate measurement is derived from each ECG channel individually by employing a well-established QRS peak detection algorithm based on filter banks [3]. Addionally, a naïve bayes
classification scheme is used to estimate the probability of QRS detection errors in each channel. The classifier uses
both features from the ECG and from accelerometric signals measured locally at each electrode. A single heart rate estimate is then calculated by fusing the individual ECG channel’s  heart  rate estimates into a single-state Kalman-filter.
The measurement noise covariance matrix of the filter is continously adjusted based on the classifier output so that heart
rate measurements from channels with a high error probability are rejected.

Results
In order to evaluate our algorithm, we conducted six 40-minute measurements with our wireless ECG sensor node. During the measurements we recorded three ECG channels (Einthoven leads) sampled at 500 Hz along with accelerometric
signals measured locally at each electrode. Each measurement session comprised a high amount of activities like walking or running, that induced severe motion artefacts, mimicking a daily life use-case scenario. Our proposed algorithm
achieved heart rate estimates with a root-mean-square error of 4.13 bpm and a correlation coefficient of 0.97, whereas a
fused heart rate estimate by means of a median filter achieved a root-mean-square error as high as 12.26 bpm and a correlation coefficient of only 0.89. Manually annotated QRS complex locations where used as a reference.

Conclusion
Ambulatory recorded ECG measurements suffer from a great deal of motion-induced artefacts that pose a problem on
the estimation of cardiovascular parameters such as the heart rate. It could be shown, that by incorporating accelerometric sensor data into a probabilistic classification scheme, estimation of ECG channel error probabilities is feasible. Furthermore, it was shown that fusing redundant heart rate measurements into a Kalman-filter while adjusting its measuremt noise covarianve matrix according to the estimated error probabilities permitts robust and accurate heart rate estimation even in periods of high physical activity.
[1]
[2]
[3]
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Abstract
Intracardiac electrograms provide important information for diagnosis and patient specific treatment of cardiac arrhythmias. However, they are frequently comprised by powerline noise and artifacts caused by ventricular activity. This paper
presents a new approach to remove the ventricular far field in the case of atrial flutter, in which the temporal stability of the
underlying process makes common artifact rejection techniques not applicable. For this purpose, the method of periodic
component analysis is extended and used to maximize the periodicity of the atrial activity. Its applicability is demonstrated
on unipolar human clinical data, in which the far field caused by ventricular depolarization is successfully removed.

1

Introduction

Analysis of intracardiac electrograms (EGMs) is a fundamental step in diagnosis and treatment of cardiac arrhythmias. Especially unipolar signals are an important measure
of local activity [1], exact determination of the local activation time [2, 3], and for substrate mapping [4]. Focusing
on atrial flutter (AF), understanding the underlying excitation pattern is the key for successful ablation. Diagnosis of
AF after substrate modification, however, is particularly difficult, since signals can have very low amplitudes in areas of
slow conduction [5].
EGM analysis can be compromised by artifacts of the ventricular far field (VFF) occurring simultaneously to the atrial
activity (AA). VFF is frequently seen in both bipolar signals, when recorded near the valve plane, and unipolar signals, since the reference electrode is usually located on
the Wilson central terminal close to the heart. It is recommended to use a reference electrode located in the inferior
vena cava [4] to overcome this problem in unipolar signals.
However, this requires an additional catheter and thus a signal processing based approach is desirable.
Common methods to remove VFF are template matching
and substraction (TMS) [6] or principal component analysis (PCA) [7]. Both were designed for atrial fibrillation, in
which the assumption of statistical independence of atrial
and ventricular excitation is justified, but in atrial flutter with
stable basic cycle length (BCL) this is no longer given.
Periodicity during AF can be exploited for optimized signal processing using periodic component analysis (pCA).
Introduced in the field of speech processing, pCA was first
implemented to detect frequencies in multiple channels [8].
It was also applied to electrocardiogram (ECG) processing, like separating maternal from fetal ECG. In these approaches, however, linear combination of the input channels may dramatically alter the morphology of the periodic
signals. This paper presents an approach on how to cope
with this limitation and retain the atrial morphology, making pCA a usefully algorithm for VFF removal in EGMs.

2

Methods

2.1

Clinical data

Data from two patients was acquired using the 3D electroanatomical mapping system Velocity (St. Jude Medical).
Patient A (male, aged 64) was mapped sequentially for persistent AF with a BCL of 330 ms and a fixed conduction
of 2:1. Patient B (male, aged 54) was mapped simultaneously during persistent atypical AF with a BCL of 250 ms
and varying conduction patterns of 2:1 to 4:1. Flutter remained stable during mapping of the left atrium in both
patients. Simultaneous mapping was performed using a 64
pole basket catheter (Constellation, Boston Scientific) and
sequential mapping using a 10 pole circular catheter (Optima, St. Jude Medical). A 10 pole coronary sinus (CS)
catheter was used in both patients. Unfiltered unipolar electrograms sraw (t) and the unfiltered surface ECG ECGraw (t)
were exported for both patients at the original sampling rate
of 2034.5 Hz. Statistical properties of the measured signals
can be found in table 1.

2.2

Preprocessing

Unipolar electrograms are compromized by high frequency
noise, baseline wander, and power line interference and its
harmonics (see figure 1). Furthermore, a far field originating
from ventricular activity can obscure the AA and thus hinder
diagnosis. Therefore, it is very important to properly filter
the signal before any further analysis is executed.

2.2.1 Baseline removal
Both baseline wander and low frequency artifacts from the
repolarization of the ventricles (T-wave in the ECG) were
present in measured signals (compare figure 1 (a)). Since
the T wave can have significant spectral components up to
10 Hz [9], a standard high pass filter removing such spectral
components would also affect morphology of unipolar signals. Therefore a special filtering algorithm was developed
to remove the baseline but conserve the AA:
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• The signal was divided into intervals of 40 ms and the
median value of every interval was calculated.
• These values were interpolated using cubic splines.
• In order to remove high frequency residuals from the
estimated baseline, a further low pass filter with a Gaussian kernel was applied. The width of the Gaussian bell
in the frequency domain was chosen to be 7 Hz, which
is close to the center frequency of the ECG T-wave [9].
• The final baseline was removed from the initial signal.

2.2.2 Filtering of unipolar signals

2
1

2.3.2 Detection of atrial complexes
Detection of atrial complexes for BCL determination was
carried out using bipolar signals measured in the coronary
sinus and prefiltered from 30 Hz to 250 Hz. Atrial complexes were detected in each channel using an energy based
approach [11] and aligned in time. The correlation of all detected complexes was computed in order to provide a measure of quality. Channels were only accepted when less than
one fourth of all excitations was synchronous to QRS activity to ensure that no VFF was detected. Statistics for atrial
detections are given in table 1.
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Figure 1 Filtering results of a typical unipolar atrial
EGM sraw (t) (blue). (a) First, baseline (red) was estimated
and removed. (b) Second, the signal was filtered using high
pass, low pass and notch filter, resulting in s f ilt (t) (green).

Atrial and ventricular rate detection

Ventricular depolarization causes both QRS complexes in
ECG and VFF in atrial EGMs. Thus the surface ECG can
be used to determine the time window in which VFF might
occur [7]. R peaks can also be used to evaluate atrioventricular conduction and ventricular rhythm, while AA provides
information about AF BCL.

2.3.1 QRS detection in the ECG
Filtered ECG leads (Gaussian kernel, fH =1 Hz, fL =25 Hz)
were analyzed for QRS detection in the following multichannel approach:
• QRS detection was done independently in all twelve
standard ECG leads using a wavelet based method and
adaptive thresholding [10].

(b) Best EGM [mV]

(b) filtered EGM [mV]

The statistical properties of the number of QRS complexes
detected for every patient and their corresponding RR intervals are given in table 1. Exemplary results of the QRS
detection algorithm are displayed in figure 2. To ensure that
the QS interval included the VFF of depolarization, 25 ms
were added to the time frame in both directions.

−1
0.5

2.3

• QRS positions in every ECG lead were compared and
synchronized using a voting algorithm.
• The signal quality of every ECG channel was evaluated.
For this purpose, a QRS template was created and compared to every QRS present in the signal. The highest
mean correlation coefficient indicated best quality.
• Final positions of Q, R and S were determined using the
channel with the highest quality.

(a) Best ECG [mV]

(a) raw EGM [mV]

Then Butterworth filters of order four were applied to remove high and low frequency noise from the unipolar signals with cutoff frequencies fc of 1 and 250 Hz, respectively.
This is in the range of common clinical filter settings [1, 5].
The power line interference at 50 Hz and its harmonics were
removed with a notch filter using a Gaussian kernel function. The inverted Gaussian bell had its minimum at exactly
50 Hz. The width of this Gaussian bell in the frequency domain was chosen to be 2 Hz. A periodic copy of the original
bell in the frequency spectrum was created for attenuation of
the harmonics. The resulting signal s f ilt (t) was considered
to contain only AA and VFF artifacts (see figure 1 (b)).
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Figure 2 (a) ECG lead with highest signal quality is chosen
to set the final position of Q (green), R (blue) and S (red). (b)
Bipolar EGM with highest signal quality is chosen to detect
the atrial activation complexes. VFF caused by ventricular
depolarization can only be present during the QS interval.

2.4

Principal component analysis

Previous work utilized the statistical independence of atrial
and ventricular depolarization for VFF removal [7]. In this
method a matrix of segmented VFF was constructed to have
zero mean. PCA was applied to this data to find eigenvectors responsible for at least 90% of the variance. These were
removed, since they were shown to primarily contain VFF.
The remaining signal was reconstructed and should represent the pure atrial activity free of VFF. This cannot work
properly in case of AF since atrial and ventricular activities
are coupled.
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2.5

Periodic component analysis

developed pCA algorithm was implemented and tested on
simulated data before applying it to clinical electrograms.

2.5.1 General approach

(2)

It can be shown that the original optimization problem (1)
can be rewritten as follows:
✓
◆
w>Cxx (t)w
e(w, t) = 2 1
(3)
w>Cxx (0)w

The solution of the minimization of e(w, t) can be found
using the Rayleigh-Ritz theorem algebraically. The optimal
weighting vector wopt corresponds to the largest generalized
eigenvalue of the matrix pair (Cxx (t),Cxx (0)). The resulting
signal can then be calculated as s(t) = w>
opt x(t).
In the particular case of VFF removal from atrial electrograms, each channel must be analyzed separately because
the relevant waves appear at different times and have different morphological properties in each channel. This fact
makes a pCA impossible at first sight. However, new artificial channels can be created using a basis set of functions
carefully chosen to maximize periodicity, emphasizing AA
and at the same time suppressing VFF.

2.5.2 pCA as an artifact rejection algorithm
The idea behind this algorithm is the mathematical fact that
a carefully chosen basis of simple functions is capable of
approximating a more complicated function in a given interval. Our intention here was to create such a basis set which,
combined with pCA, can compensate the VFF and maximize AA periodicity. Our basis set was formed by Mexican hat wavelets. This wavelet has a compact support and is
mean free what fulfills the requirements of the algorithm.
The parameter s , which is the standard deviation of the original Gaussian, was chosen to be 5 ms. Since s was smaller
than the normal VFF width, a good approximation and thus
removal of the artifact should be possible. Shift between all
wavelets was one s . The basis set of functions was placed
synchronous to the QRS complexes in the ECG and interpreted as additional input signals for the pCA, see figure 3.
Knowing the weights that maximized periodicity with respect to the atrial BCL, the best VFF could be constructed
and substracted thus enabling a good VFF removal. The new
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Figure 3 Use of pCA as an artifact removal tool. To remove
VFF in EGMs (b), Mexican hat wavelets (c) were added
synchronously to ventricular activity during QRS (a). Number of wavelets is reduced for improved visualization.

2.6

Performance evaluation

Continuous values are given as mean ± standard deviation.
Pearson correlation coefficient ccx was computed between a
channel specific template of atrial activation and the AA in
s f ilt (t), sPCA (t) and spCA (t). The atrial template was generated from AA in s f ilt (t) outside the QS time. To ensure good
signal quality, first and last 500 ms of the signals, and signals
with maximum AA amplitudes 0.5 mV were discarded.

3

Results

The ECG of patient A can be seen in part (a) of Fig. 4. It was
very regular with RR intervals of 654±0.7 ms and a stable
2:1 AV conduction. In part (b) an intracardiac EGM of the
CS catheter is depicted. BCL was 327±2.0 ms. A VFF artifact preceding the AA can be seen with similiar amplitude.
The PCA based algorithm removed both the VFF and AA,
resulting in a low value for ccPCA . A stable pattern of atrial
complexes can be noted in spCA (t), resulting in a ccpCA of
0.96 as depicted in table 2.
(a) ECG [mV]

The covariance matrix Cxx (t0 ) of the input signal vector x(t)
with a shifted version of itself x(t + t0 ) is defined in the following manner:
Cxx (t0 ) = E{x(t)> x(t + t0 )}

(c) Mexican hats
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(a) ECG [mV]

The goal of pCA is to find a linear combination of a
group of n mean free discrete time input signals x(t) =
[x1 (t), x2 (t), ...xn (t)]> that maximizes the periodicity of the
resulting signal s(t) = w> x(t). The desired period of the reconstructed signal is t and w = [w1 , w2 , ..., wn ] is the most
adequate mixing vector.
The maximization of the periodicity of the resulting signal
s(t) can be reformulated as a minimization of non periodic
components using the following measure of periodicity [8]:
e(w, t) =
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Figure 4 ECG (a) and EGM (b) of patient A. VFF artifact
preceded atrial activity and was successfully removed using
the pCA. PCA removed both VFF and AA.
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required channels and could have an impact on numerical
stability and computational time.
In summary, this paper demonstrates a workflow including specialized filtering for unipolar signals and the ability
of pCA to reject artifacts in periodic intracardiac signals.
It overcomes drawbacks of common methods like PCA or
TMS which rely on statistical independence of both signals.
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Figure 5 ECG (a) and EGM (b) of patient B. VFF artifact
was successfully removed using pCA.
The ECG of patient B is depicted in Fig. 5. RR intervals
were more irregular with 814±193 ms and AV conduction
of 2:1 to 4:1. BCL was stable at 252±2.5 ms. A VFF component was present and not stable in time with respect to
AA. Mean correlation coefficients of all channels result in
0.87 (cc f ilt ), 0.85 (ccPCA ) and 0.90 (ccpCA ).
Patient

Length

A

7.5 s

B

5.1 s

RR
Mean ± SD

11
654 ± 0.7 ms
6
814 ± 193 ms

AA
Mean ± SD

23
327 ± 2.0 ms
20
252 ± 2.5 ms

Table 1 Statistics of ECG and EGM data for patients A and
B. Exported segment length, number, mean and standard deviation of RR intervals and atrial activations.

4

Discussion and conclusion

The new algorithm for baseline removal proved to be a very
important part of the VFF cancellation. It is capable of removing ventricular repolarization artifacts and retain AA.
The correlation between uncompromised atrial complexes
and the filtered signals showed an increase using pCA and
a degradation using PCA. The latter was stronger for patient
A, in which highly stable periodicity was observed. This was
in agreement with the initial assumption that PCA would fail
in not statistically independent signals.
A set of Mexican hats to optimize regularity of each VFF
independently could account for interbeat changes in VFF
morphology. However, this would increase the number of
Patient

NEGM

ccraw

ccPCA

ccPiCA

A
B

12
15

0.83±0.11
0.87±0.11

0.58±0.04
0.85±0.11

0.96±0.02
0.90±0.09

Table 2 Number of useable atrial channels for each patient
and correlation coefficients for different filtering methods.
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Abstract
Atrial fibrillation is the most frequent cardiac arrhythmia and often shows a progressive development. An important source
of supraventricular extrasystoles triggering paroxysmal atrial fibrillation are the pulmonary veins. Electrograms recorded
using an intracardiac catheter can help to improve the classification and quantification of the different atrial excitations.
This study presents a framework to recognize and quantify different atrial excitation patterns and to merge them into groups
using a clustering method on the basis of the local activation time. The resulting templates can be annotated by physicians
and used as a training data set for a classifier to allocate following data. On the basis of the classification result statistics
about the origin and occurrence rate of the different excitation patterns could be provided.

1

Introduction

For the therapy of atrial arrhythmias the understanding and
analysis of excitation patterns is an important issue. Patients
suffering from atrial fibrillation often have in addition to
the sinus rhythm (SR) many supraventricular extrasystoles
(SVES). These extra ectopic beats with an origin at the
pulmonary veins are initiating frequent paroxysms of atrial
fibrillation [1]. The local activation time (LAT) provides
significant information about the propagation of atrial
excitations and their origins. It is desirable to analyze every
single atrial wavefront [2], but the amount of information
recorded during an electrophysiological examination using
a basket catheter is too huge to annotate all excitations manually. So the patterns of all excitations should be identified
and merged automatically into different groups. Afterwards
it is possible to annotate each group representing either
the SR or a SVES. The resulting statistics can support the
physician to make an improved diagnosis.
Using a basket catheter during an electrophysiological examination leads to an extensive amount of data. An automatic segmentation as the first of overall four steps (see
workflow overview in Figure 1) of the bipolar signals would
be desirable. First the bipolar signals were segmented into
separate excitation fronts. With the non linear energy operator (NLEO) the LATs of each segment and channel were
determined. The LATs contained information about the different excitation patterns and were used as features for the
clustering process. The principal component analysis (PCA)
was applied on the LATs for the reduction of the dimensions
of the feature space. On the basis of the strongest principal components (PC) the k-means and the gaussian mixture
model (GMM) method were used for allocating the excitations into different groups of patterns. The results of the
cluster methods were evaluated with the silhouette coefficient to find good and realistic clusterings. Following that a
set of template LAT maps of the clustering was created to

get annotated by physicians based on their explicit knowledge and experience. On the basis of the clustering and the
manual annotation a classifier like the decision tree or the
support vector machine (SVM) could be trained to classify
all data following in this electrophysiological examination
and to get a prompt overview about the number and origin
of the different excitation patterns. The method was verified
with simulated data based on a realistic heart geometry and
tested with clinical data recorded with basket catheters.

2

Methods

2.1

Clinical and simulated data

2.1.1 Simulated excitation patterns
The simulated excitations were generated using the fast
marching algorithm considering anisotropy and different
material classes of the atria [3]. The data set contained 120
excitations divided into four groups of equal size with different origins: SR, left superior pulmonary vein (LSPV), right
superior pulmonary vein (RSPV) and coronary sinus (CS).
Ten intracardiac electrode positions were chosen according
to the shape of a PentaRay catheter located at the left posterior wall and in addition one that was placed into in the
high right atrium. On the basis of these eleven positions the
clustering method was tested with the simulated LATs. In
order to take noise into account a jitter was applied to the
simulated LATs.

2.1.2 Clinical data
Intracardiac signals of a 54 year old woman suffering from
paroxysmal atrial fibrillation were recorded using two basket catheters simultaneously in both atria (Constellation,
Boston Scientific). Each basket catheter was equipped with
64 electrodes, so that 126 intracardiac electrograms were
recorded. Additionally a CS catheter was applied. The 128
intracardiac electrograms were used to compute 64 pair-
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wise bipolar electrograms for each pair on a spline of the
basket catheters and the CS catheter. The signals were filtered using clinical standard filter settings (high pass fc =
30 Hz, low pass fc = 250 Hz). The duration of the signals
was 3 min 4 sec. Altogether 214 excitations were manually
annotated, including SR and different patterns of SVES,
see section 3.2.

2.2

Workflow

2.2.1 Segmentation
In order to cluster and classify each excitation of the
recorded electrograms, it was necessary to divide the bipolar signals into different segments, with each segment containing just one excitation. Additionally channels were removed, which were comprised by artifacts or only contained
noise. First all samples were categorized into active and inactive, with a threshold of 0.08 mV [4] because that was
approximately the noise level of the system. Two active
phases were treated as two different excitations if the inactive time between them was larger than the refractory time
of 150 ms [5].

2.2.2 Local activation time
For computing the LAT the NLEO was used [6]. The nonlinear energy En for each sample n from a signal x was computed by using
En = xn2

xn+1 xn

(1)

1

followed by a low pass filter. This was applied on each channel of each segment. The time at the maximum of the resulting NLEO signal was used as the LAT. According to literature [4] the NLEO is a fast and robust method for computing
the LAT.

2.2.3 Clustering
The resulting LATs of the segments were used as features
for the clustering and classification process in a multistep
approach. Due to the high number of electrodes of the bas-

Segmentation

Clustering

Manual
Annotation

Classification

PCA

K-means

GMM

Silhouette
Coefficient

Figure 1 Workflow of the framework
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ket catheter and the high number of bipolar signals the number of features was first reduced using the PCA. The PCA is
a method for decreasing the number and the correlation of
features by maintaining most of the initial information of the
features [7]. The resulting values were the PCs of the LAT
space, which were used for the clustering process. Using the
PCA in advance of applying a clustering method is also recommended by literature [8] to reduce computing time and
to get a more robust analysis. K-means clustering was first
used to find rough structures in the set of observations and
to get suitable centroids in short time [9] as starting points
for the GMM. The GMM was applied to improve the cluster structures, because k-means usually has problems with
allocating observations to clusters with different sizes and
the different excitation patterns might differ in their number
of occurrences. But both clustering methods need a predetermined number of clusters for allocating the observations.
Therefore clusterings were created for all reasonable number of clusters to evaluate them afterwards. For benchmarking the clusterings the silhouette coefficient [10] was used.
The silhouette coefficient is part of a method that can be
used to judge on the quality of a clustering. The silhouette
coefficient is a value between -1 and 1 in which -1 signifies
that the observations were allocated badly and 1 that the allocation is very good. For computing the silhouette s of an
observation o the method uses the distance of an observation
to its allocated centroid C and the distance to the centroid Ci
the observation would be allocated to if the other one would
not exist.
(
0
if dist(o,C) = 0
s(o) =
(2)
dist(o,Ci ) dist(o,C)
other
max{dist(o,C),dist(o,Ci )}
After the determination of all silhouettes a mean silhouette
for a given number of classes can be computed representing
the quality of the whole clustering. This mean silhouette is
the silhouette coefficient of a clustering. By comparing the
highest silhouette coefficients of all clusterings it was possible to choose a suitable number of classes.

2.2.4 Excitation template annotation
On the basis of the centroids in a clustering, a representative
template of LATs of each group of excitation was generated. These templates were visualized with LAT maps [2].
For creating a LAT map a Laplacian interpolation on the triangulated 3D surface of the geometry of the atria was computed [11]. In the next step it was possible to annotate the
LAT maps to determine whether sinoatrial node activation
or SVES occurred and where their origins were located using the physicians experience in this step. So it is not necessary to annotate each excitation front individually but just
each group.

2.2.5 Classification and statistical rhythm analysis
The observations in the clusters and the annotation were
used in a next step to train a classifier. A decision tree and
a Support Vector Machine (SVM) were tested to classify all
following excitations.
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Table 1 Distribution of patterns in the clinical data
Origin of Excitation
SR
SVES
Total
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2 LAT maps of the four templates of the simulated
data. Red colored areas indicate early and blue late excitations.

3

Results

3.1

Simulated excitation patterns

The feature space of the simulated data was reduced by
the PCA from eleven dimensions, according to the used
channels, to two dimensions (two PCs) explaining 96.10%
of the initial variance. The clustering process revealed that
the clustering with the highest silhouette coefficient of 0.78
had four clusters. The resulting LAT map templates showed
(Figure 2) the four originally simulated excitation patterns.
All observations were clustered correctly on the basis of the
two PCs.
By applying jitter on the simulated data the number of PCs
necessary to maintain at least 95% of the original information grew (10 ms jitter: 4 PC, 15 ms jitter: 7 PC). The observations were still allocated correctly but the silhouette
coefficient of all clusterings was lower and the difference
between the highest and the second highest silhouette coefficient decreased. The classifiers (decision tree and SVM)
were trained with the simulated data with a low noise level
and then evaluated with data with a gradually increasing
noise level. The comparison between both classifiers revealed that the SVM was more reliable for allocating following data at higher noise levels.

3.2

Clinical data

The algorithm segmented the bipolar signals recorded using
the basket catheters into 215 excitations. The result of the
manual annotation of each pattern is shown in Table 1. One
segment was an artifact and altogether seven channels were
removed. Thus the PCA was applied on 57 LATs in each
segment. For maintaining 95.55% of the initial information
six PC were used for the clustering process. The method
showed high silhouette coefficients for the clustering with

SPVs
Septal

Number

%

133
70
11
214

62.15
32.71
5.14
100

two and six clusters. The clustering with two clusters separated the segments into two groups: SR and SVES. In comparison to the manual annotation, 97.66% of the excitations
were classified correctly. The clustering with six clusters uncovered a substructure within the group of the SVES and
two different origins of the SVES could be recognized.

4

Conclusion

In this work we developed a robust framework to detect
and quantitatively analyze atrial excitation patterns. A successful verification using simulated data and the demonstration on clinical data indicates that the method is suitable to
become part of the clinical workflow. The PCA was confirmed to be a useful tool to reduce the dimension of the feature space considerably. Especially for examinations with
catheters with a high number of electrodes like the basket
catheter a reduction of the number of features and correlation is practical. The more the data is correlated the more reduction is possible. Another advantage of using the PCs for
the clustering process is the saving of time because a large
number of features results in a longer computing time. The
fact that the dimension of the feature space of the simulated
data was reduced from eleven to only two features revealed a
high correlation between the LATs. For representing at least
95% of the initial information of the simulated data with
noise more PC were necessary as expected. The LATs of
the signals recorded with the basket catheter were reduced
from 57 to six, also suggesting a high correlation between
the LATs.
The clustering of the simulated data (pure and with jitter)
showed that all initial patterns were recognized by the clustering method. Also the application of the method on the
basket catheter data produced a good result. Six excitation
patterns were recognized to get annotated manually. Figure
3e and 3f could be a SVES with septal origin. Figure 3b
and 3d appeared to be a SVES starting at the roof between
both superior pulmonary veins. A better localization was not
possible due to lack of coverage at the roof. That was in
agreement with the annotation of polytopic SVES. Figure
3a and 3c could be summarized as the SR. The combination
of PCA, k-means and the GMM emerged to be a suitable and
reliable combination to determine structures in the different
patterns of excitations. The silhouette coefficient emerged
as a useful tool to assess the quality of a clustering. Appropriate clusterings got high silhouette coefficients. But sometimes main structures, for example the distinction between
SR and all SVES together, have a slightly higher silhouette coefficient than the more delicate clustering. That hap-
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(a)

means that not automatically the clustering with a separate
cluster for each observation has the highest silhouette coefficient. In Figure 4 are all silhouette coefficients of all possible clusterings of the simulated data and the peak is clearly
at four cluster. During an examination of the first minutes
signals can be recorded for the clustering and the result can
be used to train a classifier. With the trained classifier it
is possible to allocate following excitation fronts in a fast
way and statistics can be created which help to get a good
overview about the quantity and the origin of the different
excitations. This knowledge could be advantageous for ablation therapy to reduce recurrence rate in which pulmonary
vein triggers in the atrial tissue are initiating atrial fibrillation.

(b)

5

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3 LAT maps of the six templates using biatrial basket
catheter signals. Red colored areas indicate early and blue
late excitations.
0.8

s(o)

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

0

20

40
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80

100

120

number of clusters

Figure 4 Silhouette Coefficient for all tested clusterings. A
clear peak can be identified at four, according to number of
simulated clusters

pens when the SVES have different origins within a small
area. So several clusterings with high silhouette coefficients
should be considered and potentially merged manually by
physician expert judgement. Another useful property of the
silhouette coefficient is that no overfitting will occur. That
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Abstract
We propose a novel two-dimensional warping technique to match two one-dimensional patterns. Our approach, referred
to as two-dimensional signal warping (2DSW), extends the basic ideas of known warping techniques such as dynamic
time warping and correlation optimized warping. By employing two-dimensional piecewise stretching 2DSW is able to
capture inhomogeneous variations of one-dimensional signals in direction of abscissa and ordinate. In order to prove the
applicability of our method we apply 2DSW for tracking changes in beat-to-beat variability in QT intervals (QTV). Using
simulated data we demonstrate the robustness of our approach. Analysis of long-term ECG from the DEFINITE trial on
circadian rhythms demonstrated the sensitivity of the proposed algorithm to track changes in the QT interval. Using
repeated measure ANOVA and Holm–Bonferroni corrected paired Student’s t-test for post-hoc analysis we found
statistically significant differences in QTV between 1 a.m. to 8 a.m. and 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.

1

Introduction

In signal and image processing warping is a well-known
technique to find an optimal alignment between two
patterns. By allowing certain variations to one pattern’s
shape, warping accounts for temporal shifts to occur within
patterns. A cost function guides the search for the optimal
alignment, i.e. the one that results in closely matched
patterns. Warping originated from the field of automatic
speech recognition, where different speeds of
pronunciation of identical phoneme imposes the need for
correction techniques. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW),
introduced by Vintsyuk in 1968 [1], is the most famous
warping algorithm. DTW performs a sample-to-sample
mapping of one pattern to a reference pattern that aims at
minimizing the Euclidean distance between the patterns.
The QT interval in the electrocardiogram (ECG) represents
complex processes affecting the repolarization of
ventricular myocardium. Changes in duration and
morphology are influenced by a variety of factors.
Increased beat-to-beat variability in QT intervals (QTV)
was shown to be a strong predictor of cardiac mortality [2].
A major concern regarding QT variability analysis is the
correct identification of subtle beat-to-beat QT interval
changes. The most commonly used methods to extract the
QT interval on a beat-to-beat basis are template-based
methods. The adaption of the template typically relies on
shifting and/or homogeneous stretching of signal excerpts
to optimize the similarity between a beat under
consideration and a template [3]. The QT interval can be
deduced from the optimal stretching/shifting factors based
on manually or semiautomatically defined QT interval
borders in the template. A widely used algorithm to
determine beat-to-beat QTV is the algorithm proposed by
Berger et al. [4]. The algorithm is based on homogeneously
stretching the ST-T segment of the beat under
consideration until it matches best a ST-T template.
From a physiological point of view such homogeneous
stretching might not be able to capture all details of
morphological changes within the QT interval.

Since existing warping techniques do not cover the wide
spectrum of physiologically plausible variations, the aim of
our work was to develop a technique that complies with the
physiological reality by allowing for temporal shifts,
stretches and changes in magnitude at the same time. We
propose two-dimensional signal warping (2DSW) as a tool
that enables complex adaptations to find alignment
between two patterns. To exemplify the potential of the
proposed method we apply 2DSW to measure QT
variability. In the remainder we first give a brief overview
on the concept of 2DSW, afterwards we explain its usage
in the context of QT interval analysis and apply the
technique to simulated and real data.

2
2.1

Materials and Methods

Basic concept of two-dimensional signal
warping
2DSW performs the alignment between two patterns by
two-dimensional inhomogeneous warping. Our approach
extends the basic ideas of shifting and/or homogeneous
stretching by segmenting the template with a so-called
warping grid (see Fig. 1). The inhomogeneous deformation
of patterns is realized by shifting the intersection points,
so-called warping points, and deforming the adjacent
areas. By employing two-dimensional piecewise stretching
2DSW is able to capture inhomogeneous variations of
shapes. To track fiducial points, the position is marked and
subsequently evaluated after deforming the template.
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Figure 1 Concept of two-dimensional signal warping
(2DSW). 2DSW allows for segmented horizontal and
vertical adaptation by shifting of warping points.
Algorithmic Consideration: The warping grid splits the
beat template in variable areas. The deformation of the
areas is realized by shifting the adjacent warping points
and deforming the adjacent areas (see Figure 2). Each data
point is identified by its relative abscissa and ordinate
concerning its comprising area. Shifting of warping points
results in an deformed area. During deforming each
relative abscissa and ordinate of data points remain
unchanged. The shifting of warping points and its resulting
deformation aims at minimizing the cost function between
the template to be adapted and the reference waveform. As
cost function we use the normalized Euclidean distance
between the patterns X and Y (with identical length) given
by

The propose algorithm results in a complex optimization
problem. To deal with that problem we propose a heuristic
procedure to find the optimal shifting of warping points.
Warping points are sequentially shifted. The order of
shifting is linear and incremented over columns first. Each
warping point that is located above or to the right from the
current warping point is moved indirectly in the same way.
2.2
Application to QT interval extraction
The general framework of our approach is similar to the
classical template stretching approach [4]: generate a
template beat, allocate the QT interval in this template,
adapt the template by 2DSW to each single beat and derive
from each adapted version of the template the QT interval.
Template generation: All detected beats occurring in the
first 100 s of a record are considered. If data does not
contain QRS annotations, the detection algorithm by
Alfonso et al. [5] is used. Time delay estimation by
Improved Woody’s Method [6] is applied to adjust the
considered beats. For each beat i a predefined QT segment
represented by the samples between tbegin,i and tend,i is than
extracted. Based on Laguna et al. [7] for tbegin,i and tend,i are
calculated as
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where
represents the mean RR-intervall over all
considered beats. Based on the normalized Manhanttan
distance between each QT segment and the mean QT
segment of all considered beats those QT segments where
excluded, which exceed a predefined threshold of 30
V/ms. If less than 50 % of all beats remain for analysis,
template construction is again evaluated on the beats of a
time window which is shifted by 50 s. The predefined
threshold is increased by 20 V/ms when the end of the
signal has been reached and no window with more than 50
% remaining QT segments has been found. The average of
the remaining QT segments are used as beat template. For
semiautomatic estimation of the QT boarders we used
threshold based technique [8]. After a manual verification,
the boarders are applied to the beat template.
Grid preparation: Template segmentation refers to all
operations that are related to the warping grid. In general,
2DSW supports an arbitrary number and arrangement of
horizontal and vertical segments. We divided the template
in 3 homogeneous vertical segments. In horizontal
direction we performed an inhomogeneous segmentation
into 6 segments. The segments were fixed automatically
based on piecewise linear approximation (PLA) [9]. PLA
approximates a signal with straight lines by minimizing the
residual. Consequently, line breaks occur where the slope
of the signal changes abruptly. We established the segment
borders halfway in-between the breaks of approximation
lines so that each segment contains some variation in the
derivative. The warping range for each point warping point
in each direction was 20 % of the distance to its
neighboring warping point in that direction. The temporal
resolution for shifting warping points is, depending on the
sampling rate, 1 sample. The amplitude resolution was set
to 1 V.
QT interval calculation: Based on the location of the
defined QT borders in the optimally warped template the
QT interval of the current beat is extracted. To exclude
poor matched waveforms caused by noise or ectopic beats
from further analysis we calculate the normalized
Manhattan distance between the adopted template and the
reference waveform. A beat is excluded if the normalized
Manhattan distance exceeds 50 V/Sample. Further
information on 2DSW (mathematical consideration,
algorithmic implementation) are given in [10].

Figure 2 Area before (gray) and after (black) shifting the
adjacent warping points. Relative abscissa and ordinate is
visualized in dashed lines (green - before, red - after
warping).
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(a) white Gaussian noise.

(b) baseline wander.
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(c) amplitude modulation.

Figure 3 Results obtained with the 2DSW algorithm in comparison to previously published algorithms using simulated
data.
and paired Student’s t-test with Holm–Bonferroni
correction.
2.3
Data
To evaluate the performance of our method with respect to
accurateness against typical factors known to affect QT 3
Results
measurement we used simulated data previously described
by Porta et. al. [11]. Briefly, a simulated ECG is composed Figure 3 shows the results that have been obtained by
of a single heart beat, which was repeated 500 times (the applying 2DSW to simulated data. Our results are
single beat was extracted from lead II of an ECG recorded compared to those presented in [3]. Our algorithm
at 1000 Hz with 12 bit amplitude resolution). The degree outperforms the other algorithms in the presence of white
of difficulty to determine the QT interval was varied by Gaussian noise and ECG amplitude modulation. It
lowering the T-wave amplitude AT of the template beat in performs second best during simulated baseline wander.
steps of 1/10 AT to 1/10 AT. Thus, 10 recordings of Taken together 2DSW measures 30 % lower QTV than the
decreasing T-wave amplitude were obtained. Additionally second best method (paired one-tailed Student’s t-test:
noise factors, namely white Gaussian noise, baseline p < 0.05).
wander or sinosoidal amplitude modulation of heart cycles,
were introduced resulting in a total of 30 recordings Table 1 Results of repeated measures analysis of variance
overall. As a single heart beat was used one would ideally (rANOVA) of hourly segments.
expect an algorithm to measure a variability of found QT
Parameter
p-rANOVA
intervals QTV equal to 0. Baumert et al. [3] compared three
QTmean
mean QT interval
< 1E-05
algorithms, template stretch [4], template shift [12] and a
QTcmean Bazett’s corrected mean QT
0.47
conventional (derivative) approach [11], and showed that
interval
using these data the template based algorithms outperform
QTsd
standard deviation of QT
0.06
the other method in most cases.
series
The Defibrillators in Nonischemic Cardiomyopathy
QTSCV
SCV of QT series
1.00
Treatment Evaluation (DEFINITE) trial randomized 458
RR
mean
RR
interval
<
1E-05
mean
patients with nonischemic dilated cardiomyopathy and a
RRsd
standard deviation of RR
< 1E-05
left ventricular ejection fraction <36 % to receive standard
series
medical therapy with or without an ICD [13]. For longRRSCV
SCV of RR series
< 1E-05
term evaluation we used 120 exemplary Holter ECGs
(recorded at 500 Hz) from the DEFINITE trial provided by
QTVI
Berger’s QT variability
0.09
the Telemetric and Holter ECG Warehouse dataset (Eindex
HOL-03-0401-017). Because of highest amplitude of Twave we used pseudo-orthogonal lead bipolar Z. To prove Table 1 shows the results of the rANOVA between the
the flexibility of 2DSW we analyzed the long-term ECGs hourly calculated parameters. The paired Student’s t-test
with focus on circadian rhythms. Therefore, we calculated showed statistically significant differences (p < 0.05,
several QT parameters from date-time aligned QT interval Holm–Bonferroni corrected) between 1 a.m. to 8 a.m. and
series: hourly mean QT interval (QTmean), hourly QT 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. in QTmean and RRmean and between 8 a.m.
standard deviation (QTsd), hourly Bazett’s corrected mean and 4 p.m., 5 p.m., 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. for RRsd.
QT interval (QTcmean) [14] and hourly squared coefficient Figure 4 shows our results of QTmean compared with the
of variation (QTSCV). In comparison we also calculated results of Jensen et al. from 20 healthy subjects [15]. In
hourly mean (RRmean), hourly standard deviation (RRsd) both curves a characteristic increase between 10 p.m. and
and hourly squared coefficient of variation of (RRSCV) time 8 a.m. occurs. The standard error of hourly QTmean seems
series. To quantify the relative magnitude of QT interval to be higher in our results, which can be attributed to the
changes compared to heart rate variability we calculated larger and more inhomogeneous population. Characteristic
Berger’s QT variability index (QTVI) [4]. To test curves of non significant QT parameters could also be
calculated hourly parameters on statistical differences we reproduced (not shown here).
applied repeated measures analysis of variance (rANOVA)
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Figure 4 Comparison of the extracted circadian rhythms of the hourly mean QT interval between the results of Jensen
et al. (left) [15] from healthy subjects and 2DSW results from the DEFINITE trial (right). Shown in hourly group mean
and standard error of hourly group.
complex of the electrocardiogram using the
Karhunen—Loeve transform: adaptive monitoring
4
Discussion and Conclusion
and alternans detection,” Med. Biol. Eng. Comput.,
vol. 37, no. 2, pp. 175–189, 1999.
Our method proves to be very effective for QT interval
[7]
P.
Laguna, R. Jané, and P. Caminal, “Automatic
extraction. Using simulated data 2DSW outperforms in
Detection
of Wave Boundaries in Multilead ECG
most cases established algorithms. Using long-term
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recordings of the DEFINITE trial we demonstrated the
Comput.
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adaptability of our approach to measure circadian changes
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Abstract
Continuous non-invasive blood pressure measurement for long-term application remains an unsolved technical challenge. Determining blood pressure by measuring pulse transit times is a promising technique; however, it needs repeated
recalibration. The correlation between blood pressure and pulse transit time changes with the elastic properties of the arteries. Experimental data are required to develop a longer calibration interval with a model-based time series analysis. A
polymeric vascular model of three artery sections connected by an arterial bifurcation was set up with physiological flow
and pressure curves along with physiological pulse transit times. The elastic properties of the three modelled arteries can
be changed separately within a physiological range during the experiments. The vascular model provides the pressure
signal and pulse wave signal upstream and downstream of the bifurcation; the flow is determined in the inlet. Physiologic pulse transit time changes in the model are mainly realized through changes in the elasticity and not variations in
fluid pressure.

1

Introduction

Blood pressure is an important parameter for the diagnosis
of cardiovascular disease. Long-term measurement provides a more representative estimate   for   patients’   health  
than a single arm cuff measurement. An alternative technique for blood pressure measurement is based on the
pulse wave velocity. This velocity depends on the arterial
pressure and the intrinsic elastic properties of the arterial
wall [1]. The pulse wave velocity (PWV) is the speed of a
pressure pulse propagating along the arterial wall and can
be calculated from the pulse transit time (PTT). The term
‘pulse wave velocity’ can therefore describe the velocity of
the pressure pulse, the arterial wall movement pulse, or
any other pulse wave. Pulse wave velocities in the human
body range from 4–12 m/s [2].
The correlation between blood pressure and pulse transit
time changes because of variations in arterial elasticity.
The elasticity of the arterial wall differs individually and is
affected by neuro-humoral factors such as muscle contraction [3]. These changes occur within minutes. A recalibration is necessary as soon as this happens. McCarthy et al.
specify a recalibration time of 2–4 minutes depending on
the correlation algorithm to guarantee a good correlation
between blood pressure and PTT [4].
In a multidisciplinary project, long-term calibration of a
blood pressure measurement is developed with a modelbased time series analysis. To achieve a real-time parameter estimation of the vascular properties, an experimental
model was required with adjustable elasticity, as described
in this paper.

2

Materials & Methods

The vascular model is constructed of polyurethane (PU)
foil with a thickness of 100 µm. The vessel is formed by
heat-sealing two PU foils with a desired distance to model

the arterial diameter. The bifurcation of the brachial artery
into radial and ulnar arteries is modelled. The length and
diameter of each artery is given in Table 1.
Artery
Length in mm
Diameter in mm
Brachial
350
5
Ulnar
315
4
Radial
315
3
Table 1: Dimension of the vascular model

2.1

Vascular model

The vascular model is shown in Figure 1. The PU model is
connected to polyvinyl chloride tubes. The model is filled
with water and the inlet is connected to a computer controlled piston pump [5]. The pump has a volume of 785 ml
and generates a pulsed flow. The physiological flow curve
in the brachial artery was generated from [6]. The inlet
volume flow is measured with ultrasonic flow meter T106,
Transonic Instruments (Ithaca NY, USA). Fluid pressure is
measured with Transpac® IT pressure sensors (ICU Medical, NSW, Australia) directly at the inlet and outlets of the
PU model.

Figure 1: Vascular model with adjustable elasticity. Water
is pumped through the bifurcation; pressure and arterial
wall displacement (pulse) are measured at various locations.
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The pulse wave is measured with Hall sensors (SS495A,
Honeywell, Germany). Small magnets are glued directly
onto the PU foil, and Hall sensors measure changes of the
magnetic field generated by the movement of the vessel
wall. The pulse wave was measured at the inlet, at the bifurcation point, and at the outlets.
Data was collected utilizing the data acquisition (DAQ)
module NI USB-6216 from LabView (National Instruments Inc., Austin, TX, USA) with a sample rate of
1000 Hz for all signals.
The vascular model is an open system with water flowing
into two reservoirs. The resistance of the outlet is adjusted
with silicone tubes of a small diameter, along with cannulas to reach a physiological distribution of flow through the
radial and ulnar arteries.

2.3

2.2

3

Results and Discussion

3.1

Model characterization

Change in arterial elasticity

The elasticity of the vascular model is adjustable by changing the tension on the vessel. A second vessel is situated
next to the fluid vessel. This vessel is needed to generate a
tension on the model. It is connected to a manometer and
can be inflated with air. The PU model is fixed between
item profiles (item Industrietechnik GmbH, Solingen,
Germany). Figure 2 shows the setup of a part of the vascular model and a schematic of the sectional view.
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Measurements

1. To characterize the vascular model, the pressurevolume (pV-) curve was measured. The outlets were
closed, a particular volume was inserted, and the pressure
was measured. This was done for various set pressures.
The particular volume at the beginning changed with varying set pressures. It should be noted that only the relative
volume dV could be measured.
2. A physiological flow curve was generated at the inlet.
Pressure and pulse wave curves were measured at various
positions and various elasticities. The pulse transit times
were computed from the pressure and pulse wave curves
using Matlab® (Mathworks Inc., Natick, USA). The signals were filtered with a low-pass filter (10th order butterworth filter) and a cutoff frequency of 15 Hz.

The vascular model is characterized by the pressurevolume curve shown in Figure 3. The slope of the p-dV
curve is a measure for the elasticity of the vascular model.
The slope of the curve decreases with increasing set pressure. This seems to be a paradoxical behaviour: increasing
the tension on the vessel leads to a higher compliance. If
the cross section of the vessel is observed, the increasing
tension pulls the model vessel from a circular shape into
an approximately ellipsoidal shape, as seen in Figure 3. A
circular vessel cannot be as easily inflated as an ellipsoidal vessel, because the stress in the wall of a pressurized
vessel increases linearly with the vessel radius.

Figure 2: Left: Fixation of the brachial part of the vascular
model with item profiles. The upper air vessel can be inflated. The lower vessel is the vascular model. A magnet to
measure the movement of the wall is also shown. Right:
Sectional view of the vascular model.
The elasticity of the vascular model is changed by inflating
the air vessel. This changes the volume elasticity coefficient Eˈ,
Eˈ =  ∆p/∆V,
with pressure change ∆p and volume change ∆V. The
smaller the volume elasticity coefficient Eˈ, the higher the
compliance C of the system,
C = 1/Eˈ.
The pressure in the air vessel is referred to as ‘set pressure.’

Figure 3: Pressure-volume curve of the vascular model for
various set pressures. The cross section of the vessel
changes with increasing set pressure.
The volume elasticity coefficient Eˈ for p=100 mmHg varies between 53.7 and 40.4 mmHg/ml for increasing set
pressures from 0 to 150 mmHg.

3.2

Measurements

The mean brachial flow in the physiological curve in [6]
was 96.4 ml/min and the brachial pressure was
128/69 mmHg.
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The mean brachial flow during the measurements was
117.8 ml/min for a set pressure of 0 mmHg. The arterial
pressure changes with increasing set pressure (0–
210 mmHg): brachial pressure 133/105 to 147/116 mmHg,
ulnar pressure 119/72 to 125/75 mmHg, radial pressure
140/97 to 137/92 mmHg.
The flow distribution in the ulnar and radial branches was
measured volumetrically. 82.25 % of the volume flowed
through the ulnar artery. This is close to the theoretical
distribution following the Hagen-Poiseuille law, where
the laminar flow increases with the radius of the vessel to
the power of 4,
dV/dt ~ r4.
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locity ranges from 6.2–7.7 m/s. The pulse wave velocity
changed between 5.4 and 9.2 m/s.
To develop algorithms with a longer calibration interval,
measurements during compliance changes were carried
out. The maximum time for a measurement with the current setup is 400 s. Figure 6 shows a measurement of
2 minutes, where the set pressure was changed by a syringe pump from 15–180 mmHg.

This leads to a theoretical flow distribution of 76 % in the
ulnar branch.
Figure 4 shows a detail from a measurement of flow,
pressure and pulse waves at the vascular model for a set
pressure of 0 mmHg.

Figure 5: Pulse wave velocity decreases with increasing
set pressure. The PWVs were determined from pressure
and pulse wave signals.
The behavior of the PWVs of the pressure and pulse wave
curves is also shown. The arterial pressure changes during
measurement: 122/89 to 141/107 mmHg (brachial),
118/76–124/74 mmHg (ulnar) and 125/80–130/85 mmHg
(radial) for increasing set pressures.

Figure 4: Measurements on the vascular model with a set
pressure of 0 mmHg. Top: Flow curve at inlet brachial artery. Middle: Pressure curves of brachial inlet and ulnar
and radial outlets. Bottom: Pulse wave signals at brachial
inlet, ulnar and radial outlets, and at the bifurcation point.
The base point of pressure and pulse waves is marked with
the red dots to detect the PTT between the locations.
The pulse transit times were measured from the pressure
and the pulse wave curves. The base point of each pulse
was detected for each curve, shown in Figure 4. The pulse
transit time between two locations of the model is the offset between the base points of the particular curves. From
the pulse transit times and the distances between the
measurement locations, the pulse wave velocities were
determined. Figure 5 shows the pulse wave velocities
over the set pressure.
The pulse wave velocities of the vascular model lie in the
physiological range of 4–12 m/s. The pressure wave ve-

Figure 6: Set pressure and pulse wave velocities during
elasticity changes in the vascular model. Set pressure
(black) is changed automatically with a syringe pump.
PWVs were determined from pressure signals (blue-ulnar,
red-radial) and pulse wave signals (cyan-ulnar, magentaradial, grey-bifurcation).
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4

Conclusion

The vascular model with adjustable elasticity was set up to
measure physiological pulse transit times in a bifurcating
system of human arteries. The model shows physiological
behavior for pressure and flow curves. The volume elasticity coefficient was adjusted to provide physiological pulse
transit times of the pulse and pressure waves.
The main goal of the setup is the possibility to change the
elastic properties of the wall and monitor the impact of this
change on the pulse transit time of the pressure wave and
the arterial wall movement. Pulse transit time changes in
the model are mainly realized through changes in the elasticity and not variations in fluid pressure. In a future modification of the model it is also planned to change the fluid
pressure during the experiments.
The major drawback of the system is the unknown base
load that is applied by the fixation with item profiles. This
could be changed by using a clamp with springs. A direct
measurement of the tension applied to the vascular model
would then be possible.
It is also known from the Moens-Korteweg equation that
the pulse wave velocity increases with decreasing vessel
radius,
PWV ~ 1/r0.5.
This is true for the pressure wave but not for all set pressures for the pulse wave, as seen in Figure 5. The pulse
wave velocity evaluated from the brachial inlet to the bifurcation is much higher than the pulse wave velocities in
the brachial+ulnar and brachial+radial branches. The
basic tension or base load in the brachial artery is obviously not high enough. Presumably, this is also the reason
for the higher fluid pressure changes in the brachial section in comparison to the ulnar and radial sections of the
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model. Additionally, the analysis of the signal base points
is error-prone due to the filter used. The Hall sensor signals have a higher noise than the pressure signals which
necessitate low-pass filtering. This can lead to errors in
the determination of the base point position. The solution
might be to calculate the PTTs from other characteristic
points in the signals, e.g. the slope of the systolic edge.
Nevertheless, the pulse wave velocities lie within the
physiological range and the system is therefore able to
provide PTT measurements for the development of longterm calibration for blood pressure measurement systems.
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Introduction
Radio frequency (RF) ablation is the commonly used technique to cure arrhythmias. Most often patients need to undergo multiple ablation procedures interventionally, because the success rate of this therapy is not satisfying enough. Personalized computer assisted planning of RF ablation could increase the success rate significantly. For personalized study, intracardiac endocardial signals from roving catheters are analysed in respect to local activation times and complexity.

Methods
The data was obtained from an electroanatomical mapping system (St. Jude Velocity) from Städtisches Klinikum Karlsruhe. Time of activation per electrode was freezed by the physician, and corresponds to the selected points used for
further analysis. The information was extracted at these selected points in time from local activation time maps, on temporal basis. The unipolar and bipolar intracardiac signals along with Complex Fractionated Electrograms (CFE) mean
values (St. Jude Velocity) and roving trace information, were found at the selected points. Bipolar signals were then
calculated from the unipolar signals with the same filter settings as used in the clinic. The correlation between the calculated and extracted bipolar signals was calculated for validation. Also the segments intracardiac catheters mean locations were fitted with the roving trace locations using a transformation function. The segments intracardiac catheters
mean location is the mean of the locations of the 5 second segment data and roving trace locations corresponds to the
location from LAT map for the same selected point. The energy content was studied based on the Non Linear Energy
Operator (NLEO). Ventricular Far Field (VFF) removal was done using the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method.

Results
Out of the activation times of the whole atria, usually only few were selected and studied, based on the physicians experience. The correlation between exported bipolar signals and the bipolar signals obtained from unipolar signals was
99.9%. Least squares approach was used to fit the intracardiac catheters mean location and the roving trace locations.
For the selected points CFE-means were calculated. The VFF was removed and the position of stimulus was marked on
temporal basis. Results are depicted for the clinician.

Conclusion
Looking at the unipolar and VFF removed bipolar signals simultaneously with CFE-mean supports the diagnosis in
terms of morphology and fractionation significantly.
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QRS detection using 5th order cumulants for ECG gated cardiac MRI
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Introduction
Synchronization of cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) images with the cardiac phase reduces motion artefacts,
by gating on the Electrocardiogram (ECG) signal. This is a challenging task due to the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
effect and the resulting superimposition of voltages picked up by the ECG electrodes.

Methods
The ECG data were recorded inside a 3T MRI (Skyra , Siemens, Germany) with a 12-lead Holter ECG (CardioMem
CM3000-12, GETEMED, Germany) with a sampling rate ( ) of 1024Hz. The ECG signals were acquired from 2 female and 7 male healthy subjects aged between 23 and 31 years, in head-first and feet-first positions. The database has a
length of 2.25 hours with 9241 QRS complexes.
The ECG signal was filtered using a 30Hz low pass and a 2Hz high pass filter. The 5th order cumulants were calculated
with a step width = /4. Next a threshold was defined, calculated by the mediusing a sliding window = 0.02
an of the reference vector. This vector had a length of 10 values and contained the last 10 maximum 5th order cumulants
from the QRS complexes. Fig.1 shows the ECG before and after filtering and the corresponding 5th order cumulants.
For the assessment of the detection algorithm, the sensitivity and the positive predictive value were computed.

Results
Best results were achieved with a threshold of 2% of the reference vector’s median and only using the precordial lead
V4. This enabled the distinction of the QRS complexes from other peaks, caused by the MHD effect.
The presented method had a sensitivity of 99.99% and a positive predictive value of 99.61%. The delay between the annotated and the detected beats was 9.27ms with a jitter of 2.91ms.

Conclusion

Amplitude [mV]

The algorithm showed excellent results for QRS detection inside the MRI with an acceptable time delay. Consequently,
the algorithm can be used for gating in cardiac MRI.
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Fig. 1 ECG before and after filtering. ECG recorded in head-first position from a 30 years old subject. The black horizontal line
marks the threshold
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Flexible sensor for pulse rate measurement under moving conditions
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Abstract
The non-invasive measurement of biological signals is prone to failure while the proband is moving. In sensors for
measuring pulse rate, the problem of motion artefact is usually not sufficiently dissolved. It is for example possible with
a Chest Strap T34 from Polar Electro. People refuse to accept a chest belt during exercise due to friction on the skin.
Most other commercially available sensor signals are affected by artefacts caused by acceleration and movement. We
investigate the coupling of available pulse sensors to the body in order to measure the pulse signal and an artefactcorrelated reference signal. We compare the signal-to-noise ratio of different types of sensors at the forearm. A fourchannel flexible remission pulse sensor is developed and integrated into a headband. Knowledge of the dynamic characteristics of the sensor and the coupling to the body should be the basis for developing an algorithm to extract the heart
rate from a strong disturbed pulse signal.

1

Introduction
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In order to estimate the human state of health or fitness in
sports and medicine one measures a few biological signals.
Under motion conditions a non-invasive measurement suffers from large artefacts [1] that can be 5 to 50 times
greater in magnitude than a bio-signal without motion as
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Dataset at motion conditions. chest wall ECG
(adhesive electrodes), infrared remission PPG and contact
pressure at the forehead measured with multi-channel biosignal system. ECG and PPG are influenced by large motion artefacts. Mean contact pressure between sensor and
skin is at 10 kPa and less influenced by motion.
The electrocardiogram (ECG), impedance-plethysmogram
(IPG), the photo-plethysmogram (PPG) and also the measurement of pressure-changes (PC) are well suited to determine the pulse rate without motion. For example the
OxyTrue SC [2] accurately measures arterial oxygen saturation (SpO2) and pulse rate with an optical sensor at a finger. Volmer et al. [3] and Lee et al. [4] show a wearable
pulse oximeter combined with a 3-axes accelerometer for
measurements of motion activity and PPG by moving the

body. When performing sports such as cycling, swimming
or handball the fingers are needed. One has to measure at
another point at the body. The extremities are affected by
motion and thus, by motion-artefacts caused by drifting
hydrostatic blood pressure. Vogel et al. [5] presents very
interesting optic 24/7 in-ear Heart Rate monitoring system
(IN-MONIT). It allows continuous monitoring of heart and
respiration function. The optical-plastic-housing must be
manufactured individually for best fit to the ear. The device may be suitable for medical examinations, however, a
high cost is expected. Webster [10] page 88 shows a probe
for reflectance pulse oximetry. We compare different suitable types of pulse-detecting sensors at different points of
the body. We also design a headband with included flexible optical-sensor array. A flexible force sensor under the
sensor array monitors the contact pressure to the skin.

2

Methods

2.1

Comparing different pulse sensors

For simultaneous measuring of different pulse-sensor signals under motion conditions we configure a setup with a
16-channel bio-signal amplifier g.USBamp [12], which has
a 24-bit resolution and up to 4800 samples per second at
each channel. We used more than necessary 1200 samples
per second. We levelled the signals below 250 mV amplitude by symmetrical voltage dividers. We measure the
ECG directly at the chest with Ambu Blue Sensor VL single-use electrodes, which produce minimal motionartefacts. We measured the IPG with the RheoscreenCompact [13] and we further used an in-house developed impedance-meter for more flexible control of the technical
parameters. For the PPG we used a ADInstruments Pty Ltd.
MLT1020PPG and for the PC a piezo-electric sensor
MLT1010/D. We engineered a piezo-electric pressure sensor (Figure 2) with integrated 3-axis accelerometer
ADXL330 [11]. It has similar characteristics as the
MLT1010/D. Figure 3 depicts the sensors setup at the fore-
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arm, dorsal and above the arteria radialis. The arm was
moved in three axes by a second person to avoid muscle
contraction at the proband’s arm. After bandpass filtering
(1 Hz < f < 30 Hz) we measured the peak-to-peak values
of the rest pulse and of the artefacts to calculate the SNR
in dB. Figure 7 shows the results in dorsal direction. In a
second experiment, the arm was relaxed and fixed. Only
the fingers twitched. This turned out to be the main problem with measurements at the arm: artefacts occur although acceleration is negligible. We did promising tests
with the MLT1020PPG at the forehead and the nose.
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signals. To achieve this, the photodiodes have to be different well positioned above the arteries (Figure 4). Suitable
arteries are supratrochlear-, supraorbital- or the frontal
branch of superficial temporal artery. Under ideal conditions a very simple artefact suppression works (Figure 5).
Xi is the rest pulse signal at position i, Si is the disturbance
signal, Yi = Xi + Si is the sensor signal at position i. The
assumptions for the model are: S1 = S2, X2 = k·X1, k 1.
The estimated pulse signal is X1 = Y2–Y1/(k-1). Figure 9
shows the first result for pulse detection. It was offline calculated in MATLAB with the simple algorithm. Markers
were set by FINDPEAKS, the local peak detection algorithm.

Figure 2 Piezo pressure sensor with integrated 3-axis accelerometer ADXL330.
PPG- IPG-electrodes
sensor

PC-Sensor

A

Figure 5 Signal coupling model
B

Figure 3 A: Model of sensor setup at the dorsal forearm
for simultaneous measurements of PPG, IPG, PC.
B: Photo of sensor setup at the forearm.

2.2

Design of a headband pulse sensor and
a simple artefact suppression

Based on the previous observations, we decide to develop
a headband with a flexible sensor array with a minimum of
two optical channels. Initially we want to achieve a defined coupling between sensor and skin.

Figure 4 Desired sensor positioning: external array dimensions (blue), 4 photodiodes (black), two of them above the
supraorbital artery, one IR-emitter (red). image adapted
from [8].
At best the photodiodes should measure exactly the same
disturbance and a different amplitude-level at the PPG-

Figure 6 Headband with flexible pulse and pressure sensor
The sensor-hardware is prepared for the implementation of
pulse-oximetry. It consists of two emitters ( IR = 940 nm,
< 1120
Red = 660 nm), four receiver diodes (350 nm <
nm) and two 4-channel transimpedance amplifiers
MTI04CS from MAZeT GmbH. The LED/Photodiodeseparation is 10 mm. A high pulsating AC-signal (peak-topeak) based on the DC-value (offset), also called the
AC/DC-relation, is an indicator for a good sensor design
and good PPG-signal quality. Pressure is controlled by a
flexiforce A201 sensor in series with 1 M resistor on a
measuring amplifier scout55 from HBM GmbH.
In one experiment to find the maximal AC/DC-relation
and the optimal ILED, we put the middle-finger on the sensor, changed the current of the IR-LED (1 mA < ILED < 5
mA), and as second parameter we changed the pressure (0
< p < 20 kPa). The result may depend on the measure
point. We carry out all voltage-measurements with the
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Measurements at the forehead

The measurements with the flexible headband sensor were
carried out at the left forehead (Figure 4). ECG was measured at the chest. We measured the ECG, PPG and pressure at rest and at different motions. Figure 8 depicts a
typical raw dataset. The signals (except pressure) were
bandpass-filtered (1 Hz < f < 30 Hz) before noise suppression.
Prutchi and Norris [9] page 15 show a flexible capacitive
bioelectrode array for application at the forehead in a flight
helmet. This sensor measures the electroencephalogram
(EEG) at the forehead. One experiment should clarify
whether an ECG can be measured with electrodes at
temples (in a headband position) and the g.USBamp as an
additional reference pulse-signal.

3
3.1

Results

3.3

Pulse rate measurement at the forehead with the headband sensor

One example dataset from a measurement at the forehead
is shown in Figure 8.
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Comparing different pulse sensors

The measurement results at the forearm indicate that the
PPG-signal has the best SNR (Figure 7). At the PPG the
motion artefact values satisfy: Noise
2·Signal, at the
PC: Noise
5·Signal and at IPG: Noise
200·Signal.
The main problems at the IPG are a changing transferimpedance caused by different current-paths and muscle
contraction. The piezo-electric pressure sensor only detects
pressure changes; it is strongly influenced by any acceleration and movement of the tendons.
IPG
SNR / dB

Properties of the headband sensor

The AC/DC-relation is hardly influenced by the irradiated
light intensity, which is a function of LED current. The
contact-pressure has a more significant influence on the
AC/DC-relation. The optimal pressure range at the finger
was determined to p(Finger)
15 kPa and at the forehead
p(FH)
12 kPa. Webster [10] on page 89 introduces the
LED/photodiode-separation and the skin temperature as
important parameters for a high AC/DC-relation. He also
finds the maximum of 16% at a separation of 6 mm and at
a skin temperature of 43 °C. At the middle finger we measured 3.5% with negligible pressure and 6.5% with 15 kPa
at a skin temperature of 30°C.

PC

PPG

0,0
-12,5
-25,0
-37,5
-50,0

Figure 7 Comparison of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
three different types of sensors. The arm is moved in dorsal direction by a second person to avoid muscle contraction.
3-D acceleration signals are not sufficient for artefact suppression at sports because permanent finger movements
are unavoidable and the extremities are more affected from
motion and thus, motion-artefacts from a drifting hydrostatic blood pressure. The head might be a better suited
measuring place at sport applications.

Figure 8 Set of raw data. Chest wall ECG and two PPGsignals measured at the forehead at different motion conditions.
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ECG
IR peaks
IR sensor
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g.USBamp and we measure the current ILED with a Metrahit 30M.
The optimal pressure range between sensor and skin is set
by the rubber headband and a black foam material under
the sensor head (Figure 6). In the future a mobile data acquisition system may be implemented with the TELOS
platform [7].
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Figure 9 Detected R waves at the ECG and pulse peaks at
the artefact suppressed pulse signal.
Depending of the movement condition different kinds of
artefacts occur. Despite the optimal electrodes the chest
wall ECG is still disturbed by motion artefacts. Both, the
ECG and the IR-pulse signals must be optimized with an
artefact suppression algorithm to have a safe pulse rate
measurement. Figure 9 shows the detected ECG-peaks and
the PPG-peaks after simple noise suppression. At head
shaking, almost every pulse could be detected. Jumping is
well manageable because it produces just a short high
peak. Head shaking and jogging produce periodic interference signals. Squats cause low frequency drifts which can
be eliminated by a highpass-filter. The frowning is most
challenging because a gap between one diode and skin can
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occur by crinkles. There should be no hair and no gap between sensor and skin.
Unlike the ECG the PPG contains no QRS-complex.
Therefore QRS-detection algorithms could not be applied.
An ECG-measurement on the forehead (temples) seems
virtually impossible. Signals are very noisy and probable
amplitudes of an ECG are less than 10 µV. An eye lid closing reflex causes signal-amplitudes of about 100 µV (Figure 10). This result confirms our hypothesis that the forehead is on an equipotential line with respect to cardiac excitation. Another ground position is hardly possible with a
headband sensor.
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Figure 10 Raw data of ECG measurement at the both temples (blue) and between left temple and right arm (red)
measured with single use electrodes. R waves at the blue
curve are clearly visible.

4

Conclusion

Pulse measurements should be performed on body parts
with negligible acceleration, at best without sinews and
fingers. It is preferable to measure the bio-signals from an
electrical source (ECG) because such signals are not
blood-pressure dependent. But the need of at least two
electrodes in the vicinity of the heart is inconvenient because cables are required. A headband is advantageous because it is easy to wear, increases skin temperature and allows a good AC/DC-relation. The advantage of optical
sensors is dominant in the forehead application. They
measure at one spot, provide good signal-quality (high
SNR), have low weight and current consumption in pulsed
operation. The photodiode-array should be positioned
horizontally in the same direction as the crinkles to get the
same disturbance at least at two diodes. Our very simple
artefact-suppression algorithm already brings good results
so that this approach should be further developed. The
force sensor delivers further information about the coupling between sensor and the skin. The ECG-measurement
at the forehead is not a viable option for a pulse rate measurement.
Acknowledgements: Alfons Geser, Uwe Pliquett, Hartmut
Ewald kindly helped proofreading this manuscript.
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Abstract
Ectopic beats are a common cause for cardiac arrhythmia. The methods presented in this paper deal with the evaluation of
the features that are used by an existing classifier to distinguish between normal, supraventricular ectopic and ventricular
ectopic beats. In order to classify the beats, a support vector machine (SVM) is used. Since noisy features can confuse the
classifier and downgrade its performance, high quality features should be chosen. In the end, the performance should be
improved by using only the selected features after the evaluation process. For this purpose, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was conducted first. Secondly, the Gini diversity index (GDI) was calculated for every feature which
is often used as split criterion in decision trees. As a third evaluation tool, the information gain ratio (IGR) was applied
to estimate the quality of the features. To conclude the evaluation part, a fourth analysis was implemented. The ROC was
applied again to the beats that are falsely classified in a first run-through. This was a first step into a deeper investigation of
the dependency among features. As result of the evaluation process, a feature ranking was built and 36 of the 55 features
were chosen to build the new SVM. A training and testing process was conducted using beats of the MIT-BIH-ArrhythmiaDatabase. A correct rate of 98.574%, a sensitivity of 98.592% and a positive predictive value of 99.062% were achieved.

1

Introduction

As cardiac arrhythmia may be initiated by ectopic beats, it
has become important in clinical practice to detect this type
of heartbeats. Especially atrial fibrillation as the most frequent cardiac disease may be caused by these so called extrasystoles. Furthermore, the risk of a sudden cardiac death
increases with a frequent occurrence of ectopic beats. As the
electrocardiogram (ECG) is one of the most important diagnosing tools in clinical daily practice, a good detection and
classification of ectopic beats in ECG signals would contribute to better diagnoses and therapies of cardiac arrhythmias. Making a reliable classification of heartbeats possible
may prolong the lives of many cardiac patients and help improving their life quality.
To support the physicians in diagnosing and monitoring, it
is important to develop an algorithm that is able to run the
detection and classification of the heartbeats automatically.
Therefore, a support vector machine (SVM) was trained in
a previous work [1]. The SVM can separate the beats into
normal beats, ventricular ectopic beats and supraventricular
ectopic beats. To distinguish between the different types of
beats, 55 rhythmical and morphological features of the QRS
complexes are calculated. In order to improve the classification results, an evaluation of the 55 used features is now conducted. It is assumed that noisy features that do not deliver
useful information confuse the classifier and therefore have
a bad impact on the classification results. In the following,
based on the feature evaluation, several features are selected
to build a new SVM. In the end, the new SVM is trained and
tested using beats from the MIT-BIH-Arrhythmia-Database.

2

Methods

2.1

Feature evaluation

In order to evaluate the features that are used for the classification task, four different feature analyses are implemented.
A feature is well suited for a classification task if it can be
used to clearly separate the desired classes.

2.1.1 Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
The first applied analysis is the receiver operating characteristic (ROC). The ROC is a tool to evaluate a classifier’s performance with respect to a single feature. As multiple features are used in this case, the analysis has to be conducted
individually for every attribute. A threshold is shifted over
the whole range of every feature whereas every instance of
one side of the split is classified as positive, all the rest on the
other side as negative. Afterwards, the sensitivity and specificity are calculated for every threshold. In the the following,
they are plotted in a 2-dimensional coordinate system where
the sensitivity is located on the y-axis, while 1-specificity
can be found on the x-axis. In this new curve we find as
many data points as there are thresholds tested. Typically,
bended curves from down left to top right come out. A step
function represents the best case where an optimally chosen
threshold can perfectly separate the classes. In contrast, the
worst case is given by a diagonal line where the false positive rate increases as strong as the true positive rate. Some
ROC plots are exemplarily shown in figure 1. To achieve a
certain comparability between the performances of the features, the area under the ROC curve (AUC) is introduced.
Trapezoidal integration can be used here for approximation
[2]. The optimum thus results in an AUC value of 1, while
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in worst case an AUC value of 0.5 comes out. Curves lying
beneath the diagonal line can be mirrored by inverting the
logical assignments and consequentially also achieve AUC
values inside the interval [0.5; 1]. The main advantage of
the ROC is the independence of the actual feature values. It
provides information about the performance of the classifier
for convenient choice of a feature value.
sensitivity
100%
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information gain (IG) and the split information (SI) [4]. The
entropy as basic principle is given by
H(W ) =

J

Â

j=1

p j · log2 (p j )

(2)

,

where W represents a particular set containing J classes
while p j stands for the probability of an instance of W to
be part of class j. The new information content after dividing W by a split attaining the values of feature X is then
calculated by
HX (W ) =

K

|Wk |
· H(Wk ) .
k=1 |W |

Â

(3)

Feature X consists of K values, so that Wk describes in this
case the objects of W that attain the value k. |W | and |Wk |
indicate the cardinalities of the particular sets. The IG is defined as follows
100%

1 - specificity

IG(X) = H(W )

Figure 1 Some examples of different ROC curves.

Secondly, the Gini diversity index (GDI) is used to extract
information about the goodness of the features for the given
classification task. It is frequently used in binary decision
trees to find an optimal splitting threshold. It is computed
by [3]
J

Â p2 (w j |ti )

,

(4)

and describes the information that is gained by splitting W
using feature X. The fact that the IG shows a strong bias in
favor of attributes with many outcomes leads to the definition of the SI to reduce the impact of that bias:

2.1.2 Gini Diversity Index (GDI)

GDI(ti ) = 1

HX (W )

(1)

j=1

where J stands for the number of classes and p(w j |ti ) for
the probability of an object w of class j under the condition
that it is located in node ti . The nodes ti are in this case
seen as nodes of a decision tree. To find the best possible
split value, the feature values are sorted in ascending
order. Therefore, every attribute is regarded separately.
Every split possibility is then tested, setting a split between
every two attribute values. They are calculated by the
formula of the arithmetic mean. Hereafter, the GDI for
every split value is computed. The split value that achieves
the minimal GDI is chosen as best split for the examined
attribute. A completely pure subset results in a GDI of
zero, a totally mixed subset yields a GDI of 1 1J . To
find out which feature acts the best, the analysis is repeated
for every feature so that one gets a best split for every
attribute. Finally, the choice of the best splitting feature is
made by reference to the one that achieves the minimal GDI.

2.1.3 Information Gain Ratio (IGR)
The information gain ratio (IGR) is an entropy-based criterion for attribute selection and builds the third part of the
process of feature evaluation. It is defined as the ratio of the

SI(X) =

J

Â

j=1

|W j |
· log2
|W |

✓

|W j |
|W |

◆

.

(5)

It measures the outcoming entropy that results after the split.
Finally, the IGR is calculated by
IGR(X) =

IG(X)
SI(X)

.

(6)

In the end, the feature that achieves the highest IGR is
chosen as best splitting feature.

2.1.4 Feature dependency
The methods presented above always evaluate the features
separately. Therefore, an analysis which is intended to
investigate the dependency among the features is implemented. For this purpose, one chooses the best feature
after a first run-through of the ROC analysis and splits the
underlying set a first time. The classification is done with
the threshold that achieves the highest correct rate. In the
following, the falsely classified beats are again given to the
ROC analysis. This provides new information about the
strength of the features after a first separation and only regarding falsely classified beats. The corresponding scheme
is shown in figure 2. In the end, the results of this analysis
are combined with the results of the previously presented
methods. This is to bundle all the new information to be
able to select the features for the new SVM. For details
concerning the choice of the features see section 2.2 . It is
conceivable to extend this type of analysis in future also
using the GDI and the IGR.
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2.2

First analysis

Correctly
classified

Falsely
classified

Second analysis

Figure 2 Schematic representation of the first approach for
the investigation of the feature dependency. The ROC analysis is conducted a second time with all falsely classified
beats of a first run-through.

2.1.5 Statistical evaluation
It is assumed, that it is easier for the SVM to handle compact and symmetrically distributed features as the number of
support vectors would be smaller and thus the expected correct rate higher [5]. Therefore, an investigation of statistical
properties of the features is conducted. One has to mention
that for this analysis only normal beats are considered. This
is to have them compactly located, whereas the ectopic beats
may be located somewhere else in the feature space. Therefore, the classes would be easily separable from each other.
The symmetry is first measured by calculating the skewness of the features. The kurtosis, in contrast, yields information about the peakness. Furthermore, it is very sensitive
to outliers which supports the investigation of the width of
the distribution. Another approach to gain information about
the compactness is realized by computing the difference between the quantiles at 97.5% and 2.5%. The smaller the difference, the compacter are the features located around zero.
The advantage of the use of the quantiles is that the extreme
outliers are not considered. The principle is shown in figure
3.

Choice of features

After the whole process of feature evaluation, the features
were listed in rankings to bundle all the gained information
and to rate their quality. The rankings were based on a point
system that assigned 55 points to the best feature of every
analysis and 1 point to the worst feature. Based on this system, in total seven rankings were created. Out of them, two
main rankings resulted. The four analyses presented first
were taken together as well as the three results of the statistical evaluation were averaged. In the end, a total feature
ranking was built by weighting the two rankings with three
to one in favor of the ranking of the first four analyses. This
is because some features of the top of the statistical ranking
may be too rigid, so that the values for the normal and ectopic beats do not differ from each other. The data points are
overlapping in this case and therefore are not separable. That
is why the statistical evaluation was slightly less weighted.
In the end, 19 features of the previous 55 were left out and
36 features were kept for the new SVM. The feature evaluation yielded the ratio of the moving average of the previous
five and next five RR intervals and the RR interval to the
previous beat as best feature. Two of the best features are
plotted in figure 4. For example, feature 7 achieved an AUC
value of 0.9319, a GDI of 0.4129 and an IGR of 0.1125. Additionally, the ROC curve of the best feature is presented in
figure 5.
Plot Of Features
1
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Figure 4 Feature plot of two attributes. The ratio of the moving average of the previous five and next five RR intervals
and the RR interval to the previous beat (feature 7) is plotted versus the difference of the instantaneous heart rate to
the previous beat and the moving average of the previous
five and next five heart rates (feature 10). The instantaneous
heart rate is here seen as the reciprocal of the RR interval. A
good separation between the classes is possible.
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Figure 3 Visualization of the evaluation method of the difference of two quantiles. The red part indicates the quantile
at 97.5% while the green part shows the quantile at 2.5%.

2.3

Training and testing the new SVM

In order to develop a new SVM, a new training process has
to be conducted. During that, the classifier learns which attribute values are connected to which class of beats. Therefore, two parameters have to be adjusted by the user. Since a
Gaussian radial basis kernel function is chosen for the non-
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features was conducted. For the new training, 36 features
and 5004 beats of the MIT-BIH-Arrhythmia-Database were
used. The testing was conducted using 10006 independent
beats. One has to mention that the whole amount of 15010
beats was chosen in a way, that the same number of normal and ectopic beats were considered. This was to avoid a
too strong prevalence in favor of one specific class. The best
SVM obtained a correct rate (CR) of 98.574%, a sensitivity
(Sen) of 98.592%, a specificity (Spe) of 99.069%, a positive
predictive value (PPV) of 99.062% and a negative predictive value (NPV) of 98.592%. The corresponding values for
g and C were log(g) = 0.044 and log(C) = 1.429 [6].

ROC−plot for feature 7
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Figure 5 Visualization of the ROC curve of the best feature
of the evaluation. The corresponding AUC value is 0.9319.
linear transformation, g describes how the kernel function is
exactly shaped (see equation 7). It is inversely proportional
to the variance s 2 .
K(xi , xj ) = exp

g · ||xi

S173

xj ||2

(7)

C is a measure for the classification error the user is willing
to allow. To get the best results, it is important to try all
possible combinations of g and C. The best correct rate is
achieved by looking iteratively into smaller intervals around
the best correct rate of the previous step. In the end, one
stops optimizing when the combination of the parameters
yielding the highest correct rate is found. In figure 6, the
results of first step of the optimization process for g and C
and the corresponding correct rates are displayed.
6
95
4

Correct
rate

90

Discussion

The performance of the existing SVM has been improved.
The old values are given here for comparison [1]: CR =
98.2108%, Sen = 92.4551% and PPV = 94.5205% for log(g)
= 1.25 and log(C) = 0.7. Out of these values and a prevalence
of 0.1177, Spe = 99.2847% and NPV = 98.996% can be
calculated. One can see that especially the increases of the
sensitivity and the PPV are very satisfying. They indicate
that 98.592% of the real ectopic beats are correctly classified and that 99.062% of the beats classified as ectopic are
really ectopic beats. The slight decrease of the values for
the specificity and the NPV is mainly caused by the smaller
number of normal beats in the training and test data set. This
is because for the new SVM, the same number of normal
and ectopic beats was used for training and testing. The results show significantly that the evaluation of the features
on which the classification is based was a useful task. Removing the redundant features and only using features that
contain relevant information for the separation of the beats
has a positive impact on the results. In conclusion, the SVM
is a very strong automatic classifier that seems to be very
suitable for the given classification task. The big advantage
of the SVM is its property to consider multidimensional feature spaces to separate several classes in huge data sets.
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Figure 6 Results of the optimization of the two parameters g
and C after the first step. The red areas represent high correct
rates, the blue regions stand for low correct rates.

3

Results

In the course of this research project, a new SVM was developed. Therefore, an evaluation of the previously used
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Abstract
Recognizing a pathological—in distinction from a healthy—heart rhythm presents a challenge of contemporary cardiovascular research. We propose a machine learning framework to determine the deciding features for a given discriminative problem. This approach is demonstrated by analyzing publicly available RR-interval recordings including a group
of patients with severe congestive heart failure. As a result, very-low and low spectral power bands and specific ordinal
patterns are identified as the best discriminating heart rate variability (HRV) features. HRV is generally reduced in
comparison to the healthy condition; also the autonomic regulation of heart rate acceleration and deceleration appears
to be pathlogically inversed.

1

Introduction

Heart rate variability (HRV), i. e. the variation of intervals between consecutive heart beats, reflects the heart’s
ability to adapt to changing circumstances by detecting and quickly responding to external as well as internal stimuli. HRV analysis carries considerable clinical
and predictive value since cardiac diseases often manifest themselves in characteristic changes of RR-interval
patterns. Standard procedures and descriptors of HRV
were reviewed and defined in 1996 [9]. Identifying the
typical features of a healthy heart rhythm in distinction
from pathological patterns remains, however, a challenge
in cardiovascular research. We introduce a framework
(comprised of pre-processing, feature extraction, classification and cross-validation, each iteratively repeated in
order to empirically optimize all parameters) that is suitable to identify the best features for a given discrimination task. We apply this approach to RR-interval series of a group of healthy subjects and patients suffering from congestive heart failure (CHF), aiming to distinguish both conditions based on a selection of standard
and contemporary HRV descriptors. No a-priori knowledge is presumed about which of those features may provide the best discrimination. The classification method
we utilize implements a method of relevance determination: while learning from data, it simultaneously adapts
input relevance factors. The result can be subsequently
used for knowledge extraction to determine the most relevant HRV features.

2

Material

We analyzed two data sets of heart beat annotations,
available at physionet.org [2]: (a) the NSR2 database
contains 54 recordings (duration 23.64 ± 0.51 h) of

healthy subjects (30 men, age 28.5–76 y; 24 women,
age 58–73 y) in normal sinus rhythm, (b) the CHF2
database contains 29 recordings (duration 22.23 ± 1.87
h) of patients (age 34–79 y; 8 men, 2 women, gender unknown for the remainder) suffering from CHF. The severity of this condition is categorized into classes (according to the New York Heart Association, NYHA) from
very mild (class I) to most severe (class IV). We exclusively used recordings of the most severe category available in the CHF2 database, which are 17 recordings of
class III. ECG recordings of both databases were sampled
at 128 Hz, which corresponds to an RR-interval resolution of 7.8 ms. Beat annotations were obtained by automated analysis with manual review and correction. Per
subject, RR-interval recordings were divided into nonoverlapping segments; the segment length was iteratively
increased by 5 min to a maximum of 60 min. The features described below were extracted from every segment
of each length.

3
3.1

Methods
Feature Extraction

Spectral Analysis The power spectral densities (PSD)
were estimated using the Lomb-Scargle periodogram [8].
We examined conventional spectral analysis measures defined by the Task Force for HRV analysis [9], including
very-low- (VLF,  0.04 Hz), low- (LF, 0.04–0.15 Hz) and
high-frequency (HF, 0.15–0.40 Hz) bands.
The utilization of fine-grained RR-interval PSD has revealed a correlation between human performance decrements and specific RR-interval spectral components that
were below the coarse resolution of the Task Force’s
frequency bands [1]. Accordingly, we determined RRinterval PSD in 0.02–Hz bins from 0.0 to 0.4 Hz.
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Table 1: For each segment length, the upper part shows the number of available segments. For each feature set and
segment length, the lower part shows the classification error (%) and the corresponding number of classifier prototypes.
The segment lengths 5 to 30 min are omitted. The best performing feature set for each segment length and the optimal
segment length for each feature set are highlighted per gray background and bold type, respectively.

Symbolic Dynamics Dynamic behaviour of a complex
system, such as regulation of heart rate, can be described with a limited amount of symbols. We applied a
transformation of RR intervals x1 , x2 , . . . , xN into symbols si (xi ) of an alphabet {0, 1, 2, 3} using non-uniform
quanitization levels. The frequencies of words of length
W = 3 (i. e. substrings which consist of three symbols) were obtained, leading to a probability distribution of 4W = 64 possible words. Several quantities,
e. g. the complexity measure Shannon entropy, were
used to characterize the word distribution. An additional
mode of symbolic representation translated differences
between successive heart beats |xi+1 xi | into a binary
alphabet {0, 1}, where ‘0’ stands for differences below
a threshold
= 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 ms and ‘1’ for differences
. Symbols were then grouped into words
of length 6. The percentage of words consisting only of
one symbol (either all ‘0’ or all ‘1’) were determined, denoted as PLVAR (word ‘000000’) and PHVAR (word
‘111111’). For the complete procedure of symbolic transformation and the consequent calculation of word distribution measures, we refer to Voss et al. [12].
Heart Rate Asymmetry Poincaré plots are visual representations of a time-delay embedding with a dimension of m = 2 and a delay of ⌧ = 1 of a time series
x1 , x2 , . . . , xN : each point has coordinates (xi , xi+1 ) in
a plane. When applied to RR intervals, the standard descriptors of such plots are the variances perpendicular to
and along the line of identity (LoI, i. e. where xi = xi+1 ),
denoted as SD1 and SD2, which are widely believed to
reflect short- and long-term HRV, respectively. The LoI
divides the RR-interval pairs into heart rate decelerations
xi < xi+1 and accelerations xi > xi+1 . Thorough analyses of this division led to the discovery of heart rate

asymmetry (HRA), a physiological phenomenon that reflects the different contribution of heart rate decelerations
and accelerations to HRV. It states, in short, that the contribution from heart rate decelerations to SD1 and to SD2
is statistically significantly greater and lower than that
from heart rate accelerations, respectively [11]. To quantify this asymmetry, SD1 and SD2 are each partitioned
into parts corresponding to accelerations and decelerations. The results are two pairs of descriptors, SD1a |SD1d
and SD2a |SD2d , indicating the contribution of accelerations and decelerations to short- and long-term HRV, respectively. For a complete definition of HRA descriptors,
we refer to Piskorski & Guzik [11].
Ordinal Patterns Ordinal patterns generalize the concept of asymmetry indices. A sequence of RR intervals
xi , xi+1 , xi+2 , . . . , xi+W 1 of length W is ordered such
that x⇡(i)  x⇡(i+1)  x⇡(i+2)  . . .  x⇡(i+W 1) .
The permutation ⇡ defines the ordinal pattern. For W =
4, e. g. a sequence (0.88, 0.81, 0.85, 0.79) leads to a permutation ⇡ = [4, 2, 3, 1]. Similar to symbolic dynamics,
a series of RR intervals is transformed into a probability distribution of W ! possible permutations. Parlitz et
al. have extended this approach by considering sequences
xi , xi+L , xi+2L , . . . , xi+(W 1)L , where the samples are
separated by a lag of L [10]. For brevity, we denote the
probability distribution of ordinal patterns of length W at
lag L as ordpat(W, L).

3.2 Classification and Validation
The learning vector quantization (LVQ) [5] is a supervised classification algorithm. Consider a set of training
data Y = {yi ⇢ Rn ⇥ ci , i = 1, . . . , m}, where yi are
feature vectors and ci are class labels c 2 {1, . . . , C}.
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Figure 2: 2nd best feature set: conventional spectral analysis. Normalized relevance factors for each spectral measure are shown. Statistical distributions are omitted, because they scale on different orders of magnitude.

Figure 1: Best feature set: 0.02–Hz bins of RR-intervals
PSD. Above: normalized relevance factors for each PSD
bin. Below: univariate distributions (median ± median
of absolute differences) of PSD bins for each class; filled
markers denote highly significant differences.
A number of so-called prototypes {w1 , . . . , wp ⇢ Rn },
each assigned a class label (wj , cj ), partition Rn into p
regions through piecewise-linear hyperplanes. Each prototype wj thus represents those members of Y that fall
within its region. A training algorithm or learning rule
repeatedly adjusts the positions of wj (by a specific fraction called the learning rate) such that the difference of
the inputs belonging to the cth class, {yi 2 Y | c}, and
the regions of the corresponding prototypes, {wj | c}, becomes as small as possible for each class.
The generalized relevance LVQ (GRLVQ) augments the
original LVQ scheme with an additional learning rule that
simultaneously adapts weighting factors for the inputs
during training [4]. This represents an adaptive Euclidean
metric. The values of the weighting factors ij indicate
the relevance of the inputs. This allows a scheme for determining the most relevant features, or for pruning the
least relevant features in order to reduce complexity.
After feature extraction, a GRLVQ classifier processed
the same number of feature vectors from both healthy
subjects and class-III-CHF patients, iteratively for each
segment length and each feature set. The classification
was also iteratively repeated: per segment length and per
feature set, the number of GRLVQ prototypes was increased by 20 up to a maximum of 600. A multiplehold-out validation (80 % training data, 20 % test data)
with 50 repetitions was used to estimate the classification
performance for each segment length, each feature set
and each number of prototypes. The feature relevances
within each feature set were determined by averaging the
weights ij , j = 1, . . . , p of each feature yi .

Figure 3: 3rd best feature set: ordpat(4, 3). Above: normalized relevance factors for all patterns. Below: univariate distributions of patterns probabilites for each class;
filled markers denote highly significant differences. Patterns along both abscissae are sorted by their relevance.

4 Results
Table 1 shows the classification performances for all feature sets. The 0.02–Hz bins of RR-interval PSD outperformed all other features at every segment lengths. The
next best feature set was conventional spectral analysis,
followed by ordpat(4, 3). The optimal segment length for
each feature set clustered around a median of 50 ± 5 min.
The most relevant spectral features were located in the
VLF band (cf. figs. 1 and 2). For frequencies  0.14
Hz, PSD was significantly higher (Mann–Whitney U test,
↵ = 1e 5 ) for healthy subjects, whereas for frequencies
> 0.26 Hz, PSD was significantly higher for CHF pa-
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tients. The permutations [1, 3, 2, 4] and [1, 3, 4, 2] were
the two most relevant among ordpat(4, 3) and occured
highly significantly more often for CHF patients. In
turn, the next two most relevant permutations [4, 3, 2, 1]
and [1, 2, 3, 4] occured highly significantly more often for
healthy subjects (cf. fig. 3).
Among the less successful symbolic dynamics features
(7th rank, not displayed), PLVAR20 (percentage of the
low-HRV word ‘000000’ for a difference threshold =
20 ms) was most relevant and occured significantly more
often for CHF patients. The most relevant descriptors of
HRA (11th rank, not displayed) were the normalized contributions of decelerations and accelerations to long-term
HRV, which were significantly higher for healthy subjects
and for CHF patients, respectively.

5

Discussion

CHF is associated with autonomic dysfunction such as
abnormaly high sympathetic activity. It has been established that high-risk CHF patients can be identified by 24h as well as short-term (< 10 min) time- and frequencydomain measures of HRV [7], primarily by reduced LF
[6] and VLF [3] spectral power. As fig. 1 shows, our analysis fully supports these findings, yielding VLF power
(particularly the PSD bin 0.02–0.04 Hz) as the most discriminative measure. Noticeably, the revealed increased
power at components > 0.26 Hz for CHF patients is not
reflected by conventional LF and HF measures.
Ordinal patterns provide insight into distinctive RR interval dynamic differences and, interestingly, appear to discriminate CHF from healthy condition best when sampled at a lag of L = 3. The most relevant, “zigzag”like permutations [1, 3, 2, 4] and [1, 3, 4, 2] (at lag L = 3)
represent a general heart rate deceleration interrupted by
acceleration; they occured highly significantly more often for CHF, indicating a reduced deceleration capacity of heart rate regulation. The next most relevant patterns [4, 3, 2, 1] and [1, 2, 3, 4] are monotonic and represent heart rate ac- and deceleration, respectively. Not
only did both occur highly significantly less often for
CHF patients, but also in a inversed relationship: while
in healthy condition accelerations outweighed decelerations, it is vice versa for CHF. This transposed acceleration/deceleration ratio had also been indicated by the
HRA descriptors of the previous section.
As a result of the empirical parameter optimization we
employed, RR interval recordings should apparently be
at least 35 min long in order to optimally recognize severe CHF. In conclusion, our analysis suggests that CHF
is not only characterized by a general reduction of HRV,
as reflected by decreased spectral power and increased
PLVAR20. Instead, the cardiac drive for acceleration and
deceleration, which is presumably tied to sympathetic
and parasympathetic activity, appears to be pathologically inversed; this is expressed in decreased VLF–LF
power with simultaneously increased HF power as well
as in specific ordinal patterns that concur with HRA descriptors.
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Introduction
Electroencephalography and magnetoencephalography provide insight into neuronal processes in the brain on a realtime scale. To exploit the advantage of high time resolution, online analysis of such signals is particularly interesting.
An established method in EEG/MEG analysis is distributed source reconstruction [1]. This technique is usually limited
to offline analysis, mainly due to the performance requirements when processing high-channel data. We present a
software which uses modern high performance computing technology to provide online neuroelectromagnetic source
imaging, including the necessary data pre-processing.

Methods
The solution comprises two main concepts: (1) The signal processing chain, including data pre-processing and analysis,
is split into distinct functional units, i.e. modules, which compute and visualize their results independently from each
other.   Based   on   NVIDIA’s   CUDA   technology,   each   module   can   separately   use the graphic processing unit for high
performance tasks. This allows an easy extension by new and efficient algorithms. (2) Based on a sophisticated data
structure which is shared among all modules, algorithms can be flexibly connected to each other. The implementation of
our concept is based on OpenWalnut, a software for multi-modal brain visualization [2].

Results
We implemented the open source toolbox NA-Online1, which extends OpenWalnut by the following modules: Link to
Neuromag VectorView MEG (Elekta, Helsinki, Finland) based on MNE [3], Alignment between Fiducial/AC-PC
coordinates, EEG Leadfield Interpolation, FIR Filter, Epoch Separation & Averaging and Distributed Source
Reconstruction. We practically applied the software for online localization of evoked brain activity in the primary motor
cortex.

Conclusion
NA-Online can practically be used for neuroelectromagnetic source imaging of EEG data. Current developments to
account for head movements will also provide imaging based on MEG data. A connection to the FieldTrip Buffer2 will
provide access to other signal acquisition systems. While we proofed our concept for online processing based on time
domain analysis, future development will certainly also include processing in the frequency domain.
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Abstract
Recently we could demonstrate that our new mechanical ventilation mode “FLow controlled EXpiration (FLEX)” is protective for the lungs in terms of reducing ventilator associated lung injury and improving gas exchange. In this study we
investigated the mechanical effects of FLEX on the respiratory system by means of electrical impedance tomography.
A stable lung injury was induced in mechanically ventilated pigs by instillation of oleic acid to the jugular vein. Airway
pressure and flow rate and data from electrical impedance tomography (EIT) were collected and respiratory system mechanics were analyzed.
Compared to conventional passive expiration FLEX increased the mean airway pressure during expiration thus reducing
the time, airway pressure persisted on the level of positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) by 60%. During ventilation
with FLEX the global electrical impedance of the respiratory system was increased compared to conventional volumecontrolled ventilation (VCV; p <0.001). Additionally ventilation in the dependent lung areas was increased with FLEX
compared to conventional expiration.
We conclude that during VCV alveolar derecruitment already takes place when expiratory flow has declined to zero. In
contrast, the retardation of exhalation by FLEX stabilizes the alveoli by increasing mean airway pressure and reducing
the time the lungs remain on the PEEP level at the end of expiration. FLEX might therefore be an interesting option for
lung protective ventilation in patients with severe lung injury.

1

Introduction

Recently we were able to demonstrate that the retardation
of exhalation by flow controlled expiration (FLEX) was
associated with numerous beneficial effects such as improved lung compliance, enhanced decarbonization and
less pulmonary edema formation. Thereby the positive
end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) could be set to a lower
level compared to volume controlled ventilation (VCV)
without unfavourable effects on hemodynamics [1]. The
observed beneficial effects could be explained by recruitment effects resulting from the intervention in the temporal
course of the expiration. However, the reasons for those
are unclear so far; therefore we wanted to investigate the
regional distribution of lung ventilation during application
of FLEX by means of electrical impedance tomography
(EIT). We hypothesized that FLEX preserves the amount
of recruited alveolar parenchyma contributing to gas exchange. We furthermore hypothesized that FLEX causes a
more homogeneous distribution of regional ventilation in
the lungs.

2

Methods

The study was approved by the Animal Welfare Committee of the University of Freiburg, Germany and carried out
in accordance with the German law for animal protection
and the animal care guidelines of the European Community.

2.1 Surgical preparation
Six German Landrace Hybrid pigs (body weight 62.5 ± 5.0
kg) were premedicated with intramuscular injections of 0.5
mg/kg midazolam (Dormicum®, Roche, GrenzachWyhlen, Germany) and 20 mg/kg ketamine hydrochloride
(Ketamin® 10%, Intervet, Unterschleißheim, Germany).
Anaesthesia was induced with intravenous (i.v.) 2-4 mg/kg
propofol (Propofol® 1%, Fresenius Kabi, Bad Homburg,
Germany) and maintained by i.v. infusions of 1-2 mg/kg/h
midazolam, 4-6 mg/kg/h ketamine hydrochloride, and 10
µg/kg/h fentanyl citrate (Fentanyl Janssen®, JanssenCilag, Neuss, Germany). Muscle relaxation was maintained by i.v. application of 0.5 mg/kg/h vecuronium
(Vecuronium-Inresa®, Inresa, Freiburg, Germany). After
placement of the endotracheal tube (ETT, 8 mm inner diameter, Mallinckrodt Hi-Lo, Covidien, Dublin, Ireland) the
lungs were ventilated (Evita 4, Dräger Medical, Lübeck,
Germany) in volume-controlled mode at a respiratory rate
of 15 breaths/min, a tidal volume of 7-8 ml/kg, an I:E ratio
of 1:1.5, and a PEEP of 8 mbar. Unless the lung injury was
established, the inspired oxygen fraction (FiO2) was maintained at 21%. The animals were kept in the supine position throughout the study.
For establishing a stable lung injury, oleic acid (Oleic acid
PhEur, 75096, Sigma Aldrich, Munich, Germany) was
emulsified with an equal volume of 5% glucose (Glucose
5%, B. Braun Melsungen AG, Melsungen, Germany).
Lung injury was induced by repeated boli of 1 ml of oleic
acid emulsion until PaO2/FiO2 ratio was less than 200
mmHg and respiratory system compliance was less than
half of the value before lung injury (as measured by the
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ventilator). Subsequently, FiO2 and PEEP were adjusted to
maintain PaO2 > 60 mmHg. The observation period lasted
6 hours. At the end of the study, the animals were killed by
intracardiac injection of potassium chloride.

2.2 Expiration control
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sum of all data points in total or within a certain ROI, respectively. For the global image and for the ROIs minimal,
maximal and mean impedance was determined for each
breath. Furthermore as a measure for the amount of derecruitment, the impedance change during the zero-flow
phase at the end of expiration was determined.

We slowed the expiratory peak flow rate by inserting an
expiratory mechanical resistor in the expiratory limb of the
ventilator (Image 1).

Image 1 Setup of the FLEX ventilation system. A cone
occludes an aperture connected to the ventilator’s expiratory outlet. During expiration the airflow resistance is continuously decreased by moving the cone to the leftmost
position.
The resistor contained an aperture which could variably be
occluded by a cone that was connected to a linear motor
(PS01-23Sx80, LinMot, Spreitenbach, Switzerland) for
computer-controlled positioning. Flow data were continuously collected from the ventilator and analysed by a personal computer which controlled the linear motor system.
Once start of inspiration was detected by the flow signal,
the cone was moved to a position occluding the aperture.
At begin of expiration, the cone was pulled back at constant speed, thereby gradually opening the aperture and
decreasing expiratory resistance. Further technical details
of the FLEX system are described elsewhere [2].

Image 2 Definition of Regions of interest (ROI). The pixel
field was subdivided into four equally sized horizontal regions.

2.4 Quantitative and Statistical Analysis
Values are expressed as mean ± SD if not indicated otherwise. Variables were compared using Student’s t-test. A pvalue <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3

Results

FLEX modified the flow, pressure and volume curves noticeably during expiration but not during inspiration (Image 3).

2.3 Analysis of regional ventilation
Following 6 h of volume controlled ventilation we performed a 5 min measurement of respiratory system mechanics and intrapulmonary ventilation, respectively. Each
recording included 2 min of VCV, followed by 2 min of
ventilation with FLEX and another minute of VCV. Airway pressure and flow rate were read off the ventilator at a
sampling rate of 125 Hz. Using a device for Electrical impedance tomography (EIT, EIT Evaluation Kit, Dräger
medical, Lübeck, Germany) the regional intrapulmonary
distribution of ventilation was measured. The crosssectional images resulting from the EIT measurements
were divided into four horizontal regions of interest (ROI,
Image 2) and the regional ventilation was quantified in
terms of intratidal impedance change as identified by the

Image 3 Effects of FLEX on respiratory variables. Early
expiratory flow is reduced and the late expiratory flow enhanced.
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Mean airway pressure during inspiration remained similar
in both ventilation situations (VCV: 29.4 ± 2.6 mbar,
VCV+FLEX: 32.0 ± 3.6 mbar; p = 0.166). During expiration mean airway pressure increased with VCV+FLEX
(16.8 ± 1.4 mbar) compared to VCV (23.5 ± 2.1 mbar, p <
0.001). Across the total breath mean airway pressure was
increased by XY% (VCV: 24.3 ± 1.5 mbar; VCV+FLEX:
27.7 ± 2.7 mbar, p = 0.024). During ventilation with
VCV+FLEX the zero-flow time at the end of expiration
was reduced by 46% (VCV: 171 ± 35 ms; VCV+FLEX: 93
± 9 ms, p <0.001).
VCV

VCV+FLEX

Image 4 Typical summary EIT signals. With FLEX the
time period with minimal impedance at end of expiration is
significantly reduced compared to conventional VCV and
the lungs derecruits less during stay on the PEEP level.
The global electrical impedance of the respiratory system
during ventilation with VCV+FLEX (1241 ± 164 units)
was increased compared to ventilation with VCV (1057 ±
148 units, p < 0.001). Furthermore a continued decrease in
electrical impedance was observed when airway pressure
had reached PEEP during ventilation (Image 4). During
ventilation with FLEX the proportions of ventilation were
shifted towards the dependent (dorsal) areas of the lungs.
Furthermore during expiration the air remained longer in
the lungs and the duration of the derecruitment phase and
the amount of derecruitment was reduced (Image 4, Table
1).
Table 1. Relative ventilation in the defined regions of
interest and end-expiratory derecruitment (D) in the noflow phase during late expiration.* = p<0.001

ROI 1
ROI 2
ROI 3
ROI 4
D [arb.]

4

VCV
5±2%
70 ± 9 %
17 ± 9 %
7±2%
-85 ± 42*

VCV+FLEX
5±2%
66 ± 8 %
23 ± 8 %
7±2%
-57 ± 30

Conclusion

During passive expiration alveolar derecruitment occurs in
the late expiratory phase despite the fact that there is no
noteworthy expiratory flow and the current airway pressure equals PEEP. With active control of the expiratory
profile by FLEX this derecruitment can be noticeably reduced as the time, the respiratory system is on the lowest
pressure level within the breath is reduced. Furthermore
FLEX homogenizes the ventilation by shifting ventilation
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from the ventral (independent) to the dorsal (dependent)
lung areas. FLEX might therefore be an interesting option
for lung protective ventilation in patients with severe lung
injury.
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Abstract
EEG related sleepiness measures were investigated with regard to three hypotheses. Measures of sleepiness should increase with time since sleep as well as with time on task, and they should also increase shortly before a sleepiness related
crash in the driving simulator occurs. For this purpose, power spectral densities in the alpha, theta and in the broadband
(delta - theta - alpha - low beta, 0.5 ≤ f ≤ 25.0 Hz) at 7 different electrode localizations were investigated in 10 partially
sleep deprived drivers. Analysis was based on short overlapping segments (L = 10 s) across the complete recordings. For
comparison, two alternative EEG-based sleepiness measures were applied, namely the microsleep percentage and the
alpha burst percentage. Both are measures of the temporal density of short-term patterns in the EEG. Results of linear
correlation analysis showed large inter- and intra-individual as well as inter-electrode variability of all tested EEG
measures. Both non-EEG sleepiness measures, the subjective self-rating of sleepiness and the deviations of the lateral
position of the vehicle in lane, were also lacking from large variability. The third investigation delivered the clearest result. Shortly before a sleepiness related crash occurred only one measure, the microsleep percentage, strongly increased,
whereas all other variables were nearly unaffected.

1

Introduction

Over the last two decades several authors reported that
EEG power spectral densities (PSD) in the alpha and theta
band, as well as broad band PSD increases with sleepiness
during driving. Intrusions of short alpha and theta bursts
into beta activity (14-30 Hz) in active subjects under sleepy condition have initially been reported by Torsvall and
Åkerstedt [1]. This concept has been extended to quantitatively assess the alpha burst percentage (ABP) and was applied to the EEG of drivers on the real road [2].
Other authors followed an alternative hypothesis that sleepiness leads to an replacement of alpha by theta activity,
initially stated by Harrison & Horne [3]. In contradiction,
it was stated by Åkerstedt that the “EEG shows a significant but moderate increase of hourly mean power spectral
density (PSD) only in the alpha band, but not in the theta
band” [4].
Broadband increases in the theta/alpha range were observed by several authors, initially reported by Cajochen et al.
[5]. Lal & Craig [6] reported on broadband increases of the
PSD in the delta-theta-alpha-beta range by 22 %, 26 %, 9
%, 5 %, respectively.
A different method was proposed by detecting short-term
patterns of microsleep events [7,8] and quantifying the microsleep percentage (MSP) [9]. MSP depends on the frequency and the length of microsleep-like EEG detected by
pattern recognition methods.
This paper aims at comparing these quantitative EEG
methods using the same data set. For this purpose, two
other measures of driver sleepiness, not extracted from
neurophysiologic measurements, were utilized. The self-

experienced sleepiness rated on the Karolinska sleepiness
scale (KSS) [10] is a subjective measure and is preferred
by many authors as reference measure. It has been validated against performance and EEG measures [11]. On the
other hand, like any subjective measure it lacks from reproducibility and accuracy.
As an objective, non-neurophysiologic reference measure
performance quantifications come into consideration. For
driving simulation studies steering performance or lane
tracking performance are common. In our study, lane
tracking was investigated in terms of the standard deviation of the lateral position of the vehicle in lane (SDLat)
[12].
The following three effects should be observed in sleepiness measures. First, sleepiness increases with time since
sleep (TSS) in the range of several hours. This effect becomes evident in overnight studies due to partial sleep deprivation [13]. In addition, this effect is enhanced by the
circadian rhythm which leads to increasing sleepiness until
the circadian trough is reached (in most subjects between
4:00 and 7:00 a.m.). This so-called time of day effect superposes the TSS effect in overnight study designs like the
one presented below.
Secondly, time on task (TOT) effects occur in the range of
several 10 minutes when subjects have to perform nonactivating tasks [14]. This applies to monotonous lane
tracking tasks in the simulator since subjects are constantly
faced to mental underload and to a non-stimulating environment.
Thirdly, an appropriate sleepiness measure should increase
shortly before sleepiness related crashes. The difficulty
hereby lies in the temporal changeability of the measure.
This must be in the range of seconds up to some 10 s,
whereas many sleepiness measures work at the range of
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several minutes. Therefore, the following investigations
were restricted to those physiological sleepiness measures
fulfilling this demand.

2

Methods

2.1

Experiments

Signal analysis was based on EEG recordings of a pilot
study following a within-subject design with 7 overnight
runs in a real-car driving simulator. At the beginning of the
first run (at 1:00 a.m.) time since sleep was at least 16
hours, checked by actigraphy. Subjects underwent at least
an one hour training on the simulator to become comfortable with the simulator and to screen for possible simulator
sickness; subjects were asked ot abstain from alcohol and
drugs influencing fitness to drive 3 days before and on the
day of the study. Fourteen healthy young volunteers (22.4
± 4.1 years, range: 18 - 32) were payed for participation;
they held a driver licence for at least 1 year. One male and
two females quitted driving because of simulator sickness,
one male quitted because of back pain. Ten subjects (8
male, 2 female) completed all 7 driving runs starting at the
top of every hour (1:00 - 7:00 a.m.). The route was a winding rural road with low traffic densitity. Each run had a duration of 40 min and was followed by vigilance tests and a
5 to 10 min break during which subjects were observed no
to fall asleep.
While driving subjects were requested to assess their selfexperienced sleepiness on the Karolinska sleepiness scale
(KSS) every 2 minutes. EEG was recorded in 9 channels
(Fp1, Fp2, A1, C3, Cz, C4, A2, O1, O2, common average
reference according to [15]). Three video recordings (driver’s head & pose, driver’s eyes, driving scene) and also
one variable of the car, the time series of the lateral position of the vehicle in lane (LAT), were stored. In the signal
analysis presented here KSS scores and SDLat, the standard deviation of LAT, were utilized as non-EEG measures
of driver sleepiness [1]. Video recordings were used for
visual inspection if a microsleep occurred or not. This is
needed for getting MSP (see below).
Crashes were defined as events in which all four wheels
were out of lane, no matter if the car went to the left or to
the right. Incidents with 1, 2, or 3 wheels out of lane were
not evaluated. When a crash occurred an extensive soundscape and a video scene was played to increase the emotional importance of this event. The driving simulation was
continued after a short interruption.

2.2
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EEG spectral bands (θ - band: 4 ≤ f < 8 Hz, α - band: 8 ≤ f
< 12 Hz). In accordance to several authors, the broadband
PSD was added up (δ -θ -α -β - band: 0.5 ≤ f ≤ 25 Hz).
In addition, two EEG short-term pattern recognition measures were estimated. All clear-cut microsleep events, found
in the video recordings, and the same amount of non-microsleep examples were utilized for unsupervised machine
learning in order to establish a microsleep detector [7]. The
detector was then applied to the complete EEG recordings
in order to search for microsleep-like EEG segments. Their
frequency and their length determine MSP. It is the percentage of an accumulation interval (length 2 min) where
microsleep-like EEG were detected [9].
ABP was estimated in the same manner as MSP. The alpha
burst detector consists of fixed rules and is not an outcome
of machine learning [2].
The pairwise correlations between the 5 EEG measures (α,
θ, δ -θ -α -β - PSD, MSP, ABP) and the 2 non-EEG measures (KSS, SDLat) were estimated utilizing a standard
linear model for interval scale variables resulting in the
PPMCC ρ (Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient) and p-values for testing the hypothesis of no correlation against the alternative of nonzero correlation.

3

Results

KSS scores (Figure 1) and SDLat increased with time on
task and time since sleep. High PPMCC values were found
between KSS scores and α - PSD as well as broadband
PSD at electrode localization O2. Correlations between
KSS and α - PSD were also relatively high at localizations
Fp1, Cz, and C4 (Table 1). EEG pattern recognition
measures differed largely; MSP was relatively high correlated to KSS scores in contrast to ABP (Table 1).
Table 1 Pearson‘s correlation coefficients ρ between KSS
scores and α - PSD at 7 electrode localizations. For comparison, ρ between KSS scores and both EEG pattern recognition measures, microsleep percentage (MSP) and alpha
burst percentage (ABP), are presented (2 bottom lines).
Below time on task headline, the starting time of each run
is depicted. Significance levels: p < 0.05 (*), p < 0.01 (**).

Data Analysis

Artefacts within all EEG recordings were eliminated based
on an amplitude and a drift criterion in the time-domain
//////- / ∆$ < 150 μ+/ 10 3). Ocu(|"($)| < 300 μ+ , -∆"($)
lar artefacts which mainly superpose EEG recordings at
frontopolar electrodes (Fp1, Fp2) were not removed. PSD
was estimated in short, detrended segments (L = 10 s, 75 %
overlap, Hann taper) utilizing the modified periodogram
method. PSD values were added up within the common

Correlations between SDLat and all EEG measures were
generally lower (Table 2). Reasons for that were that time
on task and time since sleep effects on SDLat were low in
the first 4 driving runs (from 1:00 a.m to 4:00 a.m.). Dur-
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Figure 1 Mean and standard deviation (depicted every 2 and 6 min, respectively) of KSS scores and the following EEG
sleepiness measures across time of day: PSD values SXX in the θ (theta) band, α (alpha) band, and δ -θ -α -β - band
(broadband), microsleep percentage (MSP), and alpha burst percentage (ABP). All variables, except θ -PSD and ABP,
increased with time on task as well as with time since sleep. Pearson’s correlation coefficients ρ between the KSS
scores and EEG measures for each driving run (7 text boxes at the top) and for total time of driving (text box right beneath) are depicted. Electrode localization is O2. Significance levels: p < 0.05 (*), p < 0.01 (**).
ing the last 3 runs (from 5:00 a.m to 7:00 a.m.) increases
with time on task were observed, but with larger standard
deviations in comparisoned to KSS.
Table 2 Pearson‘s correlation coefficients ρ between SDLat and the same EEG sleepiness variables as in Table 1.

Therefore, we investigated the PSD variables shortly before a sleepiness related crash occurred and asked for their
temporal development. Slight increases were observed for
α - PSD at occipital locations (O1, O2). Nevertheless, no
clear indications for a crash related increase were found
(Fig. 2). In some subjects α - PSD slightly increased within 20 s before crash occurred, whereas for other subjects
slight decreases were observed. In contrast, the short-term
EEG pattern recognition measure MSP increased strongly
within 20 s before crashes (Fig. 2). ABP showed no clearcut changes before crashes (Fig. 2).

4

Besides time on task and time since sleep effects which are
both accumulated measures on a temporal scale of some 10
minutes up to some hours, also short-term effects should
be reflected by an EEG sleepiness measure.

Conclusion

With regard to all three lines of analysis no convincing indications have been found that common EEG band powers
are reliable, individual sleepiness measures. There are indeed time since sleep and time on task effects, but with
large inter- and intra-individual variabilities. It must be
considered that correlations in time series are oftentimes
demonstrable but have no causal meaning as long as ef-
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fects on reliable control variables are not ensured. Such
variables are still lacking in sleepiness research.

Figure 2 Results of pre-crash analysis: mean and standard
deviations of α - PSD, microsleep percentage (MSP), and
alpha burst percentage (ABP) versus time before crash.
Electrode localization was O2.
This is aggravated by the large variability of correlation
coefficients observed between different electrode localizations. It is difficult to understand why large correlation coefficients were observed in the right hemisphere at occipital and frontal sites, but not for central sites. To our
knowledge, inter-hemispheric differences have not been
reported for sleepy subjects.
From our point of view, the strongest concept to validate
sleepiness measures is their temporal change shortly before
a sleepiness related crash occured. Results of this investigation (Figure 2) indicated that all EEG measures completely failed, except MSP. This pattern recognition measure
demonstrates that there are several sleepiness related
changes in the EEG, but not assessable with a very limited
number of fixed rules for signal analysis.
One main reason, why it is difficult to assess sleepiness by
EEG measures is their very large physiological variability.
Santamaria & Chiappa reported on different drowsiness
related EEG patterns in their review paper [16]. They visually inspected the EEG grapho-elements and stated: “There
is a great deal of variability in the EEG of drowsiness
among different subjects”. Many reports on quantitative
EEG analysis of drowsy subjects did not consider these
patterns and the large variability between subjects. Other
authors investigated EEG with modern nonlinear signal
processing methods or localized time-frequency methods,
but didn’t search for distinct drowsiness related patterns
within the whole recordings. To our knowledge, the ABP
and MSP measures are the only ones which consider these
concerns.
Future quantitative EEG analysis should meet these requirements. Even under the limitation of relatively small
sample sizes, machine learning methodologies in the
framework of pattern recognition have the potential to
handle these issues.
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Abstract
Extracellular recordings of several neurons simultaneously with multichannel electrodes, like tetrodes or heptodes, are
frequently used to explore the information processing in the brain. The main goal is then to determine the times of the
extracellular recorded action potentials (spikes) and to classify them into groups, assuming that the spikes of one group
originate from the same neuron. This process of detection and classification of spikes is called spike sorting. The main
part of this work is the examination of the spike sorting improvement by using multichannel electrodes with more channels. To achieve this, we simulate heptode recordings, analyse them with our spike sorting algorithm and compare the
results to recordings with fewer channels. Our results indicate that the spike sorting performance increases, especially
under suboptimal signal conditions, when more channels are used.

1

Introduction

The recording of activity from multiple neurons at the
same time, i.e. multi-neuron recording, is a commonly
used and powerful technique to study the information processing of the neurons in the brain. The main goal is often
to determine the times of the action potentials of each neuron recorded from. To achieve this, spike sorting is applied
to the recorded signals. Here, the extracellular recorded
action potentials (spikes) are first detected and then classified into groups, assuming that the spikes of one group
originate from the same neuron.
When recording with single microelectrodes, the spikes are
normally classified only according to their shapes, assuming that the spikes of one neuron have the same shape.
Multichannel microelectrode recordings, where the spikes
of one neuron are registered by several electrode channels
simultaneously, offer an additional feature for classification of spikes: the amplitude distribution over the channels
of the electrode.
Since the amplitude of the spikes on the recording channels decreases with increasing distance between electrode
contact and neuron, the amplitude distribution codes the
position of the neuron relative to the electrode and, therefore, is expected to give a robust feature for spike classification [1], [2]. This effect is called the stereotrode effect
[3], since it was first described with multichannel microelectrodes with two channels (stereotrodes).
Since this effect is not restricted to stereotrodes but holds
for all multichannel electrodes, i.e. multitrodes, we will
refer to it as the multitrode-effect.
Multiple single electrode recordings, where the spacing
between the individual electrode contacts is high in relation to the extent of the neurons and the propagation of the
spikes in the brain tissue, do not offer this feature, since
the spikes are not registered by multiple electrodes at the
same time. However, since the multitrode-effect is obvi-

ously not given for electrodes in the same position, there
must be an optimal electrode spacing.
Fig. 1 shows the profile of a tetrode and a heptode, two
representatives of multichannel microelectrodes with four
and seven channels respectively, as manufactured by
Thomas RECORDING GmbH, Gießen.

2

Methods

To examine the influence of the number of channels on the
spike classification we analyse simulated signals with a
spike sorting algorithm, which we have recently adopted
from Franke et al. [4], refined and tested with simulated
and recorded signals [5].

Figure 1 Sketches of multi-contact fibre electrodes as
manufactured by Thomas RECORDING GmbH: tetrode
(left) and a heptode (right). Channels are indicated by
numbers. Electrode contacts are drawn black.
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2.1

Spike sorting algorithm

The spike sorting algorithm consists of three parts. The
spike detection is performed via thresholding the instantaneous energy of the signal, which is calculated by multiresolution energy filters based on the analytic signal [6].
The extraction of features used for classification is performed via a principal component analysis (PCA). To incorporate the amplitude distribution over the electrode
channels automatically into the feature extraction process,
we use the appropriately concatenated spike time-courses
for the PCA.
Classification of spikes is performed via a Gaussian mixture model based clustering [7]. The number of clusters is
automatically determined by the Bayesian information criterion [8].
The spike sorting algorithm is scalable in the number of
channels used for spike sorting.

2.2

Simulation of signals

Signals are simulated by a heptode signal simulation algorithm. This is based on a simple model of neurons and
electrodes.
A neuron is simulated as a point source in three dimensional space at a randomly selected position relative to the
heptode’s tip. The neurons fire biphasic spikes with a randomly selected duration between 0.8 and 2.8 ms and an
amplitude of 1.0 at the neurons position. The waveform is
generated via a superposition of two Gaussian curves,
which holds as a relative good approximation of real spike
shapes [9].
To compute the times of the spikes in the signals, for every
neuron an individual interspike interval distribution is simulated by an exponential distribution, which is modified by
a Gaussian distribution to incorporate an absolute and a
relative refractory period [10]. Interspike intervals are
drawn randomly from these distribution and summed to
get the time for each spike. Thereby we get a quite realistic
firing behaviour of the neurons and overlapping of spikes
from different neurons.
All signals are simulated as heptode recordings. A tetrode
signal is generated out of the heptode signal by simply deleting the excessive signal channels three, five and seven
(see Fig. 1). In the stereotrode case, only heptode channels
four and seven are used.
The electrode contacts of the heptode are simulated as
point sinks. Thus, the distance between a neuron and each
electrode contact could be simply calculated by the Euclidean norm.
The spike’s amplitudes on each of the recording channels
is determined via an exponential model, which has been
described by Gray et al. [5].
To simulate noise with preferably realistic amplitude distribution and spectrum, we retrieved noise from an extracellular micro-electrode recording and estimated its amplitude distribution and spectrum. Gaussian white noise was
simulated and piecewise Fourier transformed. The piecewise spectra were then weighted by the spectrum of the
recorded noise and then inverse Fourier transformed.
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Thereby we get random noise with virtually the same spectrum as real noise without computing autoregressive/moving average filters.
The amplitude distribution of the recorded signal is discrete, since it was recorded by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Therefore, the amplitudes of the simulated
noise can be simply binned to the noise’s amplitude distribution.
Fig. 2 shows a simulated heptode signal.

2.3

Evaluation of classification results

Simulated signals are analysed by the spike sorting algorithm with comparable or similar parameterisation. The
results are visualised by colour coded, two-dimensional
plots of the projections of the spikes onto the first and the
second principal components. Spikes belonging to the
same cluster are displayed in the same colour. For all cluster analysis, the five principal components with the highest
eigenvalues have been used.
The extent of the single clusters and the spacing between
the clusters can now, by visual inspection, indicate, which
clustering results are superior compared to the others.

Figure 2 Segment from the simulated heptode signal with
good signal to noise ratio. Note the channel related amplitude distributions of the spikes show the multitrode-effect.
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Figure 3 Projections of spikes on the first and second
principal component for signals with high signal to noise
ratio. A: Heptode spikes. B: Tetrode spikes. C: Stereotrode
spikes.
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Figure 4 Projections of spikes on the first and second
principal component for signals with low signal to noise
ratio. A: Heptode spikes. B: Tetrode spikes. C: Stereotrode
spikes.
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3

Results

As an example of classification performance for different
numbers of channels, two sets of heptode, tetrode and stereotrode signals with ten neurons have been simulated with
different signal to noise ratios. The signals lasted for 40
seconds and contain approximately 10,000 spikes.
Fig. 3 shows the classification results for the signal with
higher signal to noise ratio, where 3 A shows the results
with seven signal channels, 3 B with four and 3 C with two
signal channels.
With seven channels, all ten units could be separated. With
four channels used, only eight units could be separated
correctly, whereas two units were merged to one cluster.
The spacing between the clusters is clearly lower in 3 B as
in 3 A. With only two channels used, the classification performance decreases even more clearly and the clusters get
more diffuse. Approximately, four clusters could be separated correctly as estimated by visual inspection, which,
however, is hindered by the broad overlapping of the clusters.
Fig. 4 shows the classification results for signal with lower
signal to noise ratio. These signals were simulated with
doubled noise amplitudes. 4 A shows the results for seven
signal channels, 4 B for four channels and 4 C for two
channels.
When all seven channels have been used, again all clusters
could be separated. However, the clusters could not be
separated with the first and second principal components.
This becomes apparent since some clusters superimpose
but have different colours. Therefore, they could only be
separated by the use of more than the two shown principal
components.
Using four channels, again only eight clusters could be
separated correctly, while two units were merged. The
separability of the clusters, i.e. the distance between the
clusters, is clearly inferior compared to the heptode recording. With only two channels used, the separability decreases more rapidly and no certain conclusion on the number
of correctly classified clusters could be made by visual inspection due to the strong overlap of the clusters.

4

Discussion

Multichannel extracellular recordings have been simulated
and analysed with an appropriate spike sorting algorithm
with several numbers of signal channels to investigate the
influence of the number of signal channels, utilised by the
multitrode-effect, on the spike sorting performance.
Our preliminary results indicate, that the performance of
spike sorting is increased by the use of more electrode contacts simultaneously, especially under low signal to noise
ratio conditions. The multitrode-effect proves to be a robust feature for spike classification.
Tests with signals with fewer neurons indicate, that the dependency of the classification performance on the number
of signal channels increases considerably for signals with
many neurons and is less for signals with few neurons.
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Apparently, the classification performance depends on the
ratio of number of recorded neurons to number of recording channels.
The number of recorded neurons on the other hand depends on the neuron density in the tissue and the tissue
volume that is in range of the electrodes. Thus, for good
spike sorting performance not only the number of recording channels, but also the spatial arrangement of the electrode contacts appears to be important.
However, it is not clear whether there is an optimal number of recordings channels and an optimal electrode contact arrangement for these fibre electrodes. Further investigation on these subject with real heptode recordings and a
quantitative examination of spike sorting results will be
addressed in future work.

5
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Abstract
Intraoperative Neuromonitoring is expedient for preserving peripheral and central nervous system function and integrity
during surgical procedures. Electrical stimulation of nerves at risk combined with the recording of EMG or EP signals is
fundamental to the procedure. Distortion of the monitoring signals due to artifacts of various sources render the technique ineffective and impracticable in some cases. The impossibility to simultaneously perform risky surgical procedures
(such as drilling) and stimulating the nerve electrically further show the need for dedicated technical improvements. This
work desccribes the development and evaluation of signal detection algorithms for online filter algorithms and an investigation for improved stimulation results.

1

Introduction

Intraoperative neuromonitoring is a well-established technique in various fields of surgery such as for example in
ENT, neuro, spine and recently in the lower abdomen respectively the pelvis, too [1-4]. The biggest advancements
have probably been achieved for thyroid surgery where the
technique is widely used and a certain level of automation
has been reached [5]. To render the usage of neuromonitoring for the physician easy and comfortable even under
complicated surgical and technical conditions, dedicated
solutions need to be applied. A misinterpretation of the
monitoring signals, or even the inability to record physiological signals e.g. during the application of artifactgenerating high frequency surgery or while handling with
another medical device at or near nerves at risk, may have
severe consequences. The aim of this work was to establish soft- and hardware solutions to render the neuromonitoring procedure applicable at almost all times during surgery. Our approach has been two-fold:
i)

ii)

Development and evaluation of software algorithms
to detect and differentiate the three different EMG
signal types artifact, baseline and response
Optimization of the stimulation procedure by means
of a comparison between monopolar versus bipolar
stimulation and a determination of adaptive tools for
simultaneous stimulation while handling with other
surgical devices

The neuromonitoring procedure under examination was
the monitoring of the VIIth Cranial Nerve (Facial Nerve)
that is commonly monitored e.g. during middle ear surgery, vestibular schwannomas and cochlear implant implantation [6]. The types of artifacts could either emanate
from surgical drills, burrs or HF devices. The responses are
triggered EMGs of the innvervated muscles m. orbicularis
oculi, oris or levator. They could otherwise also arise from
spontaneous facial nerve activity that is indicative of a me-

chanical or thermal manipulation of the nerve [7] and thus
act as an early warning system. The comparison of EMG
response signals for monopolar and bipolar stimulation
through bone tissue led the decision for a proper design of
a tool that enables simultaneous stimulation and surgical
manipulation at the same time by the physician.

2

Methods

The acquisition of data for the purpose of offline analysis
for the development of the signal algorithms as well as for
later implementation and testing of the algorithms has been
done with the C2 NerveMonitor (inomed, Emmendingen,
Germany). An USB interface to store the intraoperative
raw data online (unfiltered and filtered) on a separate hard
disk has been used. The EMG signals were sampled with
20 kHz and AD-converted with 16 bit. The amplifier input
range was set to 5 mV peak to peak. The C2 NerveMonitor
incorporates a medically approved stimulator for direct
nerve stimulation with a maximum output current of 25
mA. Triggered EMG signals were generated with monophasic negative stimulation pulses of 200 µs width, 3 Hz
repetition frequency and amplitudes typically not exceeding 2 mA. All in all, data from 7 middle ear surgical procedures have been collected and analyzed.

2.1

Data analysis – frequency and time
domain

The analysis of the three EMG signal types artifact, baseline and response has been done by means of spectral and
time-based signal characteristics. The frequency spectra
have been examined with respect to a dominating lowfrequency contribution (indicative for a response) or a
dominating and more wide-sprad high-frequency contribution (indicative for an artifact). The spectral separation
could be made between 500-1000 Hz. The time-domain
analysis included the calculation of a moving standard deviation of the signal where a rectangular window with 201
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samples is sequentially slided in steps of 100 samples over
the data vector. An example of such a moving standard deviation calculation for an EMG recording during the application of an ENT drill is shown in Image 1. The result of
the standard deviation calculation was typically a bi- or
multimodal distribution of values that were representative
for baseline periods and artifact periods (Image 2).

2.2

Online signal algorithms

Online implementation in C/C++ and evaluation of the upper described signal analysis algorithms has been done for
the C2 NerveMonitor. By this, a continuous check of the
signal quality and classification type shall be achieved. An
empiric threshold value based on the moving standard deviation that differentiates a signal between a potential artifact and a baseline was determined (see results). In the
case when an artifact was detected, the loudspeaker that is
used to set the EMG trace to music and therefore provides
acoustic feedback to the surgeon was muted. A muting of
the loudspeaker during an active stimulation when a response was expected was suspended. For future purposes
of simultaneous stimulation and surgical preparation, the
difficulty is, however, to reliably and robustly differentiate
any kind of signal deflection to provide the right acoustic
and visual feedback to the surgeon. Another issue is the
detection of spontaneous facial nerve activity which is a
type of a response that occurs during non-stimulation periods.

2.3

Electrical stimulation probes

Typically, bipolar stimulation provides more selective excitation with a confined electric field around the probe tip.
The penetration depth of the electric current is therefore,
however, reduced for the same stimulation amplitude.
Monopolar stimulation provides a more wide-spread electric field distribution with less selective nerve excitation.
The penetration depth is, assuming the location of the
counter electrode is properly chosen, significantly better.
Consequently, stimulation current amplitudes to elicit
EMG responses should be lower for monopolar stimulation. We therefore tested monopolar versus bipolar stimulation of the facial nerve through bony tissue, correlated
the result with the estimated thickness of the bony covering and used this information to deduce an optimal design
for the development of adaptive stimulation probes. These
consisted of stimulation-integrating suction devices and
stimulation-attaching drill hand pieces.

3

Results

3.1

Differentiation of EMG signals
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The primary goal was to separate and differentiate baseline, artifact and response EMG signal types by means of
their spectral and time-domain characteristic features in
order to be

Image 1: Intraoperative EMG recording with alternating
artifacts and baseline periods. Calculated moving standard
deviation (red) and threshold (green).
able to control the behaviour of the C2 NerveMonitor, e.g.
the output of the loudspeaker, intraoperatively. Image 1
shows an exemplary raw and unfiltered EMG trace (blue)
with strong signal defelctions due to an application of a
drilling device. These artifacts would create an unwanted
raucous output of the loudspeaker that annoys the OR
team. The red trace shows the calculated moving standard
deviation and the green line shows an identified threshold
at 5 µV. Our online routine allows to mute the loudspeaker
Image 2: Multimodal distribution of calculated
moving standard deviations for the data in Image
1 (section 10 to 35 sec.)
with a threshold value that
separates baseline and artifacts at 5 µV
whenever the calculated standard deviation crosses the predefined threshold. Using the standard deviation showed to
be more effective than using a simple signal peak detection
since it is more fail-safe because it represents a signal statistics rather than a single feature. Image 2 shows a typical
multimodal distribution of standard deviation values for
recording periods that include baseline and artifacts due to
various sources. Whereas the exact shape of the artifactrelated component varies, the baseline-related components
are typically below 5-10 µV (joint data from 5 surgeries).
The detection and differentiation of EMG responses could
not solely be done based on the time-domain respectively
amplitude-based signal characteristics alone since EMG
responses itself represent deflections of the baseline and
therefore would eventually be detected as an artifact when
no further measures are taken into account. For this reason, we additionally analyzed the frequency characteristics
of baseline, artifact and response signals in order to identify a save and reliable criterion for signal differentiation.
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Baseline signals are generally represented by a rather flat
spectrum with no significant peaks in their frequency
composition. Artifacts can come from various sources and
therefore represent a great variety of spectral characteristics. Stronger frequency contributions in the highfrequency range (>1 kHz) can prinicipally not be attributed
to physiological signals and are thus artifacts. Distortions
in the lower frequency part could still emanate from artifacts, e.g. during HF application that leads to a saturation
of the amplifier (see Image 3). Physiological signals such
as (triggered) EMG responses or spontaneous EMG activity of the facial nerve can fairly well be assigned to frequencies up to approximately 500 Hz (Image 4 and Image
5). Given the fact that a neuronal action potential as the
ultimately initiating element of an EMG response has a
width of 1-2 ms and thus can transmit signals up to a maximal frequency of 1 kHz, it is save to separate physiological from non-physiological signals below that range. It furthermore has to be noted that the evoked EMG response is
a compound muscle action potential where the almostsynchronous activation of neuromuscular junctions leads
to a blur and broadening of the resulting summed signal
and thus a decrease in its major frequency component.

Image 3: Drill (left) and HF artifacts (right) during EMG
recordings. Note the very different scaling on the y-axis

Image 5: Power spectra for signal types response, artifacts from HF and drill application

Image 6: Decision tree for which type of signal is present based on the time-domain and frequency characteristics

3.2
Image 4: Stimulus-evoked EMG responses. Inset
shows average response trace over 28 sweeps
Image 5 shows an overview of the spectral characteristics
of the signal types in Image 3 and Image 4. A mere separation between evoked responses and artifact signals is not
possible based on the frequency characteristics alone. The
frequency contributions below 300 Hz overlap and are
otherwise too less distinct to separate these signals. What
is required, instead, is a combination of the information
from the signal amplitude (by means of the standard deviation) and the signal frequency. Image 6 illustrates a decision tree that facilitates the detection and differentiation of
the upper described signal types based on the findings presented above.
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Bipolar vs. monopolar stimulation

Identification of the facial nerve during implantation of a
cochlea implant, for example, requires to stimulate the
nerve at different times of the surgery and consequequently with different covering of the nerve with bony structures, too. The similar problem of nerve stimulation for the
purpose of identification through bone occurs in other surgical areas, too, for example in spine surgery during the
placement of pedicle screws. We thus investigated the
stimulation results for bipolar and monopolar stimulation
and compared the resulting response amplitudes with the
applied stimulation current and the estimated covering of
the nerve with bone. Stimulation with a bony covering of
approximately 1 mm of bone or more resulted in clear responses with a peak to peak amplitude > 3 mV already at
0,8 mA stimulation current. Stimulation with a bipolar
probe resulted in no response up to a stimulation current of
2 mA (Image 7). When more bony covering was removed,
responses for monopolar stimulation occurred already at
0,2 mA. Responses for bipolar stimulation at the same site
started to occur at 0,5 mA with lower amplitudes, though
(Image 7). These results quantitatively show the improved
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penetration depth for monopolar stimulation. Whether and
how the reduced specificity poses a problem for the monitoring can not be said at the current time. At least, the results guide the design of a stimulation probe that should
simultaneously stimulate while the surgery is progressing.
They furthermore indicate that a system for nerve distance
warning is principally possible by using the proper stimulation setting and response signal feedback.

and response signals. Although other approaches to characterize facial nerve monitoring signals have been carried
out before [7], there is to our knowledge currently no implemementation in a medically-approved neuromonitoring
product. With respect to our stimulation results, a stimulation intensity of 1 mA for a bony covering of 1,09 ± 0,69
mm and only 0,6 mA when the nerve was almost uncovered with 0,41 ± 0,56 mm covering has been shown in a
clinical study [8] and corresponds with our results presented here.

5

Image 7: left colum: stimulation with monopolar
probe. Right column: stimulation with bipolar probe

3.3.

Intraoperative Stimulation Probes

The results from the previous section strongly recommend
to use monopolar instead of bipolar stimulation for (less
specific but reliable) nerve identification. The surgical
tools that are used during ENT surgery and which are kept
at or near the operation situs like forceps, suction device or
drill are potential devices that can be adapted with a stimulation solution. We have developed a suction device that
can act as a monopolar stimulation probe (Image 8). It has
a touch-proof connector for the C2 NerveMonitor and is
insulated at the shaft. An installation for a permanent fixation of the suction device in order to guide into the operation situs is also possible. A proof of concept with the resulting stimulation efficiency and the feasibility for the
surgeon is yet to be done.

Image 8: top: Suction
stimulation probe. right:
standard,
hand-held
monopolar stimulation
probe

4

Discussion

The combination of both amplitude and frequency characteristics of intraoperative EMG signals shows to be a stringent necessity in order to differentiate baseline, artifacts
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Abstract
We present a feasibility study of inducing plasticity of the corticospinal tract to the flexor carpi radialis muscle by using
EEG based Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) technology. The mental task that drives the proposed asynchronous BCI is
hand motor imagery, which when detected activates a functional electrical stimulation induced matching movement.
Tests on four healthy subjects show that the BCI can be asynchronously driven with a precision in the range of 0.660.92 and a sensitivity 0.81-0.94. Alterations in cortical excitability prior, immediately after and 30 minutes following
the BCI intervention was quantified by the amplitude of the motor evoked potentials (MEPs) induced by transcranial
magnetic stimulation. Preliminary results show that the BCI intervention did not induce consistent alterations of MEP
size in the target muscle. However the greater variability of MEPs following the intervention indicates that the motor
cortex is undergoing changes.

1

Introduction

Brain Computer Interface (BCI) technology may be used
to restore lost motor function after stroke or brain injury.
BCIs can be combined with conventional assistive modalities creating novel therapeutic interventions including
functional electrical stimulation (FES) or assistive robotics [1]. The hypothesis behind such an approach is based
on creating a temporal synchronization between efferent
cortical activity during motor attempt/imagery (MI) and
contingent sensory feedback by FES/robot-imposed
movements [1, 2]. BCI can be used for detection of MI
related patterns and to trigger the appropriate feedback.
According to the Hebbian learning principles, such an approach could induce intervention-related neuroplastic
changes in the motor cortex [2].We have developed a
novel asynchronous BCI device to detect MI of the user
and transform it into the real matching movement produced by selective FES using a multipad electrode system. The MI task related changes are quantified with
event-related desynchronization (ERD) of the sensorimotor mu rhythm. The aim of this study was to explore the
changes in cortical excitability induced by the BCI driven
FES intervention, in healthy subjects prior to its implementation in the stroke patient population. Alterations in
cortical excitability were assessed using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). Using this technique it is possible to probe the cortical spinal pathway that directly links
the brain (motor cortex) to the muscles. TMS involves the
application of a rapidly changing magnetic field over the
area of the motor cortex that represents the target muscle.
This field induces an electrical current in the neural tissue,
producing a response in the target muscle that is quantified by surface electromyography (EMG). TMS was applied prior to and following the BCI intervention and resulting changes were quantified by extracting the amplitude of the muscle response (the motor evoked potential –
MEP).

2

Methods

2.1

Subjects

Six healthy, male volunteers (25-48 years) participated in
this study. with no prior history of neurological conditions.
All procedures were approved by the Scientific Ethics
Committee of Northern Jutland (Reference number: N20130039) and subjects gave their written consent prior to
participation.

2.2

Instrumentation

Work on this study comprised EEG recordings, FES and
measurements of TMS induced MEPs. Instrumentation
and methodology for all of the three parts will be described within this section.

2.2.1

EEG recordings

EEG was recorded using Ag/AgCl electrodes (Ambu
Neuroline 720, Ambu, Ballerup, Denmark) positioned at
C3 and Cz locations according to the 10–20 international
standard, in a single-channel bipolar configuration (C3Cz). The ground was positioned on the forehead. Impedances of the skin electrode junctions were below 5 kΩ.
For EEG measurements g.BSamp biosignal amplifier
(gTec GmbH, Germany) was used. Signals were hardware
bandpass filtered to extract 0.5–100 Hz band and notch
filtered at 50 Hz. The sensitivity was set to 0.5 mV. The
signals were digitized with 500 Hz sampling frequency
using NI USB-6251 BNC (National Instruments, Austin,
TX, USA) A/D card.

2.2.2

FES system setup

Multipad electrode system for FES - INTFES (Tecnalia
Research and Innovation, Spain) was employed for electrical stimulation. This system is consisted of multipad
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electrodes and electrical stimulator. The INTFES stimulator has a Bluetooth module for communication with a PC,
enabling the setting of FES parameters and FES triggering
directly from the software application when the requirements for MI detection are met. INFES is a constantcurrent stimulator delivering biphasic charge compensated pulses. The pulse width and frequency used in this
study were 250 µs and 40 Hz. The stimulation pattern
comprising the subset of the electrode pads and corresponding current amplitudes was set to induce the wrist
flexion movement of the right hand. For this purpose we
used a rectangular multipad electrode (Tecnalia Research
and Innovation, Spain) with 16 pads in 8x2 configuration.
The multipad electrode was placed on the volar side of
forearm near the elbow. The common electrode (selfadhesive Pals Platinum oval electrode, 4x6.4 cm) was
placed on the dorsal side near the wrist. The pulse amplitudes and subset of pads producing the desired movement
were selected for each subject manually, using the graphical interface of the software for stimulator settings.

2.2.3

MEP recordings

Surface electrodes (Neuroline 720 silver/silver-chloride,
AMBU A/S, Denmark)) were used to record the EMG
activity of the flexor carpi radialis (FCR) and extensor
carpi radialis (ECR) for all aspects of the experiments.
Data were acquired at 2 kHz using the LabView based
acquisition tool Mr. Kick II 2.3 (Knud Larsen, Center for
Sensory-Motor
Interaction,
Aalborg
University,
Denmark). The EMG signals were pre-amplified and band
pass filtered at 20 Hz - 2 kHz and stored for later off-line
analysis. A Magstim 200 (Magstim Company, Dyfed,
UK) with a focal figure of eight coil (110 mm diameter)
was used to apply single pulses (with a posterior to anterior directed current) to elicit a MEP in the muscle of
primary interest which was the FCR muscle.

2.3

Protocol

The applied protocol was consisted of two parts: TMS
based assessment session and BCI intervention session.

2.3.1

TMS protocol

Subjects were seated in a chair and their vertex marked
for the initial placement of the TMS coil. Initially the stimulation intensity for the magnetic simulation was set at
approximately 50% of stimulator output to find the optimal site for evoking a MEP in the FCR. The best spot
for stimulation (also termed the hot-spot) was taken as the
coordinate where the peak to peak amplitudes of the recorded responses from the muscle, the MEP was greater in
the target muscle than amplitudes of adjacent coordinates
for a given stimulus intensity. For all subjects this site
was approximately 1-2 cm anterior and 3cm laterally to
the vertex. Once the hot-spot was identified, the coil position was maintained by markings made on the head of the
subject. Subsequently, the resting threshold (RTh), defined as the highest stimulus intensity that produced no
more than five of ten consecutive FCR MEPs with a peak
to peak amplitude of ~50 V while the muscle was at rest,
was identified. Next, 12 MEPs were elicited in the resting
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FCR at five TMS intensities, 90, 100, 110, 120 and 130%
of RTh. The TMS stimuli were delivered every 5-7 s in a
randomized order.

2.3.3

BCI protocol

During the BCI intervention the subjects were seated in
an armchair with a computer screen in front of them.
They were instructed to repetitively perform the imagery
of the right hand wrist flexion movement in a self-paced
manner. The continuous visual feedback on the screen in
a form of a sliding bar was presented during the whole
intervention. The level of the slider was set to rise with
stronger ERD and change the color for blue to red when
the ERD was detected. With ERD detection, the pre-set
FES pattern was triggered, inducing the matching movement to the imagined one. The FES pattern duration was 1
second. After FES activation the refractory period of 4
seconds was introduced, during which the BCI system
was disabled. For the assessment of BCI performance
subjects had to give their feedback on false and missed
BCI activations by saying predefined terms after each
event. The  subjects   were  instructed  to  say   “false”  if  they  
felt  that  FES  activation  wasn’t  time-synchronized with MI
and   “missed”   if MI was performed but   FES   wasn’t   triggered. The remaining FES activations were accounted as
true. The operator kept records of all events during the
tests for later BCI performance analysis. The test ended if
the duration of the intervention reached 15 minutes or the
number of true activations reached 50.

2.3

ERD processing

During the intervention ERD was calculated online. For
that purpose the following steps were applied on the raw
EEG: band-pass filtering (4th order Butterworth filter),
squaring and averaging of the samples in the 2 seconds
time windows every 50 ms. The result was the EEG signal band-power (BP) in the sub-band of the alpha rhythm.
Boundaries of the subject-specific mu rhythm frequency
band (ie. the cut-off frequencies of the filter) were determined before the intervention. Threshold for ERD detection was manually set for each subject and ERD was detected when the BP remained below the threshold with
dwell time of 500 ms.

2.4

BCI performance measures

The performance of the BCI was evaluated by the number
of true positives (TP), false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) where TP is the MI followed by the FES, FP is
a false FES activation and FN is a missed activation ie. an
undetected MI attempt. FP and FN are reported by the
subjects themselves during the tests and the remaining
FES activations were accounted as TP. BCI precision
(positive predictive value: PPV=TP/(TP+FP)) and sensitivity (true positive rate: TPR= TP/(TP+FN)), were calculated.
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3

Results

3.1

BCI performance results

Table 1 summarizes the results for BCI performance of
the four subjects (column 1). Two subjects were eliminated from the analysis for the reason explained in section
3.2. The frequency band used to calculate ERD is given in
column 2. Test duration for each subject is in column 3.
Numbers of TP, FP and FN are given in the fourth to sixth
columns. The PPV and TRP are shown in the seventh and
eight columns. Values for PPV and TRP are in the range
of 0.66 - 0.92 and 0.81 - 0.94 respectively.
1
Subject
1
2
3
4

2
freq. band
(Hz)
9 – 12
8 – 11
10 – 13
7 – 10

3
time
(min)
15
15
11
15

4

5

6

7

8

TP

FP

FN

PPV

TPR

42
39
50
48

22
13
9
4

3
9
3
3

0.66
0.75
0.85
0.92

0.93
0.81
0.94
0.94
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the post- and post 30 min measures respectively. Panels C
and D of Figure 1 contain data from a subject where the
MEP size decreased in the target muscle yet increased in
the antagonist. The r2 value again showed a suitable fit
during pre- and post-measures, but this decreased to 0.68
post 30 min for the FCR. For the ECR the r2 values for
pre-, post- and post 30 min measurements were 0.96, 0.9
and 0.98 respectively. No attempt was made to statistically analyze the data due to the low subject number. Table 2
contains the parameters for the Boltzmann fit for all four
subjects. These are the maximum MEP value (MEPmax),
the coefficient of determination (r2), and the S50 value ie.
the stimulus intensity required to obtain a response 50%
of the MEPmax [3].

A

C
FCR MEP [ V]

250
200

Table 1 Results of the BCI performance

FCR MEP [ V]

200
150

150

100

100

3.2

MEP results

50

50

FCR - target muscle
Subject

time

MEPmax

r2

S50

MEPmax

r2

S50

1

pre
post
post 30min

620
427
47

0.96
0.13
0.94

61
65
56

606
350
168

0.97
0.37
0.98

59
59
61

0

0

ECR - antagonist

pre-intervention
post-intervention
30 min post-intervention
pre-intervention fit
post-intervention fit
30 min post-intervention fit

B
150

ECR MEP [ V]

2

3

4

177
120
30

0.91
0.95
0.68

58
63
62

79
579
313

0.96
0.9
0.98

62
62
66

pre
post
post 30min

83
182
99

0.91
0.87
0.39

55
52
48

99
106
97

0.33
0.91
0.97

51
59
56

pre
post
post 30min

78
81
99

0.89
0.58
0.29

65
62
62

429
333
317

0.99
0.17
0.99

65
58
65

ECR MEP [ V]

500
100

pre
post
post 30min

D

600

400
300

50

200
100

0

0
80

90

100

110

120

130

Stimulation Intensity [%RTh]

14080

90

100

110

120

130

140

Stimulation Intensity [%RTh]

Figure 1 FCR (A and C) and ECR (B and D) MEPs plotted
against magnetic stimulus intensity for two subjects, prior
to, following and 30 min post intervention. The full and
dashed lines show Boltzmann fits (figure legend).

Table 2 Boltzmann parameters for MEP data
Prior to, immediately following and 30 min after the cessation of the intervention, MEPs were collected at five
stimulus intensities for both the target muscle FCR and its
antagonist, the ECR. The relationship of the MEP amplitude with the stimulus intensity was established by fitting
the Boltzmann sigmoidal function using the LevenbergMarquard nonlinear least-mean-squares algorithm to the
averaged MEP for each intensity (according to Devanne
et al.) [3]. In two of six tested subjects the pre-data fit had
a coefficient of determination (r2 value) below 0.8 for the
FCR, indicating that the fit did not account for at least
80% of the total variance of the data points. These subjects were subsequently eliminated from further analysis.
Representative results of raw and fitted data for both
muscles are shown in Figure 1. Panels A and B of Figure
1 show data from a subject where the MEP size increased
in the target muscle. For this subject, the fit accounted for
0.91 and 0.87 of the total variance of the data points in the
pre- and post-measures respectively, yet post 30 min r2
value decreased to 0.39. For the antagonist ECR the r2
was 0.33 during pre- but increased to 0.91 and 0.97 for

4

Conclusion

We have developed an asynchronous BCI device comprising EEG measurements and selective FES by using a
multipad electrode system. EEG measurements were done
using a single bipolar channel which makes this BCI suitable for real-life applications. In this pilot study we investigated MEPs elicited by non-invasive TMS to quantify
plasticity of the corticospinal tract to the target muscle
FCR following a single session use of a BCI system for
MI based control of FES. Five different intensities of
TMS were applied pre, immediately post and 30 min following the cessation of the intervention. Although no distinct pattern in FCR MEP responses were observed across
the four subjects (see table 2), a relatively higher MEP
variability was consistently found for the post and/or post
30 min measures as evidenced by the reduction in the r 2
value for the Boltzmann fit.
Optimized and standardized protocols of FES therapy
alone have been successfully applied with therapeutic devices in clinical and/or home environments [4]. Motor
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imagery (MI) is another, yet emerging, type of therapy for
rehabilitation of movement [5-8] involving mental rehearsal of overt movements, activating the same cortical structures. The analysis of cortical activity shows that both
FES and MI activate sensory-motor cortex and corresponding neural pathways [9]. A combined MI and FES
therapeutic approach based on BCI technology would be
expected to lead to even greater effects. Indeed, previous
studies have reported significant plasticity following prolonged use of such a BCI system in a tetraplegic patient
[10]. Several factors may explain why in this study we
found not consistent alterations in MEPs of the target
muscle. Firstly, it is possible that since FES and MI act on
similar neural structures, their combined application led to
an interference effect similar to what has been reported
for motor learning and paired associative stimulation [11].
FES may thus cause over-potentiation of selected synapses which are also targeted by the MI. Bienenstock et
al. [12] proposed a dynamic adaptation of a modification
threshold (Bienenstock-Cooper-Munro rule of synaptic
modification), thus synaptic plasticity is regulated according to the previous history of the neural activity across
that synapse. Secondly, since the EEG signal used to control the FES was ERD, it is possible that some subjects
were unable to control it well enough to ensure accurate
delivery of FES. In previous research where MI was used
to trigger a single electrical stimulation to the target nerve
it was imperative that the timing of this stimulation was
such that the induced afferent signal from the stimulation
reached the motor cortex at maximal activation during MI
(peak negativity of the movement related cortical potential) [13]. In the current study the arrival of afferent inflow at the motor cortex in relation to task execution cannot be quantified since movements were self-paced. A
third possibility is that a single session use of a system as
proposed here is insufficient to lead to significant plasticity. Indeed, FES when applied alone requires at least 15 of
repeated training sessions prior to any significant functional improvements [14]. Also MI when applied alone
will only cause changes in MEP size when such few repetitions are performed [13]. In conclusion, the BCI system
based on MI control of FES did not induce consistent
alterations in MEP size of the target muscle. However the
greater variability of MEPs immediately following and 30
min after the cessation of the intervention suggests that
the motor cortex is undergoing changes. Future studies
are directed towards investigating a greater number of
subjects over several sessions.
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Introduction
Heart rate variability (HRV) has become a prominent non-invasive marker of the cardiac autonomous nervous system
(ANS). The ANS is dependent on the sleep-wake state but also modulated by the 24-hour internal clock. In order to
investigate the effect of sleep deprivation with respect to the circadian system on the HRV we applied continuous
analysis of HRV under controlled lab conditions in healthy volunteers.

Methods
Sleep deprivation of 40 hours duration were applied on twelve healthy volunteers (mean age 24.9±3.2 years). During
that period subjects were asked to stay awake and were studied in a sleep lab with single rooms while keeping all time
information away. During the whole time continuous multi-channel recordings of EKG, EEG, EOG, EMG and
respiration were performed with a polysomnograph (Embla N7000, Embla Systems., Broomfield, CO, USA). Out of the
EKG, sampled with 512 Hz, HRV parameters were calculated time-variant in 15-min bins in the time domain (SDNN,
RMSSD) as well as in the frequency domain (LF, HF, LF/HF) according to the ESC-NASPE guideline.

Results
Loss of sleep resulted in increased signs of sleepiness and in a significant increase of the HRV autonomic balance
(LF/HF) within 40 hours. At the same time for the HF component a trend towards lower values especially in the late
afternoon was observed whereas the LF component remained unchanged. Also time of day fluctuations with respect to
the circadian system were observed most prominent for the mean heart rate but also for the HRV parameters SDNN,
RMSSD and LF component.

Conclusion
In this study 40 hours of sleep deprivation under controlled lab conditions lead to changes in the HRV which
demonstrate an reduction of the vagal branch of the ANS. The observed changes could be interpreted an indicator of
autonomic stress which, if become chronic, could potentially increase cardiovascular risk.
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Symbolic Coupling Traces during arousals
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The analysis of effects from coupling in and between systems plays an important role in data driven investigation as
practiced in many scientific fields. It allows deeper insights into the mechanisms of interaction emerging among individual smaller systems when forming complex systems as in the human circulatory system. Most of the coupling measures available today require stationary time series. But important information might be hidden in transient changes of
regimes or in the reaction of a system to short disturbances, like they occur e.g. during sleep (arousals). Therefore, the
analysis of time-dependant couplings during these transient phases is an important current research problem.
We extended the Symbolic Coupling Traces (SCT) of our group to be able to determine the temporal changes in coupling direction, strength and time offset in transient dynamics in multivariate cardiovascular data. The SCT method
compares the occurrence of symmetrical and diametrical words built from a symbolification of the original time series
at certain time lags between the two time series. Here, we use multiple realizations of time dependant dynamics in order
to compute the SCT not over the time domain of one time series but over a certain time point of several realizations of
the same system. This allows us to analyze coupling behaviour even on very short time scales which cannot be done by
using e.g. windowed methods.
We apply the extended SCT (eSCT) first to stationary parts of polysomnographic time series to confirm former results.
We also regard case studies, where the subjects show a high amount of sleep disturbances of different kinds (extra systoles, subject specific vegetative arousals), which can be used to form a sufficiently large ensemble to compute the
eSCT.
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Introduction
Obstructive apnoeas and hypopnoeas (AHE) are defined by a reduced or disrupted ventilation which is caused by obstructions of the upper airways during sleep. Frequent AHE increase the risk of metabolic disorders, e.g. diabetes type
2, and cardiovascular diseases like hypertension and stroke. As cardiovascular diseases are one main source of morbidity and mortality in industrial countries, understanding the pathological regulatory mechanisms in AHE is of high priority for public health.

Methods
In order to characterise the autonomic regulation during AHE, we concentrate on the mutual influence of the cardiac
and respiratory oscillations on their respective onsets, the cardio-respiratory coordination (CRC). Analysing CRC, we
use an advanced analysis technique, the coordigram. The coordigram is generated by columns of points reflecting the
temporal distance between a respiratory onset and the cardiac onsets in the preceding and following respiratory cycle.
CRC is indicated by parallel horizontal dotted lines. Lines only before the respiratory onsets reflect the cardiac influence on the respiratory onset, whereas lines only after it show respiratory control of the next cardiac onset. The coordigram is applied to nocturnal measurements of 27 males suffering from obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome.

Results
Here we find not only that the occurrence of CRC is significantly more frequent during AHE than in normal respiration
(p-value < 10-51) but also more frequent after these events (p-value < 10-15). Moreover, there is a dependency on the
sleep stages. In contrast to CRC, the occurrence of phase synchronisation significantly decreases.

Conclusion
These findings contradict the common assumption that spontaneous CRC can only be observed in epochs of relaxed
conditions, while the discovered CRC after disturbances is in the present of high autonomic stress. This indicated connection between CRC and the appearance of sleep-disordered events requires a substantial extension of the current understanding of obstructive sleep apnoeas and hypopnoeas.
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Introduction
Previous research proved that by using fMRI functional connectivity and heart rate variability (HRV), alone or in combination, the classification of sleep stages is possible. As applied classifiers are complex and hardly interpretable, the
presented work tries to contribute to the understanding of joint HRV and fMRI functional connectivity sleep scoring by
assessing the relevance of features by means of feature selection (FS).

Methods
Data: 26 subjects (52 minutes recordings) from a previous polysomnographic fMRI study were analysed. Sleep stages
(Awake, NREM1, NREM2, NREM3) were manually scored following the AASM standard. Feature extraction was
done within non-overlapping, 3-minute epochs showing no change in sleep stage resulting in 178 Wake, 39 NREM1,
41 NREM2 and 30 NREM3 epochs.
Features: For fMRI functional connectivity 22 ROIs were defined in MNI-space. The elements of the linear correlation
matrix were used as features. As HRV features we used a total of six standard time and frequency domain parameters.
Feature selection: For feature selection ReliefF and Fast Correlation Based Filter (FCBF) were used.

Results
Using ReliefF, FS assigned the highest relevance to pNN50 (probability of variability more than 50 ms between consecutive beats and measure of parasympathetic activity), followed by the correlation between Middle-Occipital-GyrusRight and Superior-Temporal-Gyrus-Left and normalized low frequency power. Using FCBF, the most important parameter was again the aforementioned correlation. From HRV parameters total power was rated best (fourth rank).

Conclusion
Given that our previous research proved fMRI functional connectivity based classifiers to outperform HRV-based classifiers, our findings from FS are surpising. A possible explanation might be related to the extent and construction of feature vectors based on exclusively non-overlapping epochs of uniform sleep stages. Particularly HRV features seem to
suffer from non-uniform epochs and applied averaging schemes that were used within classification. However, a more
detailed examination is in progress.
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Determination of uncertainty of the starting and ending time of manually scored EEG arousals with K-means clustering
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Introduction
Knowledge about the occurrence of sleep arousals in the EEG is important to investigate the influence on other vital parameters. Manual scoring is difficult. Therefore, scored starting and ending time can vary from the true arousal occurrence. Supervised machine learning algorithms need precise labels for good recognition results.
Previous works ([1], [2]) do not mention the correctness of the recognised starting time and [3] uses 30 s epochs. This
paper shows an unsupervised clustering to estimate uncertainty of manually scored arousals of overnight polysomnographic recordings from the Daphnet-Project.

Methods
For each EEG lead (C3-A2, C4-A1, O1-A2), 360 intervals with manually scored arousals, extracted from 33 patients,
are used. Each interval takes 40 s and starts 20 s before and ends 20 s after the starting time of an arousal. The intervals
are split into 391 overlapping segments with 1 s duration to estimate the power spectral density. 30 segments are collected to a period. Adjacent periods have 1 s overlap. Each period is normalized with the total power and is used as one
realisation. PCA reduces the dimensionality from 3870 to 60 features. In total, K-means clustering with 2 to 7 clusters
are applied to 11175 realisations. To determine the correct number of clusters the silhouette measure is compared to the
variations of the found cluster centroid locations. Furthermore, clusters are assigned to different periods of the EEG signal according to the presence and absence of arousals. The histogram of periods associated with these clusters is used to
estimate the uncertainty. To get valid results, 10-fold-cross validation is performed.

Results
Averaged results of the test sets of the 10-fold-cross validation show, that the silhouette measure is not suitable. Instead,
the variations of the cluster centroid locations and the matched clusters are good measures. Figure 1 shows the averaged
EEG patterns of all periods classified to the found clusters. These patterns allow identification of clusters representing
the starting and ending of arousals.
Figure 2 shows the histogram of the periods according to the clusters. The manually scored start is always in period 13.
According to the cluster patterns the uncertainty of the starting time of arousals is modelled. The same is done for the
ending time.

Conclusion
This approach enables to determine uncertainty in manually scored arousals. Furthermore, it is possible to recognize intervals with the absence of an arousal. Clustering is performed independently between different EEG leads and can be
combined to improve overall results.
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Figure 1: EEG Patterns of 4 clusters. Cluster 1: End of arousals, Cluster 2: Starting time of arousals
in the middle, Cluster 3: Starting time at the end, Cluster 4: Absence of arousals. The color shows the magnitude of the normalized power density.

Figure 2: Stacked histogram of periods associated to clusters. The starting time of the manually
scored arousals is always in period 13. Cluster 2 and 3 represents the periods with the beginning of
arousals. It can be seen that period 11 is most often classified as the beginning of an arousal.
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We present a novel approach for recovery of the directional connectivity of a small oscillator network by
means of the phase dynamics reconstruction from multivariate time series data. We use the norms of the reconstructed coupling functions in order to quantify the
action of one oscillator on the others. Our technique reveals e↵ective phase connectivity which is generally close
but not equivalent to the structural one. The main idea
of the approach is to use a triplet analysis instead of the
traditional pair-wise one. We demonstrate that by comparing the coupling functions from all possible triplets of
oscillators, we are able to achieve in the reconstruction a
good separation between existing and non-existing connections, and thus reliably reproduce the network structure. We illustrate our approach by analyzing results of
simulation of randomly coupled networks of limit cycle

oscillators.
Next, we present the results of the real-world application, where we analyzed the interaction of the cardiac and
the respiratory oscillators by means of coupling functions
and phase response curves (PRCs). In this approach
we assume that the essential features of the dynamics
are captured by the phase variables; this assumption admits a drastic simplification of the description of the analyzed system. We discuss how to reconstruct the coupling functions from data and how to extract the PRCs.
The crucial point is estimation of the continuous-time
phase for complex signals like ECG. We present the results for 17 healthy human volunteers and show that experimentally obtained PRCs have a characteristic shape.
Furthermore, we performed a decomposition of the instantaneous frequency time series, which represents the
heart rate variability (HRV), into two components: the
respiratory-related and the non-respiratory-related ones,
which are found to be statistically independent. This
fact indicates that the respiratory-induced part of HRV
is correctly captured by our technique. This essentially
nonlinear decomposition opens new ways for quantification of the respiratory sinus arrhythmia.
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Abstract:
The human brain is able to process complex cognitive tasks by interacting information processing
from several spatial separated regions. Describing the structural connectivity between these
functionally regions is the basis for the human connectome. This representation allows the study the
mesoscopic connectivity of brain as a network and allows the link between long range structural
connectivity and function.
Building this connectome requires the parcellation of the brain in function-anatomical relevant areas
and the estimation of the connectivity between them. Both aspects can be computed using diffusion
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (dMRI) which allows to estimate the 3D course of axonal nerve fibers
and white matter connectivity based on the measured anisotropic diffusivity in the brain tissue. This
method, called tractography, can be used to quantify the connectivity fingerprint of each point on
the cortex. The differences between these fingerprints can be used to find individual boundaries of
brain areas and parcellate the brain accordingly. Using a hierarchical clustering method, the cortex of
the brain can be subdivided into a hierarchy of regions with different granularities. These regions
with relatively homogeneous structural connectivity were shown to be functionally relevant. This
appears superior to a commonly used atlas based parcellations using anatomical landmarks to
subdivide the cortex. This subdivision is an ideal basis for the computation of the connectivity
between these regions and to build up the structural connectome. The possibility to explore the
network properties in its natural hierarchical is an additional important aspect to study the brain
anatomy and function.
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Introduction
Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) is a non-invasive method to monitor functional cerebral
organization via absorbance of diffusely reflected infrared light in the brain. Similar to functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (fMRI) it explores the physiological phenomenon of neurovascular coupling. fNIRS
provides a versatile and powerful tool for neuroscience and medical research, due to its high ecological validity,
portability, low costs and possible use at the bedside. However, the wide spread use of fNIRS is currently limited
by two methodological challenges: First, low overall spatial resolution and secondly, high sensitivity against
systemic artifacts from task-evoked extracerebral hemodynamics. Herein, we present a novel fNIRS approach,
based on fMRI based pre-calibration, which provides improved spatial resolution and robustness against
systemic artifacts.

Methods
Time-domain fNIRS and fMRI were combined for the study of functional human brain activation in motor,
cognitive and emotion processing tasks. Spatial reconstruction of fNIRS data was supported by Monte-Carlo
light transport simulations in a head model, based on anatomical priors from structural MRI. In addition fMRI
data was used to identify temporal time courses of task-evoked extracerebral hemodynamics. Finally, this
information was used for the separation of extracerebral contributions in fNIRS measurements by means of
linear regression.

Results
It was found that the applied fMRI-based fNIRS reconstruction strongly improves the anatomical specificity of
fNIRS on the single subject level. Moreover, separation of extracerebral contribution significantly improves the
sensitivity of fNIRS experiment in the group level analysis.

Conclusions
We demonstrated that using priors from structural and functional MRI significantly improves anatomical and
functional specificity of fNIRS. Thereby, methodological restrictions could be lifted, providing more robust
standalone fNIRS for human brain research.
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A realistic neural mass model of the cortex with laminar-specific connections and synaptic plasticity
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Introduction
In this work we propose a biologically realistic local cortical circuit model (LCCM), based on neural masses, that incorporates important aspects of the functional organization of the brain that have not been covered by previous models:
(1) activity dependent plasticity of excitatory synaptic couplings via depleting and recycling of neurotransmitters and
(2) realistic inter-laminar dynamics via laminar-specific distribution of and connections between neural populations.

Methods
The potential of the LCCM was demonstrated by accounting for the process of auditory habituation in an MEG study.
The model parameters were specified using Bayesian inference.

Results
It was found that: (1) besides the major serial excitatory information pathway (layer 4 to layer 2/3 to layer 5/6), there
exists a parallel  “short-cut”  pathway  (layer  4  to  layer  5/6),  (2)  the  excitatory  signal  flow  from  the  pyramidal  cells  to  the  
inhibitory interneurons seems to be more intra-laminar while, in contrast, the inhibitory signal flow from inhibitory interneurons to the pyramidal cells seems to be both intra- and inter-laminar, and (3) the habituation rates of the connections are unsymmetrical: forward connections (from layer 4 to layer 2/3) are more strongly habituated than backward
connections (from Layer 5/6 to layer 4).

Conclusion
Our evaluation demonstrates that the novel features of the LCCM are of crucial importance for mechanistic explanations of brain function. The incorporation of these features into a mass model makes them applicable to modeling based
on macroscopic data (like EEG or MEG), which are usually available in human experiments. Our LCCM is therefore a
valuable building block for future realistic models of human cognitive function.
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Cortico-muscular coherence: optimization, phase and amplitude
interactions, clinical perspective
Nikulin Vadim
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Corticomuscular coherence (CMC) is a neurophysiological phenomenon relating to phase
synchronization between electroencephalographic (EEG) and electromyographic (EMG)
oscillations. We recently developed a multivariate method, which maximizes the strength of
CMC. Using this method, we confirmed a prediction from the previous simulation study that
unrectified EMG leads to larger CMC than conventionally used rectified EMG. Moreover, we
also demonstrated that the attenuation of beta oscillations to imperative stimulus correlated
with the CMC strength. This correlation might indicate that a change in cortical excitability,
produced by imperative stimulus can facilitate the recruitment of neuronal networks
responsible for establishing corticospinal control reflected in larger CMC. In addition to
standard phase synchronization, we also demonstrated an existence of amplitude-to-amplitude
coupling in cortico-muscular interactions. This type of coupling shows that the dynamics of
local synchronization on the cortical level can be accompanied by similar changes in the
synchronization between motoneurons in the spinal cord. In out next study we investigated
CMC in stroke. In acute stroke, the CMC magnitude was larger on the unaffected side
compared to the affected side and compared to the unaffected side in the chronic period. In
addition, CMC peak frequencies on both sides were smaller in the acute period compared to
the chronic period and compared to healthy subjects. In the chronic stage, we have not
observed inter-hemispheric or group differences in CMC parameters. We hypothesize that the
changes in the parameters of CMC over time might reflect the process of motor recovery.
Finally, we also provide a proof of principle that healthy subjects are able to voluntarily
modify CMC by means of neurofeedback. Therefore, neurofeedback, based on CMC, could
potentially provide a basis for motor rehabilitation e.g. in stroke patients.
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Introduction
The new intensive developments in neuroimaging technologies and computer science open fascinating insights
into the structure and function of the human brain. As a consequence, one of the tendencies nowadays is the
attempt to combine data acquired using different modalities. Therefore new concepts, solutions, methods and
algorithms need to be developed.

Methods
Different strategies are possible for the purposes of multimodal data or results fusion. Here we demonstrate a
method based on the integration of T1-MRT, diffusion MRT and EEG data. The structural T1 data was used for
the goals of brain modeling, segmentation, brain mask extraction and co-registration. The white matter
connectivity was estimated from the diffusion data applying tensor and CSD models. EEG components, e.g.
evoked potentials, were estimated after preprocessing and used for the calculation of distributed sources and the
succeeding extraction of corresponding activation regions as regions of interests (ROI). These dynamical ROIs
were set in the determination of tracks, contributing to the structural sub networks.

Results
As a result a high-temporal resolution tracking of structural white matter sub-networks by distributed sources can
be performed. First application of the methodology and a corresponding software package will be demonstrated
using data obtained during vision at different level of perception and cognition.

Conclusion
The integration of different modalities, in particulary the functional activations estimated by fMRI or
EEG/MEG-source analysis in combination with white matter structure, leads to a significantly better
understanding of the information processing, the process dynamics and the involvement of the generating neural
structures in the brain. Further research needs to be done on the sufficient validation and interpretation of the
obtained results.
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Introduction
Analysing fast changing brain signals as complex functional networks in psychological experiments requires a good
spatio-temporal resolution and meaningful measures. EEG signals in combination with distributed sources reveal great
details to discover new cognitive phenomena. Signals are transformed to networks for each time step and analysed in
terms of complex networks measures. Since over time thousands of networks with remarkable size have to be analysed
by time consuming statistical calculations, computations can last even months on standard hardware.

Methods
An expressive example demonstrating this, is the popular small-worldness depicting effectiveness of network
information flow. It is the ratio of the average clustering coefficient (O(n³)) to the average path length (O(n³)) compared
to   values   of   hundreds   or   more   “newly   rewired”   random   networks.   It   may   take   20   minutes   on   standard   hardware   and  
naïve implementation to get average path length and clustering coefficient of a distributed sources network with 5000
nodes. Multiplied by the number of e.g. 100 rewired random networks, it takes 33 hours per time step.
Tackling these computational demands, we developed a new complex network library named FALCON that optimises
hardware access for many measures for different link types and network data structures. A benchmark compares it with
popular complex network libraries.

Results
Benchmarking networks (5000 nodes) with increasing edge density reveals advantages of optimisations (parallelization,
caches, SSE) respectively graphics card usage. In many cases they are faster up to an order of magnitude. The denser a
network is linked, the more advantageous is FALCON.

Conclusion
If lowering resolution or using super computers is no option, the only way accelerating temporal brain signal analysis
on affordable hardware is optimizing the hardware access and implementation.
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Introduction
Primary batteries are used as energy source in active medical implants. However, the limited lifetime of batteries requires repeated replacement procedures associated with risk-bearing surgical interventions. To provide a continuous intracorporeal energy supply, we developed an energy harvesting device converting cardiac motion into electrical energy.
The device – a modified autoquarz wrist watch – was fixated directly on the epicardial side of the ventricular wall. The
impact of this additional mass on the heart was investigated to optimise weight and energy conversion efficiency.

Methods
A sternotomy was performed on a 60 kg domestic pig during an in vivo study. The energy harvesting device and a 9axis inertial sensor were subsequently sutured onto the epicaridum of the anteroapical segment of the left ventricle. The
sensor was embedded into a plastic housing (4.5 g) carrying different additional loads form 0 to 20 g. A series of inertial
measurements were acquired with a total load of 4.5 up to 24.5 g. These measurements were used as input for a mathematical model predicting the energy output of the harvesting deivce.

Results
The harvesting device generated a mean output power of 52 µW. Acceleration measurements show a change in ventricular wall motion as a result of different load conditions: the physical work of the heart increased from 6 mJ at 4.5 g to
45 mJ at 24.5 g. This additional effort leads to higher forces acting on the harvesting device and ultimately results in an
increased energy conversion. Simulations estimate a drop in harvested energy of more than 60% for a weight reduction
from 24.5 g to 4.5 g.

Conclusion
Excessive overloading of the heart will interfere with cardiac function. However, we were able to load the heart with
24.5 g without observing any acute cardiac disfunction. Furthermore, a heavier harvesting device favours the energy
conversion.
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Introduction
Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is one of the most common diseases affecting the ageing population of the developed world.
Early detection of the disease is of crucial importance for optimised treatment. A primary candidate for non-invasive
low-cost detection of knee OA is Vibroarthrography (VAG). In 2013, a project supported by the BMWi was launched to
develop a prototype for early detection of knee OA using signal processing and machine learning techniques of VAG
signals.

Methods
Knee vibration signals of healthy and patient volunteers were acquired during leg extension/flexion measurement
routines. Two types of sensors connected to a 24-bit A/D converter were used for signal acquisition: Miniature
accelerometer (Model 352A24, PCB Piezotronics Inc.), piezo-element (Model EPZ-27MS44F). To obtain the knee
flexion angle during the measurement routines, an orthosis was developed. Signals were segmented based on a local
maxima/minima search over each extension/flexion cycle. Furthermore, features related to the broadband acoustic
emissions (short clicks) of the joint were extracted.

Results
Datasets of 20 healthy and 5 patient volunteers were acquired. Using the extracted features, it was possible to distinguish
healthy from non-healthy knees and to identify individual knees based on their acoustic patterns. A database for use in
future studies was also developed to store additional information about the volunteers including their weight, gender,
age, and Oxford knee scores.

Conclusion
VAG is a promising method for non-invasive low-cost diagnosis of knee OA, which could be implemented as an early
diagnosis tool. In this project, selected features from VAG knee signals were used to distinguish healthy knees from
osteoarthritic knees. To better understand and address the classification problem, further measurements will be used to
continually expand the signals database.
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Introduction
To study neuronal activity in the brain multichannel microelectrodes are frequently used. They allow the recording of
extracellular action potentials from neurons in the vicinity of the electrode contacts with high temporal resolution. We
currently develop a signal based algorithm to estimate the position of a neuron with respect to the position of the electrode's contacts. Here we report on modelling and first simulation results.

Methods
At low frequencies the impedance of brain tissue is almost entirely ohmic. Thus we modelled brain tissue by two- or
three-dimensional resistor networks. In addition, electrode properties were assumed to be ohmic too. These resistor
networks allow the simulation of potential distributions of spatio-temporal neuronal signal sources and the sampling of
these fields by multichannel microelectrodes at various distances. To estimate the position of a neuron with respect to
electrode's position, we used signal data, which can be noise contaminated, and the known positions of the electrode
contacts. Speaking mathematically: we regarded the position estimation as a fitting problem for a signal source and
electrode depending distance function.

Results
The position estimation of monopol and dipol sources depends on the signal-to-noise ratio and on the number of the
electrode contacts. The more signals, the better the position estimation, especially for low signal-to-noise ratios. Low
signal-to-noise ratios yielded large deviations of the estimated positions. First results indicate, that the spatial arrangement of the electrode contacts as well as electrode's shape influence the accuracy of the position estimation of monopol
and dipol sources significantly.

Conclusion
The developed algorithm allows the estimation of the position of a neuron simulated as a monopol or dipol for some
given basic electrode contact arrangements and moderate noise. An important task for future work is to model real electrodes and to verify the results by measurements using an electrolytic trough.
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Introduction
The adequate level of anesthesia is the most important goal of the modern anesthesia. Adequate deepness of anesthesia requires balancing between awareness during the surgery and overloading the patient with the anesthetic agents.
Overdosing represents 47% of the common reasons for mortality in relation to general anesthesia. The traditional methods of measuring the deepness of anesthesia need to add more sensors and sometimes devices to the operation theater
which means more costs and inconvenience. One of the standard devices which exists in every patient monitors used in
the operation rooms is the pulse oximetere. Photoplethysmogram (PPG)signal is one of the information that could be
read out from the pulse oximeter which comes out from the pulsation part of the arterial. The different types of anesthetic agents affect the cardiopulmonary systems in different ways which will be reflected on the PPG signal.

Methods
To determine the level of anesthesia, we examined the different parts of the PPG signal from 30 patients under different surgeries and extracted features from their signals. Statistical parameters were used to calculate the variations of
the PPG signal. Then a mathematical models were built using system identification to explain the relationship between
the extracted features and the level of anesthesia.

Results
For comparison and validation we used the bispectral index (BIS) device which uses the EEG signal for determining
the anesthesia level. The Box-Jenkins model of identification gives the best fit with the BIS measurements which reaches (100%) while the process model is fit in just (66.4%) to the BIS measurements which is the lowest correlation with
BIS.

Conclusion
The peaks and valleys of the PPG signal have physiological relation to the systole and diastole respectively which
are changed according to the anesthesia status. Therefore according to the results in this study, PPG signal could be help
in specifying the level of anesthesia.
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Introduction
Dementia and Alzheimer patients who show a “wandering” behaviour combined with excessive activity and unsteady
gait are exposed to a particular risk of dangerous falls. Fast and efficient help in case of such an emergency could be
provided by a tele-care system comprising a mobile back-plaster as an on-body sensor node that is equipped with sensors which not only capture activity and movement data from the patient but also enable indoor and outdoor localization. This node is linked to an internet server infrastructure including a back-end software. In order to enhance the care
quality reliable algorithms for activity monitoring and fall detection are needed.

Methods
The raw data of a three-axial accelerometer and a three-axial gyroscope sensor integrated within the back-plaster were
processed using digital filters and by calculating the Euclidean norm vector in real-time. Threshold-based methods were
used to classify static postures and dynamic activities. Sensor data fusion combined with plausibility verification (position transitions before and after detected possible fall events) enable reliable fall detection.

Results
The algorithm was implemented within the firmware of the embedded microcontroller located in the back-plaster sensor
node. Sensor data fusion of the three-axial accelerometer and a three-axial gyroscope combined with plausibility criteria
verification minimize the false-positive rate and also ensure excellent sensitivity and specificity. An extrapolated physical activity level value and an integrated step-counter algorithm enable precise long-term monitoring of the patient’s
physical activity.

Conclusion
The authors presented a dependable fall detection and activity classification algorithm implemented for a highly integrated and compact back-plaster as an on-body sensor node for supporting dementia and Alzheimer patients in their daily life. The presented algorithms, integrated within the tele-care assistance system for seamless localization allow medical care to be provided quick and effectively after a fall and adverse effects from long lie times. In addition, the derived
physical activity level in combination with an integrated step counter facilitates long-term activity monitoring.
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Introduction
Static and dynamic retinal vessel analysis are promising tools for early risk evaluation of cardiovascular diseases. The
temporal biological variation of retinal vessels leads to uncerntainties in this analysis. It is often described that increased
blood pressure leads to narrowing of the vessels and has been demonstrated by discrete measurements with a sampling
rate in the minute range. In order to reduce the uncerntainties, it is crucial to understand the short-term correlation of
blood pressure and vessel diameters.

Methods
Retinal vessels are recorded by Dynamic Vessel Analyzer (imedos UG, Jena). Simultaneously, the arterial blood pressure
is recorded by a continuous blood pressure measurement device (Finapres Medical Systems B.V., Amsterdam, NL). From
the retinal vessel diameters, the equivalent values of arterial and venular vessel diameters CRAE and CRVE are calculated. The dependence between these two modalities is evaluated in different frequency ranges.

Results
The arterial blood pressure and retinal vessel width (CRAE) both contain waves in different frequencies. Basically a
dependence between these modalities can be clearly seen. Correlation shows a high similarity of both curves. The cross
correlation yields a small phase difference between the two modalities, blood pressure is ahead of vessel width.

Conclusion
Our results show that arterial blood pressure and retinal vessel diameters are correlated. Dynamic regulation effects can
be seen on both modalities. The correlation and a small phase difference indicate that short-term changes in arterial blood
pressure affect arterial vessel widths. Therefore, information from continuous blood pressure measurements can be used
to reduce uncerntainties in Static Vessel Analysis.
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Introduction
Recording and processing of human vital signs using non-contact measurement systems remain a major challenge in the
field of biosignal processing because of a large variability in the desired signal and superposition by motion artifacts and
external interference. Compared to other areas of research in the field of signal processing, e.g. speech recognition, a
further problem results in the lack of suitable databases with adequate test and ground-truth data which makes biosignal
processing approaches difficult to evaluate. This is partly due to the fact that no standardized sensor system is used in
functionalized furniture [5,6], e.g. nursing beds with the requirement of complex and cost-intensive tasks to create specific
databases for each developed system or method. Furthermore, the development and evaluation of new methods should be
performed target-group-specific which is an additional challenge due to the need of suitable test subjects in the appropriate
age and with adequate vital signs.

Overview
To overcome this drawback, a new approach which focuses on modeling and simulation of a force sensor functionalized
nursing bed is presented. Normally, one component of a system (e.g. sensor systems [1]), or one central component of
the human body (heart [2], respiration [3], movement [4]) is modeled more detailed. However, the recorded biosignal
represents a combination of different force relocations based on biomechanical components of the human which are
transferred through the reclining area of the bed. To describe the whole system, a novel approach multi-stage model is
developed that takes the force relocation caused by human motion and also by cardiovascular and respiratory components
into account. Furthermore, the influences of the furniture and the sensors are integrated.
The model should ensure a reliable evaluation of signal processing methods in a primary development stage by using
simulated data prior to test with real subjects. The approach is still in development so the basic approach and early results
are presented in this work.
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Introduction
Holter monitoring of electrical activity of the heart is the key for analysis of many intermittent cardiac irregularities.
These measurements are however prone to movement artifacts or poor skin-electrode contact, often making some parts
of the recorded signals useless since important information might be hidden by these artifacts. Especially in longtime
monitoring a lot of information can be lost during daily activity like climbing stairs or running or due to electrodes that
fell off during the recording, sometimes making it necessary to retake the measurement.

Methods
This paper uses a special ECG sensor node with active electrodes designed for a wearable body sensor network to record 12-channel ECG during movement. Different methods for detection of degraded signal quality, as described in ‚The
PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2011’[1] have been combined and adapted to single QRS complexes to
identify leads that have been compromised. The PCA-based reconstruction algorithm from [2] has been adapted and
improved to enable permutation correction, momentary reconstruction of lead segments of insufficient signal quality.
This can be achieved by using only the undisturbed leads in that segment and a transformation matrix derived by PCA
from instances where all leads had acceptable quality. A common measures for the quality of ECG reconstructions is
the Pearson correlation between reconstruction and an undisturbed reference signal. To apply this measures an undisturbed reference signal is needed, which can not be recorded during exercise. We could still use the Pearson Correlation
to gain a general estimate of the reconstruction performance by calculating it for the reconstruction of leads that were
marked as good in the same segment as the corrupted one.

Results
The proposed algorithm is able to detect disturbances in the recorded ECG and to perform a reconstruction based on the
undisturbed ECG-leads. If all the leads show minor disturbances, like uncorrelated noise, the algorithm can also be used
to reduce this noise. The quality of the reconstruction mainly depends on the number of disturbed leads and not on the
magnitude of the disturbance of the affected leads as corrupted leads can be neglected in the calculations. The reconstruction quality according to the Pearson correlation in segments classified as acceptable or better, i.e. at least four
leads had only low disturbances, was 0.94.

Conclusion
The results show that this approach can be used to reconstruct ECG signals when either some ECG-leads show small to
major artifacts or many leads show minor disturbances. The evaluation of the quality of reconstruction of disturbed
ECG leads can only be performed indirectly as no clean reference can be recorded e.g. during jogging activity. The
measure for the signal quality should also be reviewed, as the only sensible measure for a reconstructed lead should be
the clinical relevance which doesn’t neccesarily coincide with the Pearson correlation.
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Introduction
This contact-free measurement of physiological parameters is a novel approach to detect the heart beat within an imaging modality such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). In MR scanners electrocardiographic measurements are disturbed by the magnetohydrodynamic effect due to the static magnetic field, while optical motion based measurements of
the heart beat are not. Therefore, it was evaluated whether this is a suitable approach to measure physiolocal parameters.

Methods
A mock MR scan of the head was conducted of fourteen subjects for approximately fifteen minutes. Thirteen subjects did not have any or very
little experience with MR scans. They were placed in a 3T MR system
(Magnetom Skyra, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) and their heads were
fixated with a cushion inside a 32-channel head coil (Head 32, Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany). An MR compatible camera system (MT 384i, Metria
Innovation, Milwaukee, WI, USA) was used to measure head movements.
The camera was placed in the center of the bore facing directly downwards
on  the  subject’s  head.  A  moiré  phase  tracking  marker  was  attached  to  their
nasal bridge (Fig. 1). Physiological parameters were extracted from the
subjects’ head motion in real-time.

Figure 1: Subject with moiré phase
tracking marker attached to his nasal
bridge.

Results
The assessment of the detected heart beats has been
performed by calculating the sensitivity (Se) and the
positive predictive value (+P):
𝑆𝑒 =

𝑇𝑃
= 99.7%
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

+𝑃 =

𝑇𝑃
= 99.0%
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃

where TP is the number of true positives, FN the number of false negatives and FP the number of false positives of all subjects. Unsettled subjects cause severve
motion artifacts lowering the detection rate.

Conclusion
This innovative method can be used to detect the heart
beat reliably in an MR system and enables the monitoring of vital signs in real-time (Fig. 2). Additionally, it
should be possible to determine the respiratory cycle in
parallel. The application for real-time triggering to acquire data which is insensitive to physiological motion
seems possible.

Figure 2:   Demonstration   of   a   subject’s   head   motion.   The  
raw signal is shown in the upper and the processed signal in
the bottom graph. The red dashed line indicates a threshold
based on the standard deviation of the signal. Blue circles
represent previously detected and the red circle the currently detected heart beat.
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Abstract
Many studies found a relationship between respiratory breathsound and airflow. Our workgroup examined a relationship
between the tracheal breath sound and the flow in further examinations as well. In this study our aim was to investigate
our flow estimation method with subjects under CPAP- and BiPAP-ventilation. In order to avoid noise interference due
to a breath-mask or a pneumotachograph we applied our sound analysis method to lung sound which was measured by a
microphone at the back of 20 subjects and investigated the correlation between the calculated flow and the simultaneously measured flow by a pneumotachograph. Under these conditions the method showed a highly positive average correlation under CPAP-ventilation (r = 0.88) and under BiPAP-ventilation (r = 0.91).

1

Introduction

The respiratory airflow is a good indicator for sleep-related
disorders and therefore a continuous detection is an important method, especially in sleep-medicine. The acoustical flow estimation was focus of many further studies and
different relationships between the breath sound and the
respiratory airflow were found. Our workgroup found a
relationship between the tracheal breathsound and the flow
in further examinations [1, 2]. However, investigations under ventilation are still missing. This motivated us to examine our method, which yielded good results without
ventilation, with subjects under CPAP- as well as BiPAPventilation. In order to minimize interfering noise due to
the breath-mask we analysed normal lung sound, which
was recorded by a microphone that was attached on the
subject’s back.

1.1

Normal lung sound

The normal lung sound is the sound which you can hear if
you auscultate directly over the lungs. It has a frequency
range of under 100 to over 1000 Hz with an intensity maximum at about 135 Hz [3]. High frequencies are filtered by
the lung tissue which has the properties of a lowpass filter
[4]. Due to different places of origin, the volume between
in- and expiration differs, whereby the sound is louder during the inspiration than during the expiration [5].

1.2

CPAP-and BiPAP-Ventilation

Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) is an effective treatment against obstructive sleep apnea. This positive pressure ensures that the airways do not collapse,
which could lead to an apnea. Under BiPAP-ventilation

(Bi-Level Positive Airway Pressure) the pressures during
in- and expiration are different.

2

Methods

2.1

Data Acquisition

Data of this study were recorded from 20 subjects (15 men,
5 women) between the age of 22 and 51 years and a BMI
between 19 and 34 kg/m². The lung sound was recorded by
a microphone that was attached at the subject’s back and
placed over the right lungside. Beforehand the lung was
auscultated to find the optimal microphone position. As a
reference, the respiratory airflow was additionally recorded
by a pneumotachograph which was connected between a
fullface mask and the ventilator. The recordings were conducted in supine position and at first under CPAPventilation of 10 cmH2O for five minutes. Afterwards, the
recordings were proceeded under BiPAP-ventilation (inspiration:10 cmH2O, expiration:6 cmH2O). During the
measurement, the signals of the microphone as well as the
flow signal were acquired and recorded by a Labview program which saved the data in binary files.

2.2

Flow Estimation

The data were recorded with a sampling rate of 5512 Hz.
For the flow calculation the sound signal was windowed
into 1024-sample blocks with 50% overlap. In each block,
we computed the frequency spectrum using the fast Fourier transform. In a further frequency analysis, we kept the
relevant frequency components and calculated a qualitative
acoustically determined flow curve. According to the
measured airflow, we divided the calculated flow into inand expiration (threshold: +/- 0.1l/s).
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Reesults

4

We calculateed for both CPAP- and BiP
PAP-ventilatioon the
Pearson corrrelation coeffficient r and the correspoonding
standard devviation Std. between
b
the measured
m
flow
w with
the spirometeer and the acooustically calcculated flow ffor the
right lungsidde. As averagee correlation coefficients w
we got
for the CPA
AP-ventilationn r = 0.88 an
nd for the B
BiPAPventilation r = 0.91 (p<0.0001). Table 1 shows the avverage
values for r, and their standard deviation
n Std.
Table 1: Avverage correlaation coefficient and standaard deviation (Std.))
Average r
Std.

CPAP-venntilation
0.888
±0.006

BiP
PAP-ventilatioon
0.91
±0.04

In Image 1 bbelow you cann see a boxplo
ot of the correelation
coefficients.

C
and B
BiPAPImage 1: Coorrelation coeefficients for CPAPventilation
The calculatted flow was divided into in- and expirration,
according to the measuredd airflow, and
d the correlatioon coefficients weere additionally calculated for in- and eexpiration separateely. In Image 2 you can seee the distributtion of
coefficients ffor the CPAP--ventilation.

Image 2: Correlation coeefficients for in- and expiiration
during CPAP
P-ventilation
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Conclu
usion

The results of thiss study show that our meth
hod also workks
in geeneral by usin
ng normal lunng sound and
d under CPAP
Pand BiPAP-ventiilation. Espeecially during
g the CPAP
Pventiilation, the caalculated expirratory airflow
w is often loweer
than the measured flow, due tto the fact th
hat the normaal
lung sound is quieeter during thee expiration. The
T continuouus
presssure of the CP
PAP-ventilatioon additionally enforces thiis
effecct, so that the correlation cooefficients forr the expirationn
are lower than for the inspiratioon. In further studies
s
we willl
try to
o improve ourr signal preproocessing especcially reducing
noisee and artifactss to acquire eeven better so
oundsignals foor
the flow
f
calculatio
on.
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Abstract
This paper designs an improved four-electrode (FE) measurement mode for the integrated impedance converter AD5933,
by adding a voltage-controlled current source (VCCS) to convert the AD5933’s output voltage signal into current
excitation signal, and an instrumental amplifier to detect the voltage drop between the measurement electrode pair. The
FE mode can overcome the influences of contact impedance, and enhance performance in bioimpedance applications for
AD5933.
input, a Fourier-based impedance estimator and an I2C
communication port, as shown in Figure 2. AD5933
1
Introduction
largely simplifies the circuit design and enhance the
Bioimpedance spectroscopy (BIS) is a kind of biological system stability. However, AD5933 is officially designed
tissue monitoring parameter on the basis of multi- as a two-electrode (TE) mode, which may lead to
frequency, complex impedance measurements [1]. BIS instability in BIS measurement because of the unavoidable
measurement usually adopts the four-electrode (FE) mode contact impedance between skin and electrodes [5]. This
(Kelvin method) [2], whose typical form is shown in paper attempts to realize four-electrode (FE) mode for
Figure 1. Figure 1 contains a pair of drive electrodes, Hc AD5933 aiming to overcome the impact of contact
and Lc, injecting AC constant current into biological tissue, impedance in bioimpedance applications.
a pair of measurement electrodes, Hv and Lv, detecting the
potential difference underearth. Compared with the
traditional two-electrode (TE) mode, the FE method has
isolated drive electrode pair and measurement electrode
pair, which makes the contact resistances between
electrodes and issue are negligible. Meanwhile, the
polarization response between electrodes and tissue
electrolyte is also negligible [3].

Figure 2: Function block diagram of AD5933 [4]

2.2

Figure 1: The principle of the four-electrode (FE) mode for
impedance measurement

2

Method

2.1

Impedance converter AD5933

In recent years, Analog Devices Corporation develops an
integrated impedance converter AD5933 [4], which
contains all the necessary elements to implement a fully
integrated impedance spectrometer: a DDS waveform
generator, a voltage source output, a current measurement

Four-electrode mode for AD5933

Figure 3 shows the improved FE mode for AD5933 by
adding a voltage-controlled current source (VCCS) to
convert the AD5933’s output voltage signal into current
excitation signal, and an instrumental amplifier (IA) to
detect the voltage drop between the measurement electrode
pair. This paper adopts AD844 based VCCS initially
designed by Bragos[6]. AD844 itself is a mirror current
source, but it needs to be added feedback circuit to
increase the output impedance and reduce the DC bias, as
shown in Figure 3.
The FET-input instrumentation amplifier INA111 [7] is
chosen to detect and amplify the voltage drop between the
measurement electrode pair. Because the AD5933 can only
accept positive voltage at its response channel (pin VIN),
the output reference (Ref) terminal of INA111 is
connected to two equal divider resistances R4 and R5.
Then the output of INA111 will be referred to a positive
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reference voltage, 0.5VDD, at the Ref terminal, and the [4] Analog Devices Corporation, "AD5933 Datasheet,"
http://www.analog.com/static/importedoutput voltage of INA111 will be guaranteed in the range
files/data_sheets/AD5933.pdf.
0~VDD.
[5] U. Pliquett and A. Barthel, "Interfacing the AD5933
for bio-impedance measurements with front ends
providing galvanostatic or potentiostatic excitation,"
in Journal of Physics: Conference Series, 2012, p.
012019.
[6] R. Bragos, J. Rosell, and P. Riu, "A wide-band ACcoupled current source for electrical impedance
tomography," Physiological Measurement, vol. 15,
pp. A91-A99, 1994.
[7] Texas Instrument Inc., "High Speed FET-Input
instrumentation amplifier-INA111," Data sheet,
http://www.ti.com/lit/ds/symlink/ina111.pdf, 1998.

Figure 3: The improved foure-electrode (FE) mode for
AD5933

3

Results

A BIS spectrometer has been built based on the improved
FE mode using AD5933, and a impedance measurement
experiment is performed. A sweeping frequency
measurement from 10 kHz to 100 kHz is implemented and
the mean relative error is 0.6%.

4

Conclusion

This paper proposes an improved four-electrode (FE)
measurement mode for the integrated impedance converter
AD5933, which provides an enhanced approach for
AD5933 to be applied in bioimpedance applications.
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Abstract
Transcatheter aaortiv valve
lve implantation is a new safe strategy treatment for patients with symptomatic severe ao
aortic steenosis and high operative risk. The aim of the study was to compare the pre
pre-and
and postpost transcatheter aortiv valve implant
implantaation procedures to determine
mine the atrioventricular
atrioventricular conduction time as a potential predictor of permanent pacemaker ther
theraapy requirement after transcatheter aortiv valve implantation
implantation. The transcatheter aortiv valve implantation patients were
divided into groups without pacemaker and with dual or single chamber pacemaker with diffent atrioventricular condu
conducction time disturbance
isturbance before and after transcatheter aortiv valve implantation
implantation. In heart failure ppatients
tients without permanent
pacemaker
maker therapy after transcatheter aortiv valve implantation
implantation,, atrioventricular
atrioventricular conduction time was pro
prolonged
longed after
transcatheter aortiv valve implantation
implantation.. In patients with permanent dual chamber pacemaker
pacemaker therapy afte
after transcatheter
aortiv valve implantation
implantation,, atrioventricu
atri
ular conduction
tion time was normalised with dual chamber atri
atrioventricular
tricular pacing
mode. Atriove
Atrioventricular
tricular conduction
condu tion time may be a useful parameter to evaluate the risk of post
post-procedural
procedural atrioventricular
conduction block and perm
permanent
nent pacemaker therapy in transcatheter aortiv valve implantation patients.

1

Introduction

valve implantation and in patients without pacemaker iimmplantat
tation after transcatheter aortiv valve im
implantation
plantation.

Transcatheter aortiv valve implantation is a new safe
strategy
egy treatment for patients with symptomatic ssevere Statistical analysis
analysis was performed by Origin® 9.1 software
aortic stenosis and high operative risk. The aim of th
the (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA) using
study was to compare the pre
pre-and post- transcatheter
ranscatheter ao
aortiv paired and unpaired t-tests,
t tests, as appropriate, with a statistical
valve implantation procedures to determine
termine the atrio
atr
atrioven- significance of p<0.05 and with Pearson correlation coeff
coeffiitricular conduction time as a potential predictor of perm
perma- cients.
nent pacemaker therapy rrequirement
quirement after transcatheter
ranscatheter
aortiv valve implantation [1, 2].
2]

2

Methods

Electrical atrioventricular
trioventricular conduction time was measu
measured
between onset
set of P wave in the surface ECG and onset of
the QRS complex in the surface ECG in 536 high-risk
high risk ppatients before
fore and after transcatheter aortiv valve implant
implantation.. The mean age of the heart failure patients (314 ffemales and 222 males) was 82. 95 ± 5.82 years and the hea
heart
failure New York Heart A
Association
sociation class was 2.9 ± 0.53
(Fig. 1).
Transcatheter
ranscatheter aortiv valve implantation patients were ddivided
ed into groups without pacemaker and with dual or si
single chamber pacemaker with diffent atrioventricular co
conduction
tion time disturbance before and after transcatheter ao
aortiv valve implantation
implantation. Electrical
Electrical atrioventricular delay was
evaluated
ed with surface ECG before transcatheter ao
aortiv

Figure 1 Age dis
istribution
tribution of patients with ttranscatheter
ranscatheter
aortiv
tiv valve implantation.
implantation. Patientenzahl – number of paatients with
wit transcatheter aortiv valve implantation
implantation, Alter –
age of transcatheter aortiv valve implantation patients.
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3

Results

3.1

Permanent
ermanent pacemaker therapy
ther
after
ter
transcatheter aortiv valve implantaimp
ation

In 112 patients with perm
permanent
nent dual chamber atriove
atrioventricular pacema
maker therapy
apy after transcatheter aortiv valve
implantation,, atr
atrioventricular
tricular conduction
conduction time was no
normalised
ised in ppatients with first implantation of dual cha
chamber atrioventri
tricular
lar pacemaker. In 2 patients with revvision
of dual cham
mber pacemaker,
aker, 2 patients with replace
r
ement
of dual cham
mber pacemaker and 2 patients with first iimplantation
tion of dual chamber cardioverter/
er/defibrillator,, atrioventricular conduction
duction time was normalised
no
after
transcatheter
ter aortiv valve implantation
implantation.

3.2
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Aortiv
ortiv valve impla
implantationand
and without
permanent
nent pacemaker therapy

In heart failure patients without ppermanent pacemaker and
cardioverter/defibrillator therapy
therapy, atrial con
nduction
tion time,
atrio
ioventricular
lar conduction
co
tion time and heart period
per
duration
were different before transcathe
heter aortiv
tiv valve implantai
ation (Fig. 3).

Inn 71 patients with ppermanent
ermanent single chamber ventricular
pacemaker
maker the
therapy
py after transcatheter aortiv valve im
mplantation, ventricular
tricular conduction was normalised in patients
first implanntation
tion of single
sing chamber atrioventric
atrioventricular
pacemaker. In 5 patients
tients with replacement
replacement of single
chamber
ber pac
pacemaker,
maker, 2 patients with first implantation and
revision of single chamber cardioverter/defibrillator,
cardioverter/d
, ventricular conduction
duction was normalised in patients after
transcatheter
ter ao
aortiv
tiv valve implantation (Fig 2).
Figure 3 Atrioventricular conduction time, heart period
duration and atrial conduction time before transcatheter
aortiv
tiv valve implantation without pacemaker and cardiooverter/
er/defibrillator
defibrillator implantation
implantation. PQ-Prä – atrioventricular
atr ventricular
condu
duction time
me before transcatheter aortiv valve implant
implantaation,, HPD-Prä
HPD
– heart period duration before transcatheter
aortiv
tiv valve implantation
i plantation, P-Prä
Prä – atrial conduction
co
tion time
before
fore transcatheter aortiv valve implantation
implantation, Gruppe 1 aortiv
tiv valve implantation without perm
permanent
nent pacemaker
pac
er
therapy
apy before transcatheter aortiv valve imp
implantation, r, P
– Pearson
Pea
correlation
tion coefficients.
coe cients.

Figure 2 Implantation of permanent pacemaker and ca
cardioverter/defibrillator after transcatheter aortiv valve im
implantation. VVI - single chamber ventricular
ventricular pacemaker, DDD
- dual chamber pacemaker, SM - pacemaker, ICD – implantable cardioverter/defibrillator, R - revision, E – first
implantation, A - Replacement of pacemaker device
device,
Schrittmacher/ICD
Schrittmacher/ICD-zahlen
zahlen – number of patients with iimplantation of pacemaker and cardioverter/defibrillator
cardioverter/ defibrillator.

In heart failure patients without permanent pac
pacemaker
maker
therapy after transcatheter aortiv valve impla
implantation, atriooventricular conduction time was prolonged aafter transcathheter aortiv valve implantation.
implantation
In patients without permanent pacemaker and ca
cardiovertter/defibrillator therapy, atrial conduction time, atriovenntricular conduction time and heart perio
period
d duration were
were
different after transcatheter aortiv valve implant
implantation
tion (Fig.
4).
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Figure 4 Atrioventricular conduction time, heart period
duration and atrial conduction time after transcatheter aortiv valve implantation without pacemaker and cardioverter/defibrillator implantation. PQ-Prä – atrioventricular
conduction time after transcatheter aortiv valve implantation, HPD-Prä – heart period duration after transcatheter
aortiv valve implantation, P-Prä – atrial conduction time
after transcatheter aortiv valve implantation, Gruppe 1 aortiv valve implantation without permanent pacemaker
therapy after transcatheter aortiv valve implantation, r, P –
Pearson correlation coefficients.

4

Conclusions

Electrical atrioventricular conduction time may be a useful
parameter to evaluate the risk of post-procedural atrioventricular conduction block, atrioventricular conduction
delay and permanent pacemaker therapy in transcatheter
aortiv valve implantation patients.

5
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Abstract
Cardiac resynchronization therapy is an established therapy for heart failure patients with sinus rhythm, reduced left ventricular ejection fraction and prolongation of QRS duration. The aim of the study was to evaluate ventricular desynchronization with electrical interventricular delay (IVD) to left ventricular delay (LVD) ratio in atrial fibrillation heart failure
patients. IVD and LVD were measured by transesophageal posterior left ventricular ECG recording. In atrial fibrillation
heart failure patients with prolonged QRS duration, the mean IVD-to-LVD-ratio was 0.84 ± 0.42 with a range from 0.17
to 2.2 IVD-to-LVD-ratio. IVD-to-LVD-ratio correlated with QRS duration. IVD-to-LVD-ratio may be a useful parameter to evaluate electrical ventricular desynchronization in atrial fibrillation heart failure patients.

1

Introduction

Cardiac resynchronization therapy with biventricular
pacing is an established therapy for heart failure patients
with sinus rhythm, reduced left ventricular ejection
fraction lower or equal thirty five percent, left bundle
branch block and QRS duration more than one hundred
fifty millisecond. The aim of the study was to evaluate
ventricular desynchronization with electrical interventricular delay (IVD) to electrical left ventricular delay (LVD)
ratio in atrial fibrillation heart failure patients with
transesophageal posterior left ventricular potential [1, 2].

2

Statistical analysis was performed by Origin® 9.1 software
(OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA) using
paired and unpaired t-tests, as appropriate, with a statistical
significance of p<0.05 and with Pearson correlation coefficients.

Methods

Fifty atrial fibrillation heart failure patients with and without cardiac resynchronization therapy (mean age
64.0±10.8 years, 6 females, 44 males) with New York
Heart Association (NYHA) class 2.9 ± 0.4, 26.4 ± 8.2 %
left ventricular ejection fraction and 143.0 ± 35.6 ms QRS
duration were measured by focused transesophageal posterior left ventricular ECG recording (TO, Osypka AG,
Rheinfelden, Germany).
Electrical IVD was measured between onset of QRS in the
surface ECG and onset of left ventricular deflection in the
posterior leftventricular ECG. Electrical LVD was measured between onset and offset of left ventricular deflection
in the posterior left ventricular ECG (Fig. 1).

Figure 1 Demonstration of 112 ms electrical interventricular delay and 85 ms electrical left ventricular delay in the
transesophageal posterior left ventricular ECG recording
during atrial fibrillation heart failure and electrical ventricular desynchronization . V5, V6 - surface ECG, LVEpost –
posterior left ventricular ECG, LV – left ventricular potential.
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3

Results

3.1

Electrical ventricular desynchronization in atrial fibrillation heart failure

In this atrial fibrillation study were 31 atrial fibrillation
heart failure patients without cardiac resynchronization
therapy and 19 atrial fibrillation patients with cardiac resynchronization therapy. In atrial fibrillation heart failure
patients with prolonged QRS duration, the mean IVD-toLVD-ratio was 0.84 ± 0.42 with a range from 0.17 to 2.2
IVD-to-LVD-ratio. IVD-to-LVD-ratio correlated with
QRS duration, LVD (Fig. 2) and IVD (Fig. 3).

Figure 2 Atrial fibrillation heart failure patients with correlation between interventricular delay to left ventricular
delay ratio and left ventricular delay and QRS duration:
LVD – electrical left ventricular delay, QRS – QRS duration, IVD-LVD-ratio - interventricular delay to left ventricular delay ratio r, P – Pearson correlation coefficients.

tion, IVD-LVD-ratio - interventricular delay to left ventricular delay ratio r, P – Pearson correlation coefficients.

3.2

Electrical ventricular desynchronization in atrial fibrillation without cardiac resynchronization therapy

There were 31 atrial fibrillation heart failure patients without cardiac resynchronization therapy with 133.29 ± 38.34
ms QRS duration, 48.32 ± 25.89 ms IVD, 3.13 ± 1.10 QRS
duration-to-IVD-ratio and 0.81 ± 0.45 IVD-to-LVD-ratio.
IVD correlated with QRS duration (r=0.74, P<0.001) and
with QRS duration-to-IVD-ratio (r=-0.65, P<0.001). IVDto-LVD-ratio correlated with QRS duration (r=0.44,
P=0.014) (Fig. 4).

Figure 4 Atrial fibrillation heart failure patients without
cardiac resynchronization therapy with correlation between
interventricular delay to left ventricular delay ratio and interventricular delay and QRS duration: IVD – electrical
interventricular delay, QRS – QRS duration, IVD-LVDratio - interventricular delay to left ventricular delay ratio
r, P – Pearson correlation coefficients.

3.3

Figure 3 Atrial fibrillation heart failure patients with correlation between interventricular delay to left ventricular
delay ratio and interventricular delay and QRS duration:
IVD – electrical interventricular delay, QRS – QRS dura-

S228

Electrical ventricular desynchronization in atrial fibrillation with cardiac
resynchronization therapy

There were 19 atrial fibrillation heart failure patients with
cardiac resynchronization therapy with 155.21 ± 26.31 ms
QRS duration, 60.79 ± 26.61 ms IVD, 3.10 ± 1.84 QRS
duration-to-IVD-ratio and 0.84 ± 0.40 IVD-to-LVD-ratio.
IVD correlated with QRS duration (r=0.49, P=0,03) and
with QRS duration-to-IVD-ratio (r=-0.70, P<0.001) (Fig.
5).
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Figure 5 Atrial fibrillation heart failure patients with cardiac resynchronization therapy with correlation between
interventricular delay to left ventricular delay ratio and interventricular delay: IVD – electrical interventricular delay, QRS – QRS duration, IVD-LVD-ratio - interventricular delay to left ventricular delay ratio r, P – Pearson correlation coefficients.

4

Conclusions

Transesophageal focused posterior left ventricular ECG
can be utilized to analyse electrical IVD and LVD in atrial
fibrillation heart failure patients. IVD-to-LVD-ratio may
be a useful parameter to evaluate electrical ventricular
desynchronization in atrial fibrillation heart failure patients.

5
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Abstract
Cardiac resynchronization therapy with atrioventricular and interventricular pacing delay optimized biventricular pacing
is an established therapy for heart failure patients with sinus rhythm and reduced left ventricular ejection fraction. The
aim of the study was to evaluate atrioventricular and interventricular pacing delay optimization in cardiac resynchronization therapy by transthoracic impedance cardiography in biventricular pacing with different left ventricular electrode position. In biventricular pacing heart failure patients with lateral, posterolateral and anterolateral left ventricular electrode
position, the mean optimal atrioventricular sening delay was 108.6 ± 20.3 ms and the mean optimal interventricular pacing delay -12.3 ± 25.9 ms. Transthoracic impedance cardiography may be a useful technique to optimize atrioventricular
and interventricular pacing delay in biventricular pacing with different left ventricular electrode position.

1

Introduction

Cardiac resynchronization therapy with atrioventricular
and interventricular pacing delay optimized biventricular
pacing is an established therapy for heart failure patients
with sinus rhythm, reduced left ventricular ejection fraction and left bundle branch block. The aim of the study
was to evaluate atrioventricular and interventricular pacing
delay optimization in cardiac resynchronization therapy by
transthoracic impedance cardiography in biventricular
pacing with different left ventricular electrode position.
[1, 2].

2

electrode position and one patient with posterolateral left
ventricular electrode position. We evaluated the optimal
interventricular pacing delay during simultaneous left ventricular and right ventricular pacing, left ventricular pacing
before right ventricular pacing and right ventricular pacing
before left ventricular pacing in ten patients with lateral
left ventricular electrode, fore patients with posterolateral
left ventricular electrode and one patient with anterolateral
left ventricular electrode position (Fig. 1).

Methods

Fifteen heart failure patients with cardiac resynchronization therapy (mean age 65.6±10.4 years, 2 females, 13
males) with New York Heart Association (NYHA) class
3.1 ± 0.4, 21.3 ± 7.8 % left ventricular ejection fraction
and 176.1 ± 31.7 ms QRS duration ms underwent atrioventricular and interventricular pacing delay optimization by
transthoracic impedance cardiography (Cardioscreen,
Medis GmbH, Ilmenau, Germany).
Atriventricular delay after right atrial sensing was optimized in ten patients with lateral left ventricular electrode,
three patients with posterolateral left ventricular electrode
and one patient with anterolateral left ventricular electrode
position. Atrioventricular delay after right atrial pacing
was optimized in one patient with lateral left ventricular

Figure 1 Transthoracic impedance cardiograpy with
Cardioscreen in dilated cardiomyopathy hearth failure patient with biventricular pacing and 70 bpm heart rate, 130
ms atrioventricular delay after right atrial pacing and +20
ms interventricular pacing delay with right ventricular pacing 20 ms before left ventricular pacing. ECG – transtho-
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racic electrocardiogram, ICG – transthoracic impedance
cardiogram.
Transesophageal electrical interventricular delay was evaluated with focused transesophageal posterior left ventricular ECG recording (TO, Osypka AG, Rheinfelden, Germany). Transesophageal interventricular delay was measured
between QRS onset in the surface ECG and onset of left
ventricular signal in the transesophageal ECG.
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In 15 heart failure patients with cardiac resynchronization
therapy, QRS duration correlated with transesophageal
electrical interventricular delay (r=0.7297, P=0.002) and
with left ventricular ejection fraction (r=0.666,
P=0.00673). Transesophageal electrical interventricular
delay correlated with left ventricular ejection fraction
(R=0.518, P=0.0479) (Fig. 3).

Statistical analysis was performed by Origin® 9.1 software
(OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA) using
paired and unpaired t-tests, as appropriate, with a statistical
significance of p<0.05 and with Pearson correlation coefficients.

3

Results

3.1

Atrioventricular delay after right
atrial sensing and after right atrial
pacing

Hemodynamic optimal atrioventricular delay after atrial
sensing was 108.6 ± 20.3 ms in 14 heart failure patients
with normal sinus rhythm and cardiac resynchronization
therapy (Fig. 2). Hemodynamic optimal atrioventricular
delay after atrial pacing was 190 ± 14.1 ms in 2 heart failure patients with sinus node dysfunction and cardiac resynchronization therapy. The range of hemodynamic optimal atrioventricular delay was from 80 ms to 200 ms.

Figure 3 Cardiac resynchronization therapy heart failure
patients with correlation between QRS duration and
transesophageal electrical interventricular delay and left
ventricular ejection fraction and with correlation between
electrical interventricular delay and left ventricular ejection fraction. IVD – electrical interventricular delay, LV
EF – left ventricular ejection fraction, r, P – Pearson correlation coefficients.

3.2

Interventricular pacing delay between
right ventricular pacing and left ventricular pacing

Hemodynamic optimal interventricular pacing delay was
-12.3 ± 25.9 ms left ventricular pacing before right ventricular pacing with interventricular pacing delay range
from -80 ms left ventricular pacing before right ventricular
pacing to +20 ms right ventricular pacing before left ventricular pacing. (Fig. 4).

Figure 2 Optimal atrioventricular delay after atrial sensing
with transthoracic impedance cardiography and maximum
of cardiac index in cardiac resynchronization therapy with
atrial sensed biventricular pacing. AV – atrioventricular,
CRT – cardiac resynchronization therapy.
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tricular pacing before right ventricular pacing, VVD positive – right ventricular pacing before left ventricular pacing, r, P – Pearson correlation coefficients.

4

Conclusions

Atrioventricular sensing delay, atrioventricular pacing delay and interventricular pacing delay optimized biventricular pacing acutely improve cardiac index and their
NYHA class during long-term follow-up. Transthoracic
impedance cardiography may be a simple and useful noninvasive technique to optimize atrioventricular sensing and
pacing delay and interventricular pacing delay in cardiac
resynchronization therapy.
Figure 3 Left ventricular pacing transthoracic impedance
cardiograpy with Cardioscreen in dilated cardiomyopathy
hearth failure patient with 70 bpm heart rate and 130 ms
atrioventricular delay after right atrial pacing. ECG –
trans-thoracic electrocardiogram, ICG – transthoracic impedance cardiogram.

3.3

Cardiac index in right ventricular
pacing and biventricular pacing

Right ventricular pacing versus biventricular pacing mode
resulted in improvement of cardiac index from 1.8 ± 0.64
l/min/m² to 2.4 ± 0.78 l/min/m² (p<0.001). During 34 ± 26
month biventricular pacing, the NYHA class improved
from 3.1 ± 0.4 to 2.1 ± 0.4 (p<0.001). (Fig. 5).

Figure 5 Cardiac resynchronization therapy heart failure
patients with optimal interventricular pacing delay between right ventricular pacing and left ventricular pacing
and improvement of cardiac index from right ventricular
pacing to biventricular pacing: CI – cardiac index, RVP –
right ventricular pacing, BVP – biventricular pacing, VVD
– interventricular pacing delay, VVD negative – left ven-
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Abstract
Complete alveolar recruitment is the main goal of lung-protective ventilation strategy which is reached either (i) by intermittent recruitment maneuvers or (ii) by titration of the end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) on the basis of the analysis of
the patient individual lung mechanics. We investigated the relationship between PEEP and alveolar recruitability both in
healthy and injured lungs in mechanically ventilated pigs (n=20). The animals were allocated in random order to lunghealthy control group (n=10) or to the lung-injury group (n=10). Acute lung injury was induced by systemic application
of oleic acid. All animals were mechanically ventilated in the pressure-controlled mode (PCV) and undergoing two
PEEP-wave maneuvers during the entire intervention. The volume-dependent intratidal compliance was calculated using
the gliding-SLICE method. The alveolar recruitability was analyzed by the comparison of the volume-dependent intratidal compliance at the identical PEEP-levels which were realized two times per maneuver, during the increasing and during the decreasing PEEP-sequence of the PEEP-wave maneuver. We found in 97% of all lung-injured animals an increase of the compliance by the decremental PEEP trial with respect to the incremental one. Hence, the recruitability in
lung-injured animals is significantly larger than in lung-healthy animals. We conclude that alveolar recruitability is higher in acute lung injury and one should pay attention on the recruitment state in the clinical setting of acute lung injury.
From the methodical point of view we conclude that our method of compliance difference analysis between the situation
preceding and following a recruitment maneuver allows non-invasive analysis of alveolar recruitability.

1

Introduction

Alveolar recruitment during the complete breathing cycle
is a main goal of lung protective mechanical ventilation
[1]. Complete alveolar recruitment means that both, endinspiratory alveolar overdistension is avoided as well as
end-expiratory alveolar collapse. To day it is under debate
how to reach this goal. Two methods of alveolar recruitment are discussed, (i) repetitive recruitment maneuvers
associated with short-term increase of airway pressure, or
(ii) titration of the positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP)
according to the analysis of the patient’s individual lung
mechanics. In the present animal study in mechanically
ventilated pigs we investigated the relationship between
PEEP and alveolar recruitability both in healthy and injured lungs. The animals were ventilated at four different
PEEP-levels: consecutive sequences of incremental PEEP
were followed by sequences with decremental PEEP
(PEEP-wave maneuver). Since the PEEP-wave maneuver
can be considered as a complex recruitment maneuver we
could simultaneously study the effects of the PEEP-level
and of a recruitment maneuver. The alveolar recruitability
was analyzed by the comparison of the volume-dependent
intratidal compliance at the identical PEEP-levels which
were realized two times, during the increasing and during
the decreasing PEEP-sequence of the PEEP-wave maneu-

ver. The enhanced compliance analysis was performed using the gliding-SLICE method [2].

2

Methods

The study was approved by the Animal Welfare
Committee of the University of Freiburg, Germany and
carried out in accordance with the German law for animal
protection and the animal care guidelines of the European
Community.

2.1

Surgical preparation

20 German Landrace Hybrid pigs (body weight 61 ± 5 kg)
were premedicated with intramuscular injections of 0.5
mg/kg midazolam (Dormicum®, Roche, GrenzachWyhlen, Germany) and 20 mg/kg ketamine hydrochloride
(Ketamin® 10%, Intervet, Unterschleißheim, Germany).
Anesthesia was induced with intravenous (i.v.) 2-4 mg/kg
propofol (Propofol® 1%, Fresenius Kabi, Bad Homburg,
Germany) and maintained by i.v. infusions of 1-2
mg/kg/h midazolam, 4-6 mg/kg/h ketamine hydrochloride, and 10 µg/kg/h fentanyl citrate (Fentanyl Janssen®,
Janssen-Cilag, Neuss, Germany). Muscle relaxation was
maintained by i.v. application of 0.5 mg/kg/h vecuronium
(Vecuronium-Inresa®, Inresa, Freiburg, Germany). After
placement of the endotracheal tube (ETT, 8 mm inner diameter, Mallinckrodt Hi-Lo, Covidien, Dublin, Ireland)
the lungs were ventilated (Evita 4, Dräger Medical,
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Lübeck, Germany) in pressure-controlled mode (PCV) at
a respiratory rate of 15 breaths/min, a tidal volume of 8
ml/kg bodyweight, an I:E ratio of 1:1.2, and a PEEP of 8
mbar. Unless the lung injury was established, the inspired
oxygen fraction (FiO2) was maintained at 30%. The animals were kept in the supine position throughout the
study.
The animals were allocated in random order to one of two
groups, (i) control group with healthy lungs (n=10) and
(ii) acute lung injury (ALI) group (n=10). One of the animals in the ALI group died during the intervention.
For establishing a stable lung injury, oleic acid (Oleic acid PhEur, 75096, Sigma Aldrich, Munich, Germany) was
emulsified with an equal volume of 5% glucose (Glucose
5%, B. Braun Melsungen AG, Melsungen, Germany).
Lung injury was induced by repeated boli of 1 ml of oleic
acid emulsion until the PaO2/FiO2 ratio was less than 200
mmHg and respiratory system compliance was less than
half of the value before lung injury (as measured by the
ventilator). Subsequently, FiO2 and PEEP were adjusted
to maintain PaO2 > 60 mmHg. At the end of the study, the
animals were killed by intracardiac injection of potassium
chloride.

2.2

2.3
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Analysis of respiratory system mechanics and local ventilation

We performed a 5 min measurement of respiratory system
mechanics at each PEEP-level. Airway pressure and flow
rate were read off the ventilator at a sampling rate of 125
Hz. The intratidal profile of the nonlinear dynamic compliance was calculated via multiple regression analysis of
pressure, volume and flow data using the gliding-SLICE
method. Briefly, the gliding-SLICE method determines the
intratidal nonlinear lung mechanics (compliance and resistance) continuously. The pressure-volume loop is divided into an arbitrary number of overlapping volume-slices
for which the variables compliance and resistance are calculated separately. Image 2 shows two pressure-volume
loops obtained at the same PEEP level of 6 mbar respectively during the incremental and the decremental PEEP
trial.

PEEP-wave maneuver

Part of the complex study protocol were PEEP-wave maneuvers (Image 1). Each pig underwent a total of two
PEEP-wave maneuvers during the complete intervention.

Image 2 Pressure-volume loop of a single breath at PEEP
6 mbar. Blue triangles: PV loop during the incremental
PEEP trial (PEEP-INC). Red circles: PV loop during the
decremental PEEP trial (PEEP-DEC).

Image 1 PEEP-wave maneuver with 3 incremental steps
from 3 mbar each (red arrow) followed by 3 steps down
(blue arrow) until the start PEEP of 6 mbar. Every PEEP
level has a duration of 5 minutes. Identical PEEP-levels
during increasing and decreasing PEEP trials are marked
by green double arrows.
On the incremental trial, the PEEP was increased with a
step width of 3 mbar from 6 mbar until maximal 15 mbar
(PEEP-INC) and on the decremental trial, the PEEP was
decreased with a step width of -3 mbar again to 6 mbar
(PEEP-DEC). Each PEEP-level was set for 5 minutes. At
identical PEEP-levels which are reached during PEEP-INC
and during PEEP-DEC the volume-dependent intratidal
compliance was analyzed using the gliding-SLICE method
[2].

The resulting compliance-volume curves were arranged
according to the PEEP level. Image 3 illustrates the C-V
curves of a lung healthy (Image 3a) and of a lung injured
(Image 3b) animal.

a)

b)
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Image 3 Comparison of compliance-volume curves for
(a) lung healthy and (b) lung injured pigs. Triangles represent the incremental (PEEP-INC) and circles the decremental trial (PEEP-DEC). PEEP = 6 mbar (black), PEEP =
9 mbar (red), PEEP 12 mbar (blue).
The difference of the compliance values between PEEPINC and PEEP-DEC at each PEEP-level was calculated
and defined as the relative difference, in percent, referred
to the compliance value at PEEP-INC.

2.4

Conclusion

Incremental PEEP trials of 3 mbar steps from 6 until 15
mbar improved the compliance of the lung in 97% of the
lung-injured animals and in 62% of the lung-healthy animals. Considering the example of the injured lung at a
PEEP-level of 9 mbar, the compliance increased on average by 20%.

Quantitative and Statistical Analysis

Values are expressed as mean ± SD if not indicated otherwise. Variables were compared using Student’s t-test. A p
value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3

4
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Results

The relative compliance differences are shown in Image 4
for lung healthy (left panel) and for lung injured animal
(right panel).

Image 4 Relative compliance differences between incremental (PEEP-INC) and decremental (PEEP-DEC) trial
at each PEEP-level. Panel left with open circles for lung
healthy. Panel right with plus symbols for lung injured
pigs. Solid line: data values during the first PEEP-wave
maneuver. Dashed line: data values during the second
PEEP-wave maneuver. PEEP = 6 mbar (black), PEEP = 9
mbar (red), PEEP = 12 mbar (blue).
The relative difference of the compliance was higher in the
lung-injured animals compared to the lung-healthy pigs. In
the lung-injured pigs the compliance values obtained from
the incremental PEEP trial (PEEP-INC) at PEEP 6 mbar
amounted to 11.3 % (on average) on the decremental trial
of the PEEP maneuver (PEEP-DEC). At PEEP 9 mbar, the
relative difference reached 20% and at PEEP 12 mbar, the
compliance values on PEEP-DEC were 17.5% higher than
the compliance values on the PEEP-INC trial. However,
the relative compliance difference was smaller in the lunghealthy animals: 1.4% at PEEP 6 mbar, 3.2% at PEEP 9
mbar and 4.2% at PEEP 12 mbar. Furthermore, in 97% of
all lung-injured animals the lung was recruited by increasing the compliance whereas in the lung-healthy animal
group the lung was recruited only in 62%.
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Abstract
High frequency jet ventilation has limited possibility of monitoring of inspiratory flow esp. tidal volumes. This study is
focused for evaluating of orific plate like a flow sensor for neonatal high-frequency jet ventilators. The experimental circuit consisted of neonatal high frequency jet ventilator LifePulse, experimentaly designed orific plate for 3mm ETC, rigid bottle - test lung and specialized equipment with pressure sensors for simultaneous measurement of pressures in the
circuit. Pressures in the circuit was measured for different values of respiratory rate with or without inplemented orific
plate. We have found that oricfic plate has useble for flow monitoring during neonatal HFJV but pressure loss has to be
compensated.

1

Introduction

Currently, mechanical artificial lung ventilation is used for
the treatment of respiratory failure. Where this conventional method fails, it is possible to use an alternative
method of ventilation, so-called high frequency ventilation
(HFV). This applies to all weight groups of patients, including the smallest, so-called neonatal patients. Two
high-frequency ventilation techniques - HFOV (HighFrequency Oscillatory Ventilation) and HFJV (HighFrequency Jet Ventilation) predominate in neonatal clinical practice. A special feature of high-frequency ventilators is the absence of monitoring of flow extension tidal
volumes, which is commonly used in conventional ventilation systems. It is difficult to maintain the desired value of
CO2 without this monitoring. A useful method for monitoring the evolution of O2 and CO2 is the blood gases analysis
based on samples of blood taken, the amount of which is
limited [1, 2, 4], especially in neonatal patients. The alternative is represented by continuous transcutaneous monitoring of blood gases - TcPO2 and TcPCO2, using the
Clark's combined electrode. The electrode is however
heated during measurement, often up to a temperature of
43 °C, which can lead to burns of fragile skin of neonatal
patients. Utilization of this method is limited by the quality
of the skin of the patient [1].
Tidal volume is a key parameter for adjusting and maintaining the desired capnia with HFV [4]. Its distribution
among the different generations of bronchi and alveoli in
the lungs is almost independent of frequency of ventilation. Respiratory volume directly affects the alveolar ventilation while the oxygen gradient on alveolocapillary membrane is increasing the respiratory volume increases. To
determine respiratory volume, it is essential to monitor the
flow of the inspired and expired respiratory gases mixture.
The aim of this study is to verify the applicability of the
pressure differential aperture (orifice plate) as a flow sensor for neonatal HFJV and to determine the degree of influence of pressure parameters of HFJV.

2

Methods and material

2.1

Model of respiratory system

Respiratory system was modelled using a sealed rigid bottle with volume 1000 mL, compliance 2.87 mL/cmH2O,
fitted with an endotracheal tube with a diameter of 3 mm,
and a port for monitoring pressure inside the model.

2.2

High Frequency Jet Ventilator

Neonatal jet ventilator LifePulse (Bunnell, Salt Lake City,
Utah, United Sates) was used for the realization of the experiment that allow to generates short pressure pulses
(ti 0.02–0.034 s.), with a frequency in the range of 240660 breaths per minute. Peak inspiratory pressure (PIP)
can be set in the range of 8-50 cm H2O. To set the positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP), is used convenctional ventilator, foe example Avea (CareFusion, San Diego,
California, United States) connected in tandem with
HFJV. Expirium is realized passively in this ventilator.

Image 1 Jet Ventilator LifePulse (Bunnell, Salt Lake City,
UT)
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2.3

Experimental flow sensor – orifice
plate

Orifice plate was experimentally designed and made of
stainless steel, it can be placed in the ventilation circuit
between the jet-adapter and endotracheal tube. Dimensions of the aperture are shown in Image 2 and its flowpressure characteristics are shown in Image 3.
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(Bunnell, Salt Lake City, UT) 3 mm was used for the realization of the experiment. The circuit was closed by a rigid bottle (test lung). Pressure was measured in the lung
model and using the measuring branch and the LifePort
adapter shown in Image 4. In the case of measurement
with an aperture (with orifice plate), the flow sensor was
inserted between LifePort and the rigid container. Measuring ports on the aperture were blinded. PEEP 5 cmH2O,
PIP 20 cmH2O, ti 20ms have been set for measurement;
the values were kept constant all the time. Respiratory
rate was adjusted in the range of 4 -11 Hz with the step of
1 Hz. The mean value of the pressure and the peak value
of the pressure were recorded for both cases – with and
without orifice plate in circuit (Image 5). The measurement was repeated ten times each, and the results were
averaged. Differences of pressure amplitudes (pressure
decreases) and mean pressures were then calculated.

Image 2 Experimental flow sensor - cutt
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Pressure&[kPa]&

10$
5$
Image 4 Arrangement of the experiment
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!5$

!35$ !25$ !15$ !5$
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3

!15$

Values of pressure decreases are summarized in Table 1.
The pressure decreases caused by the orifice plate depending on the set respiratory rate.

!20$

Flow&[L/min]&

Image 3 Characteristic of experimental flow sensor

2.4

Measuring equipment

Specialized equipment with pressure sensors 26PC01
(Honeywell, United States) with a measuring range of 1
psi was developed for the simultaneous measurement of
up to three pressures at the same time. Signals from the
sensors are amplified through instrumental amplifiers
INA 128 (Texas Instruments, Dallas, Texas, United
States) and recorded by multifunctional measuring card
NIDAQ 6009 (National Instruments, Austin, Texas, United States). Sampling frequency is 1 kHz. LabVIEW Signal Express (National Instruments, Austin, Texas, United
States) was used for signal analysis

2.5

Results

!10$

Experiment - describing

Standard ventilation circuit HFJV with LifePort adapter

Table 1 Pressure decreases for different frequencies of
respiratoty rates

Frequency [Hz]
4

Pressure decreases
ΔP mean ΔP amplitude
[cmH2O]
[cmH2O]
0.54
2.31

5

0.77

1.77

6

0.81

1.69

7

0.59

1.78

8

0.92

1.86

9

1.12

1.96

10

1.45

2.35

11

1.74

2.57
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Image 5 Data processing

4

Conclusion

Realized experimental set and the conducted experiment
point out to the usability of an orifice plate for the measurement of flow at HFJV. The proposed aperture causes a
pressure drop which is dependent on the preset of respiratory rate; however, the pressure loss can be compensated
by setting ventilator. The distortion of the pressure waves
due to the aperture inserted into the patient circuit is minimal. Influence of an aperture needs to be further verified,
for example using an animal experiment.
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Abstract
An increasing number of research activities and applications like long-term studies and biofeedback applications leads
to the need for reliable and unobtrusive mobile sensor devices for the ambulatory measurement of electrodermal activity
(EDA). In this work we investigate and evaluate the impact of different external factors like body movement, physical
activity and temperature changes on the EDA signal. Furthermore, we investigate the reliabilty to detect emotional stimuli
under real life conditions. In a psychophysiological study we collected EDA and acceleration data from 31 young adults
during various tasks with two different sensors. One device is commercially available and measures EDA in the most common way by applying a direct voltage on two wet electrodes. The second sensor is a research prototype that works with dry
electrodes applying an alternating voltage. The results of the data analysis show that with increasing body movement and
physical exertion the detection of SCRs due to emotional stressors is getting less reliable when analyzed on an individual
basis. If several synchronized datasets exist, peak detection is still possible by calculating the average and thus eliminating
statistical disturbances. Extreme temperatures lead to a higher number of non-specific SCRs. For different applications,
different methods of measurement can be utilized.

1

Introduction

There are several sources of artifacts in electrodermal activity (EDA) measurement. Therefore, measurements are often
restricted to laboratory settings [1]. However, an increasing number of applications such as biofeedback applications
and field studies requires EDA sampling under real-life conditions. Thus, the EDA signal is superimposed and disturbed
by several external factors. In order to interpret the results of
mobile EDA measurement correctly, the impact of these influences needs to be investigated. This work deals with the
impact of body movement, physical activity and temperature changes on the EDA signal as one step towards robust
online processing algorithms. Figure 1 shows the observed
parameters and their effects on the EDA signal.

1.1

Physiological Background

EDA refers to modulation in skin conductance evoked by
changes in sweat secretion of eccrine sweat glands. These
sweat glands are controlled by the sympathetic part of the
autonomous nervous system. Their primary function is thermoregulation. Besides, the activity of eccrine sweat glands
changes with different physiological states [2]. Therefore,
EDA provides a measure of sympathetic activity evoked
by different emotions such as stress or anger. The EDA
signal can be separated into a slowly changing tonic part
(Skin Conductance Level, SCL) and a higher-frequent phasic part (Skin Conductance Response, SCR) [1]. The occurrence of SCRs can be associated with short-term changes in
a person’s emotional state. Furthermore, so-called nonspecific SCRs (NS.SCRs) can be produced by unknown sources
without an external stimulus. SCL usually ranges from 2 µS
to 20 µS. Typical SCR amplitudes have an amplitude ranging from 0.1 µS to 1 µS [2]. These values strongly depend

physical
activity

motion of
electrodes

ARTIFACTS

temperature
changes

THERMAL
SWEATING

EDA
signal
emotional
stimuli

EMOTIONAL
SWEATING

ANS

Figure 1 External influences on EDA: Body movement
causes motion artifacts which disturb the measurement.
Thermal and emotional sweating caused by emotional stimuli, temperature changes or physical exertion is regulated
by the autonomous nervous system (ANS) and therefore
changes the EDA itself. The extent of such influences can
vary due to different electrode locations, electrode types and
measurement techniques.

on the number of eccrine sweat glands covered by the electrodes which also relates to the electrode size.

1.2

Related Work

In [3] the effect of different walking speeds on the EDA signal has been investigated. The main result was that the frecuency of NS.SCRs increases with higher walking speeds
due to movement artifacts. Moreover, in [4] the relation between EDA and acceleration data during a public speech has
been examined. Apart from the expected occurrence of motion artifacts a significant number of EDA events appeared
before the related movement. This could be due to regu-
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left hand keeping the right hand calm and later vice versa.
The next tasks were walking and running to investigate the
combination of motion artifacts and physical activity. Next,
the subjects were asked to cycle on an ergometer keeping
their hands calm. This part was to examine the influence of
physical exertion on the EDA signal without any motion artifacts. After a second baseline of 10 minutes the subjects
were exposed to different room temperatures. First the test
persons had to sit in front of a fan heater to experience high
temperatures. Afterwards they were asked to stay outside
which caused low temperatures of 0 C to 8 C.

2

Methods

In order to collect data which reflects the above mentioned
external influences on the EDA signal, we conducted a laboratory study at FZI. The following section gives an overview
about the experimental setup and the data analysis.

2.1

Data Collection

EDA measurement was realized with two sensors. The
adhesive electrodes of the commercially available sensor
edaMove [7] were attached on the palms of each subjects’s
dominant hand. The prototype of a mobile sensor (called
MobEDA) was attached to the non-dominant hand. The latter sensor uses dry electrodes and works with the application of a 100 mVpp voltage. It can be worn in two different ways: either with electrodes integrated in a glove which
measures EDA on the edges of the palms or a strap which
obtains EDA at the wrist. The sensors are shown in Figure
2. For data analysis, 29 datasets of the sensor edaMove have
been used. One dataset was removed due to a frequent disturbance in the contact between adhesive electrodes and the
palm. Another dataset was rejected because of errors during the presentation of the acoustic stimuli. For the last 11
measurements an early prototype of the MobEDA sensor allowed for the acquisition valid datasets.
EDA and acceleration data were collected from 31 individuals (22 males) aged between 18 and 36 years. The experiment started with a resting baseline of 10 minutes. Afterwards, motion artifacts (movement of hands and pressure
on electrodes) have been induced by asking the subjects to
type a text with a computer keyboard and to sort and shuffle
a deck of cards. In order to compare the different measuring
methods of the two sensors, the subjects first typed with the
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latory mechanisms in high arousal situations. Additionally,
there exists a variety of field studys conducted with mobile
sensor devices. In [5] EDA has been measured during different driving tasks. The aim was to distinguish between
three stress levels. In [6] EDA has been recorded with mobile devices to investigate child-robot interaction under real
life conditions.
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Figure 2 Different sensors for EDA measurement used in
the study.
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Figure 3 Study procedure
In order to induce emotional stimuli and therefore get the
characteristic reactions in the EDA signal, an emotional
stressor was presented several times. It consisted of both
an acoustic and a virtual stimulus (scream of a woman and
image of a creepy creature). For different temperatures no
emotional stimuli were presented because the first aim was
to gain a general overview. For every subject, data with an
overall duration of about 60 minutes was collected. Figure 3
shows a summary of the study procedure.

2.2

Data Analysis

Two different research questions were addressed within the
analyses: First we used data of the edaMove sensor in order
to analyze EDA waveform. Furthermore, differences caused
by the different recording techniques beween the edaMove
and the MobEDA sensor were compared. Data was analyzed using MATLAB. Furthermore, movisens DataAnalyzer software was used to calculate SCR parameters.
In general, the collected EDA data shows a high intersubject variance. SCL values up to 30 µS and extremely high
SCR amplitudes of 5 µS were recorded. In order to facilitate
further analyses, the data was normalized by dividing each
signal by the mean value of its first baseline as suggested in
[8]. For peak detection, each subject’s signal was analyzed
manually by setting timestamps where the typical shape of
an SCR occurred. Besides, amplitudes of the normalized
EDA signal were detected using the DataAnalyzer software.
Peaks were exposed by determining inflection points and applying threshold values for the difference between following
local maximum and precedent local minimum values. SCRs
were detected as valid with an amplitude between 0.05 µS
and 1.5 µS and with thresholds of 3 s and 10 s for SCR rise
times and half recovery times.
The results were evaluated comparing them to the markers
of the emotional stimuli. The sensitivity was calculated for
each detection method in every part of the experiment. It
relates the number of correctly identified SCRs to the total
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Figure 5 Mean EDA signal of all datasets during the running
task. Vertical red bars mark times when emotional stimuli
were presented.
Figure 6 illustrates, that the total number of detected SCR
for all parts with external influences are more than 3 times
higher than the values in the two baselines. For this calculation, the problems with peak detection in the baselines described above have no significant impact because there is
only one stimulus in the baseline period of 10 minutes.

3.2

Thermal influences

In Figure 6 the effect of high and low temperatures on the
EDA signal is illustrated. Comparing the SCR occurrence
for each temperature condition with the baseline values a
large increase of the SCR count can be detected. As the
individuals had the same body position (sitting) and kept
their hands calm in these parts of the experiment, the differences in the signal can be associated with the impact
of extreme temperatures. Apart from thermoregulatory processes, strong sweating and freezing can produce stress
which causes emotional reactions.

3.3

Comparison of electrode locations

The mean EDA values of different sensor types for the different experiment sections are shown in Figure 7. For the
sensor with adhesive electrodes (red), the SCL is considerably higher in the first experimental parts than for dry electrodes (blue, green). This is due to the fact that the contact
between electrode and skin is immediately established for
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Detection of emotional reactions

Figure 4 shows the sensitivity of the SCR detection. The
manual detection shows good results for the activity of typing with a sensitivity of about 85 %. Obviously, for both detection methods the results for high body exertion with motion artifacts (running) are insufficient. For artifacts without
body movement (typing and sorting) the software detection
shows better results than for body movement and exertion.
Extremely high SCR amplitudes in the two baselines can be
referred to the sudden, strong startle of the first emotional
stimulus after a long period of resting. Due to the high amplitudes of the SCRs, SCR rise times also had higher values
than expected. For this reason, only about 50 % of the presented peaks which are evident in manual annotation were
recognized with the EDA software, the others were discarded for not lying within the defined validity range. Figure
5 shows the value of the mean EDA over all datasets for the
running task. Random disturbances and artifacts were averaged out and the reaction of presented emotional stressors
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number of SCRs following the emotional stimulus. Furthermore, the mean values of all data sets were calculated in
intervals of 5 s with a window shift of 1 s. Before that, EDA
raw data of each individual was converted to an interval between 0 and 1 to normalize the results. Finally, the mean
value of detected NS.SCR per minute for every experimental part was calculated using the DataAnalyzer.
For a comparison of the different measurement methods and
electrode locations the mean value of both sensor devices
has been calculated for every part of the experiment. The
mean value of the positive derivative [9] was computed for
the activity of typing. This parameter is calculated by obtaining the signal’s derivative and rejecting negative values.
It contains information about a signal’s variation which can
be related to the occurrence of NS.SCRs and disturbances
due to motion artifacts. The typing activity was chosen to
directly compare episodes of high motion to resting states
for every sensor type. In order to compare the original SCL
values the EDA data has not been normalized in this calculation.
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Figure 4 Mean sensitivity of manual peak detection (blue)
and detection with EDA analysis software (red) in different
parts of the experiment. The sensitivity relates the number
of correctly identified SCRs to the total number of SCRs
following the emotional stimulus.
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Figure 6 Mean number of detected SCR per minute for each
experimental part
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Figure 7 Mean EDA values in every part of the experiment
for different sensor types: edaMove (red), strap (blue) and
glove (green)
adhesive electrodes with the electrolyte gel. For dry electrodes the contact is improved by activities with thermal
sweating due to physical activities as running and cycling.
For adhesive electrodes the signal obtained during these activities does not change significantly.
Positive derivative values have been calculated for the activity of typing. As reference, these values have been obtained
for the baselines as well. The results are shown in Figure
8. For the glove, the positive derivative during typing is remarkably higher than for keeping the hand stationary. This
observation is less distinctive using the wrist strap. For adhesive electrodes the positive slope is even higher during
resting. Hence, the loose connection between skin and electrodes in the glove is already disturbed by little movement
of hands while adhesive electrodes or the location of electrodes at the wrist are less susceptible to motion artifacts.
The glove could be improved by using textiles which enable
a tighter contact of electrodes and skin.
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Figure 8 Mean of positive values of the EDA signals’ positive derivative during typing and baselines for different sensor types: edaMove (red), strap (blue) and glove (green)

4

Conclusion

In the current work we investigate the impact of motion,
sports activities and temperature changes on the measurement of EDA. For data collection, a study with 31 participants was conducted. Due to the great subject-dependent
variations of the EDA signal, a normalization of EDA signals collected in mobile scenarios is recommended. For
moderate hand movements during activities such as typing
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and sorting cards, the peak detection shows good results
for the individual signals. During sports activities an exact
recognition of emotional stressors could not be reproduced
on an individual basis. A reliable detection of responses to
external stimuli was achieved by computing the mean of
several data sets with synchronized events.
The results show that besides emotion also physical activity and temperature have a large influence on the EDA signal. Moveover, movement artifacts such as electrode movement can cause errors in the signal. This has to be considered when data is collected in the field. Context information
such as acceleration data or temperature can help to identify periods of physical activity and temperature changes.
Moreover, cardiovascular information can be used to identify physical activity without movement (e. g. ergometer).
The electrode position should be chosen according to the
individual use case. Best signal quality can be achieved at
the hands. However, if the use case requires frequent use of
hands (e. g. during typing), other electrode positions such as
the wrist should be used for signal acquisition.
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Abstract	
  
Based on former investigations of real-time compression of biosignals, further improvements of
algorithm-efficiency were made. The algorithm was successfully migrated to a DSP-environment.
The migration opens the door for more complex compression methods, especially for implant applications where high-data-rate transmission is required in real-time.

1.

Introduction

The implant-based control of active hand prostheses poses
many problems to the developer [2]. For instance, to
achieve reliable prosthetic control, we must collect as
much electromyographic (EMG) data as possible from the
body with the minimum use of energy. To better use the
limited link capacity between implant and base-station and
to improve the energy requirements, we evaluated several
compression algorithms and implemented them in a
MSP430F6638-environment (further referred to as MSP)
[1]. Due to the extremely low entropy of EMG signals, we
could reduce the transmitted data-rate by 98.46%. We
achieved minimal loss of information and acceptable latency, which make this proceeding adequate for implantable technologies. In our investigations, we compared the
digital-signal-processor TMS320C5535 (DSP) to the
MSP430 microcontroller.
The data processing was scaled up to four channels to meet
the state of art requirements of an invasive hand control
system [2].

2.

Methods

The optimisation and evaluation of the adaptive-vectorquantisation-algorithm (AVQ) was done in a computer
numeric environment, but respecting the computational
capabilities of the DSP.
Firstly, for testing, we used raw output signals recorded
invasively from the muscle [3, 4] and reference signals
(EKG, white noise, Beethoven music).
The second step was to migrate the existing MSP code to
the DSP and fit it to the slightly different hardware architecture. Lacking the real implant, all tests were made on
the development board  “TMS320C5535  eZdsp”. The programming was done in C-language.

We used the following quality indicators:
(i)
Percentage Root-Mean-Square-Difference (PRD) of
the original and reconstructed signal (All computation done by a PC).
(ii)
Utilisation and energy-consumption of the DSPCore
(iii) Computational time on the DSP-Core.

2.1.

Optimisation

The information loss in vector quantisation (VQ) is highly
dependent on the codebook quality [1]. To make sure the
codebook fits the signal, we suggest an adapting process.
Regardless of the selected process, the codebook initialisation plays a big role in how fast and how close the adaptive
codebook (CB) converges towards the perfect CB. The
perfect CB would contain no unused vectors and provide a
minimal PRD on a maximum-entropy signal.
The standard initialisation would be to fill the codebook
with equally distributed constants. However, when the
block length is big compared to the Nyquist frequency of
the signal, only few of those vectors will ever be used
(Fig 1). The easiest way of getting a well-used CB is to
copy the first N samples (N=block-length*codebookdepth), which ensures having realistic signals with the
correct bias and amplitude (Fig. 2).
In real application, it would be recommended to perform
training with the corresponding residual limb during initialisation. Here, this method will be called bufferinitialisation.
In case the signal has significantly lower bit resolution
than the CPU, pre-scaling the samples will improve the
outcome. In our case that would be 10 vs. 16 Bit, so the
signal can be safely scaled with a factor of 32 (The leftover
factor of 2 is needed for the algorithm).
At this point, we want to emphasize that for a well-defined
time-invariant system a pre-calculated optimal static code-
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book would always yield the best reconstruction. Here, the
aim was to optimise the algorithm so that in the end our
adaptive CB is as close as possible to the pre-calculated
perfect CB (Fig. 3).
While optimising the initialisation, it turned out that the
impact of a smaller codebook depth is low. Thus, when
serving four channels with similar signals, it would be
sufficient to use a single global codebook instead of one
per channel. Computer evaluation yielded, that even with
four different bias values the PRD difference of the reconstructions is less than 1%. If the four channels share the
same bias and amplitude, one global codebook yields better reconstruction results than four individual ones.

2.2.

Implementation

The adaptive vector quantisation was implemented on the
DSP and scaled up to four input channels in real time.
Monitoring the utilisation allowed to reduce the CPU frequency without compromising the performance. This also
has a strong impact on power consumption.
Afterwards, as a reference, a static-codebook-VQ (SVQ)
and a dummy version (only envelope-code, no calculation)
were implemented. Power consumption and utilisation of
all three implementations were measured. To measure the
utilisation, every I/O pin was first cleared before idling the
CPU and then set when the next interrupt woke it up. As
one can see in Table 1, the interrupt handling itself is utilising 14% of the DSP computational potential. The core
power was measured, using the on-board power-monitor
shunts.
To compare the computational efficiency (MSP vs. DSP),
one test was performed by clocking the DSP with 8MHz
and serving a single channel.

3.

Figure 1 A codebook initialized with eight constants after
one minute

Figure 2 A codebook initialized with eight scaled bufferblocks after one minute (real-time operation)

Results

The aforementioned optimisations in AVQ reduced the
information loss (PRD) of a certain EMG signal from 5%
to 3%. The exact impact depends strongly on the signal but
is always positive for buffer initialisation.
Figures 1-3 illustrate how the different types of initialisation influence the way a small codebook gets populated.
The colouring distinguishes the list members. A constant
(only in Fig.1) shows that the entry has never been used.
The buffer initialisation optimizes the CB use, reducing the
error rate.
To visualise the correlation between codebook usage and
PRD, the probability mass function (PMF) of usage of the
CB-vectors was calculated. It can be seen (Fig. 4 and 5)
that a good performance is reached, when the PMF is close
to uniform distribution. An exponential PMF characterises
a signal that has too high entropy for the chosen AVQ.

Figure 3 An optimal codebook for the one-minute test
signal (calculated offline)
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Figure 4 The probability mass function of codebook
member usage: EMG, PRD=3.3%
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Figure 7 ECG constant initialisation, codebook 8x8,
before the adaptation starts
Even though a lot of information is lost, before the codebook starts to adapt, one would still be able to reconstruct
the pace-rate. Also, the signal allows the VQ to make use
of many different codebook members. However, as soon
as a signal is dominated by higher frequencies (such as in
the case of EMG), the algorithm will always pick the
smallest of the absolute constants. This is why, for the
aimed application, buffer initialisation works best. With
the same block size, the simple constant initialisation is
only effective on slower signals. The discussed optimisations do not touch on the computational load during
runtime.

Figure 5 The probability mass function of codebook
member usage: white noise, PRD=48.2%
Figure 6 visualizes the performance of the AVQ on an
EMG Signal.

This knowledge was used when switching to the DSPenvironment. The migration of the code to the DSP was
successfully implemented in C, where the maximal efficiency depends on the compiler.
To perform the power and timing analysis, an SVQ, AVQ
and empty envelope (NOP) were run on the evaluationboard.
Table 1 Power consumption vs. utilisation of different
codes. The parameters are: four channels, 3,49 kS/s @ 16
Bit per channel.
fCPU=25MHz
Idle
NOP
SVQ AVQ
0
14
55
68
Utilisation / %
13
13
13
12,7
Core Power / mW

Figure 6 EMG original vs. reconstruction PRD=3.7%
Figure 7 shows the initialisation process when using a
codebook filled with constants on an ECG. This illustrates
the case, when the Nyquist frequency is low in comparison
to the real sampling frequency.

The results suggest that energy consumption does not
change significantly for different CPU utilisations (Table
1). For applications with a high computational load - like
real-time compression - the DSP offers better performance
than the MSP430. In worst case, clocking the DSP with
100MHz yields power consumption of about 31mW. As a
reference the MSP430 [1] consumes 20mW per channel,
when being clocked at 8MHz. We see that the energetic
efficiency with respect to the computational power is higher for the evaluated DSP. The main advantage of the MSP,
however, is the extremely low power consumption (several
µW) in a special low power idle mode. However, in the
target application (real time, multi-channel, high samplingrate) the MSP never enters this idle mode rendering this
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advantage irrelevant. Comparing both architectures at
8MHz, 3.5kS/s single channel AVQ yielded the following
results:
Utilisation DSP: ~40% P=9.5mW
Utilisation MSP: ~92% P=20mW
The other important evaluated parameter is the time necessary to perform the computational operations for one data
block. In this case, the algorithm is running in real-time.
Therefore, the maximum introduced latency of one sample
is:
(1/fSampling)*block-length*2=18ms
The minimum achievable latency (zero calculation time)
would be 9ms. The accurate value depends on the clocking
frequency and the number of processed channels. For the
prosthetic control, since a delay of up to 125ms in the
entire data transmission process is desirable [3], the maximal generated delay of 18ms, which we achieved, is acceptable for this application.

4.

Conclusion

The goal of optimising the adaptive-vector-quantisationalgorithm (AVQ) was reached, and it was clearly shown
that it can meet the requirements of medical implant signal
processing. The AVQ might be improved even further by
optimising the adaptation process.
The DSP clearly provides the computational power to
handle more complex algorithms with no increase in energy consumption with respect to the MSP430. It can run on
up to 100MHz and is equipped with a special CPU core
allowing it to perform several computational steps in parallel. In case a CPU-frequency of less than 60MHz is sufficient, the supply-voltage can be decreased, which further
decreases power consumption.
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The major drawback of changing from MSP to DSP is the
larger chip size and the additional requirement of external
program memory.
When working with adaptive codebooks, one question is
how/ why/ when the updating function should be triggered
and how this influences the overall compression rate.
At some point the raw EMG data will be translated into
information regarding motions and forces. As this is nothing else but an example of compression, it will be interesting to find out whether the DSP can perform this step
inside the implant and still meet the low power restrictions.
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